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ABSTRACT

The minibus taxi industry serves approximately 68% of the South Africans using
pUblic transport. It is credited with supporting black South African communities
by providing a more accessible alternative to the public transportation. It has also
been a primary activity for black entrepreneurship since the early 1970s up to the
present. It also provides a strong example of enterprise serving as a platform for
creating employment and for fighting poverty.

However, its growth and prosperity is hindered by a number of challenges, some
of which emanated from the past apartheid laws that restricted black economic
policies. Some are related to the industry, such as continuing problems of
persistent violence, at times reSUlting in death and safety concerns.

In an effort to address these challenges, the National Department of Transport
published a Taxi Recapitalisation Strategy (TRS). The TRS is not only about the
replacement of old vehicles with new and safe vehicles, but presents the
government with an opportunity to transform, empower and regulate the industry.
The key pillars of the TRS are the scrapping of old taxi vehicles, the introduction
of new and safe vehicles, effective regulations, empowerment of the taxi industry
and law enforcement.

This study measures the impact of the TRS on poverty levels and expenditure
patterns of the taxi-mode commuters of the Vaal. situated south of Gauteng. It
focuses mainly on the few townships identified; where the taxis are the most
frequently used mode of transport. It has been shown that regulation of the taxi
industry through the implementation of the TRS would lead to a rise in taxi fares
and other consequences for the owners and users (passengers). Subsequently,
this would result in increased levels of poverty and a change in expenditure
patterns of most of the Vaal households.
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Although the levels of poverty have decreased in the townships of the Vaal as
compared to 2003. the severity of poverty still remains in some households.
Using the Household Subsistence Level (HSL) as the household's respective
poverty line, 45.4% of the households have an income that is less than 50% of
their HSL amount, indicating severe poverty. The headcount index was
determined at 0.59 in 2006, indicating that 59% of households live below their
poverty lines. The poverty gap index was determined at 0.45, reflecting that
households lack on average 45% of income to attain a level equal to their poverty
line. The impact of increases in taxi fares would then directly have a negative
effect on the average standard of living of the Vaal households.

To measure the impact of the TRS on expenditure patterns, affordability levels of
the households of the Vaal were considered. The three scenarios used (taxi fares
increase by 10%, 15%, and 20%) showed that the average monthly transport
costs would rise by 9.9%, 10.3% and 10.6% respectively, following the
implementation of the TRS.

If user-targeted subsidies could be offered that would result in the taxi fare
reduction, it could have an impact on expenditure patterns and poverty levels of
the Vaal households.

Applying the impact assessment model to households living below their poverty lines
in the Vaal, increased government subsidy would supplement the existing
incomes of these households. For instance, if a subsidy of 20% on taxi fares is
offered, that is to make the taxi fare lower than the current fare, the poverty gap
would decrease from 0.45 to 0.31 and the headcount index would be reduced
from 0.59 to 0.48. This would reflect that households lacking income to attain a
level equal to their poverty line is reduced by 14%.This suggests that the
recapitalisation of the taxi fleet which is supported by a taxi fare subsidy is critical
to ensure the provision of safe, affordable and efficient minibus taxis. In the case
of even higher government subsidies, reduction in the cost of transport through
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government subsidies may supplement the existing income of households to
such an extent that the headcount indexes for the population decreases even
more.

The study therefore concludes that poverty alleviation and improved standards of
living among the Vaal households can only be achieved if appropriate subsidies
which may lead to the reduction in the taxi fares can be provided.
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OPSOMMING
Die minibus huurmotor bedryf bedien om en by agt en sestig persent (68%)
Suid Afrikaners wie van openbare vervoer gebruik maak. Die bedyf word
gekrediteer as ondersteuning vir veral swart gemeenskappe om aan hulle
toegangklike altenatiewe aan te bied in die openbare vervoerstelsel. Die minibus
huurmotor bedryf was sedert die 1970's en 1980's primer, 'n goeie geleentheid
vir swart entrepreneurskap. Die bedryf is ook 'n goeie vooorbeeid van 'n sake
sektor wat dien as 'n basis vir die skep van werksgeleenthede in die stryd teen
armoede.
Die groei en vooruitgang van die minibus huurmotor bedryf word geknie- halter
deur 'n aantal uitdagings sommige van hulle was veroorsaak deur die vorige
apartheidswette wat swart ekonomiese beleid beperk het en die ander hou
verband met die bedryf self en die voortslepende geweld en die gepaardgaande
bekommernis rondom veiligheidsaspekte in die bedryf.

In 'n poging om die uitdagings wat die huurmotor bedryf in die oe staar, het die
regering die Hu,urmotor Rekapitalisasie Program (HRP) in 1999 voorgestel. Die
uitgangspunt van die Huurmotor Rekapitalisasie Program is om die huidige vloot
van minibus huurmotors te vervang; wat tans 'n groot deel van die bedryf
uitmaak, met minibusse wat nuwer en meer veilig en betroubaar is. 'n Verdere
doelstelling van die program is om die die bedryf te transformeer, te bemagtig en
te reguleer. Die sleutel pilare van die HRP is die afskryf van ou huurmotor
voertuie, die daarstelling van nuwe en veilge voertuie, effektiewe regulering, die
bemagtiging van die huurmotor industrie in die algemeen en wetstoepassing.

Hierdie studie is daarop gemik om die impak van die Huurmotor Rekapitalisasie
Program op die armoede vlakke en die spanderingspatrone van passasiers in die
Groter Vaal area of gebied, suid van Gauteng te meet. Die gebiede wat
hoofsaaklik bestudeer gaan word,

is die vorige benadeelde woongebiede wat

primer van die minibus taxi gebruik maak. Navorsing dui daarop dat die
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regulering van die minibus huurmotor bedryf deur die TRP daartoe gaan lei dat
tarief aanpassings of verhogings onvermydellik gaan wees en selfs ander
gevolge vir eienaars van huurmotors en passasiers tot gevolg het. Dit gaan
gevolglik bydra tot verhoogde vlakke van armoede en 'n verandering van
bestedings patrone in huishoudings in die Groter Vaal area.

Alhoewel die vlakke van armoede afgeneem het in die "townships" van die Groter
Vaal area, vergeleke met vorige jare, bly die armoede situasie steeds ernstig in
sekere huishoudings. Die Huishoudelike Lewenstandaard Maatstaf wat die
armoede van huishoudings aandui, het die volgende aangetoon: vyf en veertig
punt vier persent (45.4%) van aile huishoudings het 'n inkomste van minder as
vyftig persent (50%) van hulle totale huishoudelike bedrag, wat beduidend is van
ernstige armoede. Die per capita indeks in 2006 het gestaan op 0.59 wat daarop
gedui het dat nege en vyftig persent (59%) van huishoudings onder die broodlyn
geleef het. Die armoede gaping indeks was vasgestel op 0.45 wat daarp dui dat
huishoudings ten minste gemiddeld vyf en veertig persent (45%) se inkomste
kort om net gelyk te trek met hulle armoede vlakke. Die impak van tarief
aanpassings in die huurmotor bed ryf gaan gevolglik 'n negatiewe effek op die
gemiddelde lewensstanddard van huishoudings in die Groter Vaal area tot
gevolg he.

Om die impak van die HRP op uitgawe patrone te meet is die bekostigbare
vlakke van huishoudings in die Groter Vaal oorweeg. AI drie benaderings was
gebruik en tarief aanpassings van 10%, 15% en 20% dui daarop dat die
gemiddelde vervoer kostes met gemiddeld 9.9%, 10.3% en 10.6% onderskeidelik
gaan styg nadat die TRP geYmplementeer is.

Indien direkte-gebruikers subsisdies aangebied word wat daartoe sou lei dat die
tarief aanpassings tot die minimum beperk word, sal dit 'n groter gevolg he op
uitgawe patrone en armoede vlakke op die Groter Vaal huishoudings.
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Die toepassing van die impak evalueringsmodel op huishoudings wat onder die
broodlyn lewe in die Grater Vaal, deur verhoogde staats subsidies sal tot gevolg
he dat bestaande inkomste van huishoudings aangevul word. Byvoorbeeld, met
'n subsidie van twintig persent (20%) sal die armoede gaping van 0.45 tot 0.31
verlaag word asook die per capita indeks van 0.59 tot 0.48 veerlaag. oit sal
beteken dat hUishoudings wat 'n inkomste tekort het onder hul armoede vlakke
verlaag word met veertien persent (14%). Bogenoemde dui daarap dat die
huurmotor rekapitalisasie van die vloot voertuie met 'n subsidie in die huurmotor
tarief ondersteun moet word om die voorsiening van 'n veilige, bekostigbare en
effektiewe diens te verseker. In die geval waar daar selfs verhoogde regerings
subsidies toegestaan word om die koste van vervoer te verlaag en die inkomste
van huishoudings aan te vul, sal armoede noemenswaardig afneem.

Die studie maak die aanname dat die verligting van armoede en die verbetering
in die lewenstandaard van hUishoudings in die Groter Vaal slegs behaal kan
word indien die gepaste of geskikte subsidies moontlik gemaak word deur die
regering. oit sal die hoer tariewe van die huurmotor bedryf die beste beperk.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION, PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES

1.1

Background perspective

Throughout the history of mankind, transport has played an important role in
economic development, social upliftment and the creation of wealth and
prosperity.

In terms of the Department of Transport (1996a:2), transport

contributes to the social and economic development of families, business people,
towns and cities. provinces and the country as a whole. More than 60% of the
population in South Africa depends on public transport Today, minibus taxis
continue to provide a vital service to millions of South Africans. They serve 65%
of those people taking public transport (Boudreaux, 2006: 1).

In his speech in 2002, the former Minister of Transport, Mr Durlah Omar, pointed
out that the taxi industry had for a long time been neglected by the government
resulting in the situation where there are poor facilities for the industry (Omar,
2002).

Furthermore, the apartheid system played a pivotal role in the poor development
of transport policy and that of the passenger transport industry in particular (ANC,
1994:4) Boudreaux (2006: 1) argues that despite a hostile environment, some
black entrepreneurs undertook great risks to meet consumer demand for a more
accessible and convenient form of transportation. \Nith the traditional barriers
removed, transport policy and the future of the industry can now receive the
much-deserved attention.

"When viewed as a whole, the South Africa urban transport system is performing
relaflvely poor as measured against the needs of key groups of customers, as
well as against overall national objective" (DoT, 1998b:56). This conclusion sets
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the scene for the transformation of the public transport industry and the minibus
taxi industry

:~

particular In the field of passenger transport policy. South African

government had been investigating transport issues since the early 1990s.
Bearing in mind the historically fragmented nature of the operation. financing and
administration of public transport. a completely new philosophy and mind-set was
required. This is largely due to the fact that the nerve centre of economic activity.
namely an efficient transport system, was designed and managed in accordance
with the needs and desires of the minority of the population (Naude. 1999:2).

In 1995 the National Department of Transport (NDoT) set up a National Taxi
Task Team (NTTT) to investigate all problems and challenges facing the minibus
taxi industry. It also aimed at formulating solutions to ensure sustainability and
competitiveness of the industry.

The Taxi Recapitalisation Strategy found its

roots in the final recommendations of the NTTT. which were approved by
government

In

1996.

Those

recommendations

were

a

product

of

a

comprehensive consultation process that culminated in 36 public hearings
countrywide.

lin the Gauteng Province, the public hearings were held in

Vereeniging,

Johannesburg.

Randfontein,

Benoni

and

Pretoria,

with

the

Vereeniging hearing encapsulating the responses representing the Vaal region
. (Implementation Working Group - IWG, 2000)

A Green Paper was issued in March 1996, which culminated in the White Paper
after the incorporation and feedback of different stakeholder groups (IWG, 2000)
The White Paper on Transport which was published in 1996 was the first step
towards the formalisation of the taxi industry. It can generally be viewed as a
breakthrough to position transport as catalyst for growth and social upliftment
(IWG, 2000).
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1.1.1

The Taxi Recapi,tal,isation Strategy

In May 2000, the NDoT published the Taxi Recapitalisation Strategy (TRS). This
strategy was developed in response to a national transport system challenged by
safety, reliability and efficiency problems. By collaborating with other functional
ministries and parastatals, the NDoT had followed a 5-year review process that
sought to examine ways of aligning the national transport system through
integrating the entire operations and infrastructure with the potential of delivering
on a national scale (DoT, 2006c:2). The NDoT through the NTTT came up with
the final recommendations which eventually underpinned the design of the TRS.

The TRS was designed to eliminate illegal operators, improve taxi revenues
collection and solve other taxi related problems, such as safety and service levels
(DoT, 2006c:6). Challenges facing the taxi industry have a direct impact on the
taxi commuters. Hence, high and rising levels of poverty and unemployment
facing especially low-income taxi commuters have also to be addressed.

1.1.2 Unemployment and poverty in the Vaal

Employment and poverty alleviation have long been major challenges for many
governments, and are significant objectives for developing countries such as
South Africa. High and rising levels of unemployment, poverty and many other
social disorders characterise the Vaal (Slabbert, 2004: 13). Because of the lack
of reliable sources of information on a regional basis, surveys were conducted in
the Vaal by Siabbert et al. (1987; 1997 and 1999) to determine the levels of
unemployment and poverty.

The unemployment and poverty statistics for the Vaal as determined by Slabbert
(2004:25) reflect the levels of poverty in the area.

It points out that the

unemployment rate determined for the Vaal is up to 53.6% for 2003.

The

unemployment is much higher in the townships, reflecting 60.7% for the same
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year. The unemployment rate amongst the poor is 72 4%, of which 95.7% of the
poor resides in the townships. The percentage of households below the poverty
line in the Vaal was determined at 49.1 % for 2003.

This percentage is much

higher in the townships, amounting to 620%.

Given the extent of poverty and unemployment, a sizeable number of township
dwellers find it outside their means to own and operate a private motor vehicle;
hence taxi transport Is mainly used in the townships.

There is a strong link between unemployment and poverty, especially in
townships where the majority of the poor lives. Siabbert (1997:77) determined
that from 1991 to 1994 the poverty rate and the unemployment rate increased at
about the same rate in the Vaal.

1.2

Statement of the promem

The mission of the Depaliment of Transport in respect of land passenger
transport is:

"The promotion of a safe, reliable, effective, efficient, coordinated, integrated, and
environmentally friendly land passenger transport system in South African urban
and rural areas, and the Southern African regIOn, managed in an accountable
manner to ensure that people experience improving levels of mobility and
accessibility" (DoT, 1996a:6).

In support of this mission, the National Department of Transport (NDoT)
formulated the following customer-based goals: which should also be achieved
by the TRS.
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a) To ensure that passenger transport services address user needs,
including those of commuters, pensioners, the aged, scholars, the
disabled, tourists, and long distance passengers.

b) To improve accessibility and mobility, limiting walking distances to less
than about one kilometre in urban areas. This aims to achieve the 80:20
distribution between public transport and private transport as envisaged by
the Moving South Africa Project.

c) To ensure that public transport is affordable, with commuters spending
less than about 10 percent of disposable income on transport.

d) To promote safe and secure, reliable and sustainable passenger transport
(DoT, 1996a:7)

The above policy goals were intended to completely change the system from the
previously supply-driven to demand-driven principles. However,

goverr:'I~Jent

did

not really investigate commuters' needs (DoT, 1998b:11). As a reSLit, there is a
lack of clarity as to how the above customer-goals are perceived by and will
affect the communities of the Vaal.

The TRS raises the following questions to which the study wi!1 attempt to
respond:

a) How will the implementation of the TRS affect the cost of transport and
therefore the levels of poverty and expenditure patterns in the townships
of the Vaal?

b) When implemented, will consumers spend the same or at even increased
levels of their disposable incomes on taxi fares?
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c) Will the TRS achieve the macro-economic goal of poverty alleviation by
not contributing to people's poverty chain, but rather enhance economic
activity?
d) How should the government intervene to maintain or improve the status
quo of the taxi commuters?

1.3

Objectives of the study

The objective of this study is to assess and measure the impact of the
implementation of the TRS on expenditure patterns and povel1y levels of taxi
mode commuters. The study will closely analyse the following:

a) The

potential

economic

effects

of

fare

changes

on

commuters'

expenditure on transport, taking into account the socio-economic status of
the commuters before and after the implementation of the TRS.

b) The awareness and perceptions of commuters towards the TRS in terms
of customer-based goals as spelt out in the White Paper on National
Transport Policy.

c) The extent at which government's intervention is needed towards taxi fare
costs (subsidising fares), and the strategy requ,jred to ensure that the
customer-based goals are met in the Vaal.

1.4

Hypothesis

Notwithstanding the positive expectations from the TRS and taking into account
proposed measures to address the challenges faced by stakeholders in the taxi
industry, the expected positive influence on overall poverty levels of commuters

will not be achieved without subsidisation.

Furthermore, due to government's

lack of information on commuters' needs and the cost implications involved, Vaal
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commuters will still spend at current or even increased levels of their disposable
incomes on taxi fares.

Government subsidies to various segments of the

commuting public will be required if the positive changes envisaged are to be
attained.

1.5

Study area

While the study will draw on experiences from elsewhere (nationally and
internationally) for comparative purposes, it will adopt the Vaal as the study area.
The Vaal is located in the southern part of Gauteng province and the northern
part of Free State province.

The area consists of Emfuleni (Vereeniging and

Vanderbijlpark), Metsimaholo (Sasolburg) and Midvaal (Meyerton and Randvaal)
municipalities. The focus is put on taxi commuters living in the Former Black
Townships (FBTs)

The study focused on two municipalities, Emfuleni and Metsimaholo. These FBTs
were

Boipatong,

Bophelong,

Evaton,

Sebokeng,

Sharpeville,

Tshepiso,

Muvhango In the Emfuleni municipality and Zamdela which is in Metsimaholo
municipal area. These FBTs were chosen because they are large townships and,
according to Slabbert (2004:25), it is where the majority, about 90% of the
unemployed and 95.7% of the poor resides.

1.6

Research desig

A sample survey was conducted in August 2005 to February 2006, with 260
questionnaires administered on a selected group of households, selected from an
earlier survey conducted in 2003 by the Vaal Research Group (VRG). Data on
income and expenditure levels of households from the VRG survey will be used
to supplement the current research.
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1.6.1

Design descrjption

The survey aimed to determine the socio-economic status of taxi users, their
views about the conditions of taxis, and knowledge and perceptions of the TRS.
The data assisted in evaluating the effect of the TRS on poverty levels, as well as
on expenditure

patterns of taxi-mode commuters:

thereby facilitating the

assessment of the impact on taxi fares of planned government subsidies to taxi
commuter services. Further, it was useful for determining the level of additional
government intervention required to ensure that customer-based goals are met in
the Vaal.

The Vaal will be analysed using the following criteria:

a) Socio-economic factors (geographic area, population, racial composition).
Data will be obtained from Statistics South Africa (StatsSA), Local
Municipal offices and the Vaal Research Group survey data.

b) Labour force (profile of employed and unemployed; household income and
expenditure on transport). Data will be extracted from several households
around the Vaal area, as well as from Vaal Research
Group survey data and StatsSA.

c) Poverty (profile of the poor).

Vaal Research Group survey data will be

used.

d) Commuters' perceptions towards:

Nature of taxis (frequency, comfort,

reliability,

convenience and

security)
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Travel times (time spent waiting at the beginning of the trips, total time
spent travelling to work, arrival at work, time spent walking at the end
of the trip).

A survey will be administered at randomly selected

households and commuters in the townships of the Vaal.

Taxi Recapitalisation Strategy, concentrating mainly on taxi fares.
Data will be gathered through research of the relevant literature,
observations, interviews with and questionnaire administration to taxi
mode commuters. Data will also be obtained from various data bases
such as previous studies, StatsSA and other government departments,
taxi associations and other sources.

e) Impact Assessment An economic impact assessment model will be
developed to measure the change in household income on the level of
poverty in the Vaal.

1.7

Research method(Jlogy

There are two research methodologies used in the study. One is for measuring
poverty and the other is for measuring impact assessment of the TRS. They are
described as follows:

1.7.1

Methodo'logy for measuring poverty

Poverty will be measured in terms of a household's shortfall from the poverty line.
The poverty line measures the income level needed to provide a minimum
subsistence level. It distinguishes the poor from the non-poor. The poverty line
used in this study is referred to as the Household Subsistence Level (HSL), and
is an estimate of the theoretical income needed by an mdividual household to
maintain a defined minimum level of health and decency in the short-term
(Potgieter & Joubert, 199463).

Impact or the TaxI Hecapitalisatlon Slrategy on
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To measure the extent of poverty, the headcount index (also known as the
incidence of poverty) and the poverty gap (also referred to as income shortfall) is
used. The headcount index is defined as the fraction of the population below the
poverty line, while the poverty gap is defined as the aggregate income shortfall of
the poor as a percentage of aggregate consumption (Meier & Rauch, 2000: 10).

Once the poor have been distinguished from the non-poor by employing the
poverty line measure, a model that incorporates the headcount index method and
the poverty gap methods extracted from Siabbert (1997:47) will be used to
indicate the fraction of households that fall below their individual poverty lines
and to find the extent of poverty

11.7.2

Me'thodology for measuring impact assessment

The 2003 household survey data administered by the VRG and 2006 own survey
data wi!'! be used in determining the impact of the TRS on households' poverty
levels in the Vaal.

The data provides some of the information needed to

determine the poverty levels, for example, the age and gender of household
members required to determine the individual poverty line for each household
and the combined income of each individual household.

The number of taxi

commuters in a household will be investigated by means of questionnaires to
selected households of the Vaal.

An economic impact assessment model adapted from Siabbert (1997) will also
be used to measure the change in household's income after the implementation
of the TRS.

Reduction in the cost of transport through government subsidies

may supplement the existing income of households to such an extent that the
headcount index for the population decreases significantly.

If the poverty gap could be reduced after the implementation of TRS, this would
have an immediate effect on the extent of poverty.

However, to have a
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significant effect, it should reduce the headcount index. The extent to which the
headcount index is reduced will indicate the success of the TRS on the level of
poverty and the household expenditure on transport.

1.8

Outline of the study

CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION, PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES.

This chapter

outlines the statement of the problem, objectives of the study, hypothesis and
methodology that will be used.

CHAPTER 2: PUBLIC TRANSPORT IN A CHANGING SOUTH AFRICAN
POLICY ENVIRONMENT: A

REV~EW

OF liTERATURE. This chapter focuses

on the dynamic nature of passenger transport in a changing environment

The

latest trends in passenger transport and their relevance to the objectives of this
study will be explored.

It also outlines the government's response to these

problems by focusing on the public transport system, recent trends and current
policy directions in passenger transport with special reference to the taxi industry.
To establish a theoretical framework for this study, relevant literature on the basic
theories of regulation is also reviewed.

CHAPTER 3: THE TAXI RECAPITALISATION STRATEGY.

This chapter

highlights the current state of affairs within the taxi industry, and gives
background information on the processes leading to the Taxi Recapitalisation
Strategy. Comparison of private and public transport in terms of accessibility and
convenience is also made. The need for funding to taxi operators and subsidies
to taxi commuters will be highlighted as a part of a total community-benefit
scenario. Finally, the goals of the TRS with regard to taxi commuters will also be
explored.
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CHAPTER 4: METHODOLOGY FOR MEASURING POVERTY LEVELS AND
IMPACT ASSESSMENT. This chapter will focus on the theory and methodology
for measuring the extent of poverty and impact assessment of the TRS on the
level of poverty in the Vaal.

CHAPTER

5:

THE

DEMOGRAPHIC

PERCEPTIONS ON TAXI TRANSPORT.

ASPECTS

OF

THE

VAAL

AND

The Vaal IS analysed in terms of its

demographics, labour force, poverty, and income and expenditure patterns of
households.

CHAPTER 6:
STRATEGY.

IMPACT ASSESSMENT OF THE TAXI RECAPITAUSATION
The primary focus of this chapter is to assess the Impact of the

TRS on expenditure patterns and poverty levels in the Vaal.

The impact of

possible transport cost subsidies will also be analysed in this chapter.

CHAPTER 7: SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS. In this
chapter, apart from a summary, the conclusions and tentative recommendations
aimed at addressing the needs of the taxi-mode commu'rers in the Vaal are also
made.
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APTER 2

-UBLIC

TRANSPORT

IN

A

·"TH

CHANGIN

AFRICA

POLICY

VIRONMENT: A REVIEW OF LnERATUR

2.1

Introduction

There are numerous past and current policy and strategy initiatives in relation to
pUblic transport in South Africa.

These include the 1996 White Paper, 1998

Moving South Africa Action Agenda, National Land Transport Transition Act No.
22 of 2000, Interim National Passenger Rail Plan of 2005, Draft Rural Transport
Strategy of 2005, Draft Transport Plan for 2010 Fifa World Cup, Recapitalisation
and Transformation Strategy for the Minibus Taxi Industry, as well as the
Subsidised Bus Optimisation Programme. Other strategies and plans are at the
provincial and local level.

This chapter gives an overview of the South African public transport system, its
status quo and its role in the economy.

It also outlines the government's

response to transport challenges, recent trends and current policy directions in
passenger transport with special reference to the taxi industry.

To establish a theoretical framework for this study, relevant literature on the basic
theories of regulation is discussed. International experience and country case
studies on taxi regulation is also reviewed as some policy changes that are
currently implemented in South Africa were influenced not only by local needs
and requirements, but also by international policy developments.

2. 2

Evo,lut.ion and development of transport

The invention of the steam engine in the eighteen century provided the impetus
for the expansion of transport brought about by the industrial revolution during
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the 191h century. Public transport in the form of steam trains became available in
the late nineteenth century. Since steam trains were slow to accelerate, it was
necessary to have a considerate distance between stations, between 1.6 and 3.2
kilometres. Urban growth took place at individual cores surrounding each of the
stations along the radial routes of cities (Potg;eter & Joubert, 1994:2-27).

As rail attracted nwre passengers, these cores eventually spread outward. With
the aid of later developments in private transport, they extended to form more
cohesive areas of urban development.

In South Africa, the development nodes

at stations along the railway lines can be noted between Cape Town and
Muizenberg. In Gauteng, railway lines which served developing areas did not
stimulate similar developments around the stations (Turner, 1999:14). This was
due to restrictions on economic activity and land ownership as a result of the
apartheid regime (Davenport & Saunders, 2000:240).

The next stage in the evolution of public transport in cities was the appearance of
electric trains in several South African cities between 1896 and 1906, trolley
buses in 1914 to 1915 and motor buses by 1920. These offered far flexibility of
routing, servicing and the prospect of access from a wider area to suburban rail
stations.

This promoted intra-urban movement in as far as public transport

networks

permitted

and

services

operated

along

set

routes.

The

main

disadvantage of these transport modes is that they did not provide the kind of
door to door travel which was later to be one of the most valuable advantages of
the motor vehicle (Turner, 199911).

Potgieter and Joubert (1994: 2-28) acknowledge that urban transport users were
for the first time able to make their own decisions about frequency, purpose,
length and direction of movement on the arrival of the mass car market by the
1920's.

As the cities expanded, a wider range of residential choice emerged

within the constraints of income. Low density sprawl is one of the results of the
interaction between land use and transport systems. The extensive use of land
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far from the central area and the construction of detached single family homes on
the periphery of the city led to an increase in traffic volumes, as the higher
incomes of the residents in these areas resulted in higher car ownership per
household and consequently in more congestion and longer delays.

According to Thomson (1977:69), less centralised cities are faced with the
problems of longer journey distances, which is not only adding to vehicle
operating costs but also to the volume of traffic and the requirement for transport
facilities to carry the traffic.

In South Africa, a major factor that has contributed to the high costs of transport
for black people has been the social consequences of the apartheid policies
adopted by the previous governments over a long period.

A strict system of

influx control prevented black people to reside in their places of choice, and they
had to stay far from their places of work. "African people had to prove that they
qualified, through birth or long residence in a particular urban area, for permanent
residence in 'white' South Afnca, while numerous Acts and Ordinances attempted
to ensure that most would be no more than 'temporary sojourners', collectively
regarded as migrant labour" (The Daily Mail & Guardian, 1999).

The Department of Transport and Supply Chain Management (2005:6) spells out
that after a long period of discouraging squatters, local authorities adopted a
policy of attempting to provide them with a site, on the outskirts of the towns,
connected to sewerage networks. The large numbers of new arrivals presented
not only social challenges, but also logistical problems, such as a need for an
increased transport system. The increased size of the labour force depends on a
developed passenger transport system, which is not yet developed in many
countries, including South Africa. In fact, this is still a worldwide problem with the
greatest severity in developing countries where the infrastructural and economic
base of cities is inadequate to cope with the problems created by excessive size,
of which traffic congestion is one.
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Thomson (1977:69) further acknowledges that a high degree of centralisation
inevitably produces high travel intensities for passenger movement, together with
high land values. This has led to a concern about the correct balance between
land use and traffic generation.

It should also be noted that many rural residents experience transport problems,
which in many cases are more severe than those of urban residents.

These

include inadequate infrastructure, poor quality of facilities and low levels of
Severe difficulties are experienced in reaching shopping facilities,

income.

clinics, schools, and pension payout points. These difficulties drive rural dwellers
to move to the cities. Unless these aspects are addressed, it can be expected
that urbanisation will continue as rural residents seek a higher quality of life (DoT,
1998a:49).

However, this will merely place more pressure on available urban

resources, with possible negative consequences for the economy.

2.3,

South African public transport system

In terms of the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996 (Act 108 of
1996), legislative and executive powers in respect of public transport are a
provincial competency.

However, national government is responsible for policy

formulation, monitoring and strategic implementation.

Driven by the NDoT policy initiatives, transport authorities are for the first time
required to plan for and implement integrated, efficient, user responsive public
transport systems in South Africa. A need to stimulate economic growth, to up to
6% by 2014 as indicated by Policy Coordination and Advisory Services (PCAS,
2006a:3), requires that transport planners adopt new and effective transport
policies. The South African government has accepted the challenge of drafting a
new transport policy which aims to at least alleviate many of the problems being
experienced.
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2.4

The 'role of the publ,ic transport in South Africa

The role of the public transport programme is to bring about change in the public
transport system by developing a system that will ensure the provision of safe.
reliable,

affordable

and

accessible

public

transport

(National

Treasury,

2006a:742).

Public transport is one of the government's priority areas for socio-economic
development.

The broad goal of transport as spelt out in the White Paper on

National Transport Policy (00T1996a:4) is the "smooth and efficient interaction
that allows society and the economy to assume their preferred form". It is
therefore necessary to give a brief history of the public transport in South Africa
as the last major analysis and formulation of transport policy in South Africa took
place in the mid-1980s.

Public transportation demands arose in the late1960s to handle the daily
commuters to work and for migrant labourers who needed to return to their
respective homelands periodically to visit their families.

Public transport was

totally dominated by the state-owned rail sector and the subsidised bus industry
(Clark & Crow, 200278)

Initially the government acted to protect the existing public transport systems,
and prevented entrepreneurs from operating kombi taxis by refusing to issue
road carrier permits to taxi operators This was a result of apartheid spatial
planning which impacted directly on the public transport provided by buses and
trains. The government did not provide subsidies to other modes of transport,
except the bus industry.

As a result public transpoli became expensive for

commuters. Buses and trains operated at peak times only and routes became
less and less flexible. The growth of the taxi industry was In a large part a
response to this (South Africa Yearbook 2005/06) .

.

-

.
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The taxi industry came about without any government assistance and was in
essence an illegal system of public transport that had to exist without any
facilities apart from open pieces of land and parking lots.

Minibus taxis had to

exist on the fringes of existing rigid traffic systems. It was virtually impossible for
an African person to acquire a permit to operate.

Clark and Crow (2002:77)

argue that the few who had a permit to operate used sedan cars as the only
vehicles recognised for taxi purposes.

They catered for a very limited African

market.

According to Barret (2001 :3) minibus taxi operators found a loophole in the Road
Transportation Act of 1977 in the late-1970s. This allowed them to apply for a
road carrier permit and operate legally only if they left one seat of a ten-seater
empty.

This was because any vehicle carrying ten passengers or more for

reward was defined in legislation as a bus and was therefore subject to particular
controls.

Permits remained almost impossible to acquire, as the National

Transport Commission

(NTC),

and

the

ten

local

road

transport boards

responsible for issuing permits were hostile. The NTC was under considerable
pressure from the bus industry not to issue permits. The demand for minibus taxi
transport was growing and drivers operated without permits i.e. illegally.

They

were subjected to fines, and often to forfeiture of their vehicles. with enforcement
coming largely from the South African Railways Police Force.

Local authorities exercised control over the growth of the industry by restricting
access to taxi ranks. Even the taxi operators themselves madeil difficult for new
entrants to gain access to the ranks by charging high entry fees. Permission had
to be granted by the traffic departments of local authorities for minibus taxis to
park in designated areas for loading and off-loading purposes in the cities
Refusal to grant such permission could impede the minibus taxi industry, by
making operations illegal and operators subject to prosecution

While many

continued to operate without permission, such operations were subject to
constant harassment, including the confiscation of vehicles (Barret, 2001 :5).
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Early in 1995 the Department of Transport embarked on a project to review and
revisit transport policy and formulate new policy where it had become necessary
to adjust to a changed environment.

This policy making process involved role

players and stakeholders in identifying issues, generating policy options and
discussing and accepting policy proposals (DoT, 2005b).

Efficient transport is a necessity for every country. According to the DoT (2005b)
efficient transport may involve a reduction in travel times or costs, the opening up
of new employment opportunities, or the opportunity to locate on cheaper land
previously inaccessible because of lack of transport. Some of the benefits may
be shared by others, among them the land owners whose land value increases
with

improved

accessibility,

transport

operators,

employers,

renters,

and

consumers of the products that are produced by the activities made possible by
improved accessibility.

According to the National Treasury (2006a:742) there are four sub-programmes
of public transport:

a) Public Transport Strategy and Monitoring;
b) Public Transport Management;
c) Taxi Recapitalisation Project Office; and
d) Public Transport Business Development.

These sub-programmes are described as follows:

a) Public Transport Strategy and Monitoring is responsible for developing
public

transport

strategies

and

leading

the

initiation

of

related

implementation projects. Its main priority is to oversee the implementation
of the public transport strategy;
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b) Public Transport Management oversees the payment of bus subsidies,
and facilitates the transformation of the subsidised bus industry.

It

oversees the payment of rail commuter subsidies, manages the passenger
rail integration process, drives projects to improve public transport
infrastructure, and facilitates the optimisation of the rail commuter system
through the development of rail and bus plans;

c) Taxi Recapitalisation Project Office manages taxi matters, liaises with the
taxi industry, intervenes to ensure that the formalization processes is on
track, facilitates training and development in the taxi industry and develops
the regulatory framework for the taxi sector. The implementation of the
TRS is one of its key priorities; and

d) Public Transport Business Development develops the business case for
public transport while concentrating

on the commuter rail

merger,

turnaround strategies for passenger rail, the integration of public transport
operations to maximize the subsidy, and developing the business case
and analyses for new public transport developments (National Treasury,
2006a:742).

2.5

The functions of the Department of Transport

The Department of Transport aims to establish a national transport system that
enables national. provincial and local provision of efficient, affordable and fully
integrated infrastructure and serJices. The transport system seeks to best meet
the needs of transport users and promote economic and social development.
while being environmentally and economically sustainable (DoT, 1998b4).

With regards to the road transport. government is responsible for overall policy in
accordance with the National Roads Act, 1998 (Act 7 of 1998) While road
building and maintenance is the responsibility of the South African National Road
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Agency Limited (SANRAL), the Department of Transport continues to improve
the road network. ensuring that it is well maintained and safe.

SANRAL is an

independent, statutory company responsible for the design,

construction,

management and maintenance of South Africa's national road network, including
toll and non-toll roads (DoT, 1998b:6).

A new national roads plan is being developed, indicating the importance of roads
to the economy.

According to the South Africa Yearbook (2005/06:610). the

South African road network comprises some 754 600 km of roads and streets.
This is the joint responsibility of SANRAL, the provinces and local authorities.

A

new proposed road classification system has been developed to integrate the
29% of unclassified roads. which are predominantly access roads in rural
communities and roads in settlements on the urban periphery.

According to the South Africa Yearbook (2005/06606), other key objectives of
the Department of Transport include the following:

a) Facilitating access and affordability of public transport to the commuting
public;
b) Planning, developing and maintaining transport infrastructure to improve
mobility and quality of life and contribute to economic development; and
c) Promoting sector and enterprise reforms to create a reliable, safe and
competitive transport system.

It is the goal of the Department to improve and expand infrastructure and,
through subsidies, reduce the costs of public transport. In 2004, the Department
was restructured and refocused its strategic approach.

The main changes are

the introduction of Freight Logistics and Corridor Development programme; the
consolidation all the regulatory functions into the Transport and Regulatory and
the Public Entity Oversight programme; and the consolidation of the planning and
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infrastructure functions into Integrated Planning and Inter-sphere Co-ordination
(DoT, 1996b).

Promotion of road safety in the country is another important role of the DoT.
According to the statistics provided by the DoT (2001 aA) the cost of crashes
leads to the loss of more than 14 000 1 lives, 7000 permanently disabled people
and
40 000 serious injuries annually, as well as around R43 billion cost to the state,
communities and individuals. The DoT (2006a:24) states that the fatalities for
2004 were 10.44 measured in fatalities per 100 kilometres respectively. In 2005
this figure increased by 6.62%. DoT also points out that the Road Accident Fund
continues to increase its liability to the injured and families of the dead, due to an
increased number of crashes (DoT, 2006a:25).

On the other hand South Africa is experiencing an economic boom, which has
led to high vehicle sales, increase in road usage as well as congestion on the
roads (DoT, 2006aA2)

International comparisons indicate the SA falls far outside world's best practice.
wi'th a rate of 16.08 fatalities per 10 000 vehicles (TRL Report 445, 1997).

In

order to achieve the Millennium Development Goals, achieve AsgiSA objectives
of sustainable economic growth, and to deliver improve road safety during and
after FIFA 2010 World Cup, it is imperative for SA to take drastic steps to
improve the levels of road safety.

1

Currently oniy fatal crashes are accurately reported and analysed

The Medical Research

Council estimates that more than 18 000 fatalities occur on the SA roads each year.
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2.6

Status quo of the public transport in South Africa

The current public transport system carries 45% of the working population, of
whom 85% are in metropolitan and urban areas. Commuters using private
transport account for 19%, while 36% of people use non-motorised transport
(mostly walk or cycle). Public transport usage is high in Gauteng and KwaZulu
Natal where more than half of transport users use public services to travel to
work. The average age of sedan cars is 10 years, minibuses 13 years and buses
and trucks from 11-12 years (StatsSA, 2003b).

2.6.1

Motor vehicle populatio

According to the StatsSA (2003a:22) South Africa has a population of over 46
million people, and is a 'mixture of first and third world economies

The South

African transport has undergone major changes in recent years and the motor
vehicle population has increased. The numbers of registered vehicles are
increasing by about 6-7% annually. In 2001, there were about 6 million licensed
drivers and some 6.9 million licensed and registered vehicles on South Africa's
roads. At the end of December 2005, the country had a total vehicle population
of 7 971 187 vehicles; 4 574 972 of which were motorcars, 256,205 minibuses, 1
564 347 light delivery vehicles, 32 306 buses, 251 651 trucks and the balance
heavy vehicles, trailers, motor cycles (South Africa Yearbook, 2005/06).

According to the DoT (1998a) the average public trip in South Africa in 1996 was
20 kilometres. This was 11 kilometres longer than in developing Asian countries.
The result was that South African commuters spent almost 40% more time
travelling than their Asian counterparts.
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2.6.2

Passenger transport users

The Ministry of Transport (2002) examined several groups of customers to
identify their needs and goals for the transport system. The passenger transport
users fall into two categories, urban and rural road users.

Urban passenger road users

2.6.2.'11

Urban road users are further divided into six customer segments, each with
different needs. These are the strider, stranded, survival, sensitive, selective and
stubborn segments. The Ministry of Transport (2002:10) describes them as
follows:

(a) The strider urban passenger segment prefers to walk or cycle as the most
convenient way to travel and is satisfied therewith. They constitute 24% of
the urban passenger road users;

(b) The stranded urban segment is defined as those who do not use
motorised transport and who have less than R1 400 household income per
month. They walk or cycle long distances for their primary trip purpose
and, in effect, lack income and/or physical access to the public transport
system. They constitute 12% of the urban passenger road users. They are
mainly scholars and the unemployed and are rarely commuters. They are
mostly found

in towns of the former homelands and

in

informal

settlements;

(c) Survival segment passengers are the group who are captive to the
cheapest public transport options.

Their most important transport

selection criterion is low cost. They have household incomes ranging from
R500 to R2 500 per month. They are geographically located in the ex
homelands, townships, informal settlements and in the inner city. Their
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average distance to work is 20 kilometres. They constitute 17% of the
urban passenger road users. Despite their low income, they mainly use
taxis due to the limited availability of bus and train services in the areas in
which they typically live. More than 70% of the survival segment
passengers spend in excess of 10% of their household income on
transport services, on minibus taxis in particular which is regarded as the
most expensive public transport mode;

(d) The sensitive segment is captive to public transport

Their key transport

needs are speed and cost and they select the best option. They constitute
9% of the urban passenger road users;

(e) The selective segment is the group that could afford a car but is willing to
use public transport if it meets their primary requirements of choice and
convenience. The importance of travel time, convenience and safety to the
selective segment, make cars and taxis the most attractive means of
tra nspo rt; and

(f) !;le final segment comprises stubborn customers. This group only uses
cars and represents 3 million people. Members of this segment opt out of
the public transport system altogether by using their cars, and cost is a
minor issue for them. They constitute 19% of the urban passenger road
users. Their car dependence is enabled by the excellent urban road
network in cities and adjacent suburbs, where they tend to live. The group
is expected to grow significantly (88%) by 2020, if public transport system
is not improved, which will create significant challenges for urban areas in
terms of road infrastructure and traffic congestion according to the Ministry
of Transport (2002:10-12).

The different urban passenger segments are shown in Table 2.1 and Figure 2.1
below:
Impact or the Taxi Recapitallsat!on Strategy on the expenditure patterns and poverty levels of
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Table 2.1: Urban passenger segments· 1996
-

Passenger segments

Total no.

Proportion of .urban

(minion)

population
-

Expected growth
by 2020
-~

240%

28.0%

2.8

120%

28.0 Q/o r

4 1

170%-

2.1

90%

4 1

19.0%

30

19.0%

88.0%

21.6

1000%

380'Vel

Strider (prefers to walk or cycle)

55

Stranded (no affordabre public
transport available)
Surv~val (captive

-

to cheapest

-

f

24.0 tyo

pUblic transport option)

SensitivE! (captive ro public
transport but seleots best option)

Selective (can afford car but wIlling

2S 0%

--

39(}0/;

to use publiC transport)
---:::-:

-

Stubborn

luses car only)

-

All

-

-

Source: Ministry of Transport (2002)

Figure 2.1: Urban passenger segments - 1996
Urban passenger segments

Strider

I

Strandec!

o Survival
12%

o Sens itive :
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9%

17%

o Slubbor

Source: Millistry of Transport (2002)

2.6.2.2

Rural passenger road users

The Ministry of Transport (2002: 13) also identified the current situation and
performance of the road transport system In respect of rural customers. In most
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developing countries, the provision of rural roads is directly ,i;')ked to the need of

rural residents to subsist and earn income through agriculture,

Therefore the purpose of rural roads in those countries is primarily, therefore, to
enable residents to transport agricultural goods to markets.

However, the

apartheid legacy has meant that land tenure in rural areas of South Africa is
substantially different from other countries with most productive land and
agriculture concentrated in the hands of white commercial farmers

This results

in a relatively low level of people directly dependent on agriculture.

As a

consequence of this land tenure pattern, over 37% of rural households depend
on income sources generated outside their communities.

That created a dire

need for public transport, minibus taxis in particular. The challenges facing the
minibus taxi industry started to be felt even in rural areas, which include warfare
over more lucrative routes (Ministry of Transport (2002: 15).

2.6.3

Expenditure on public transport

In 2005/06, the DeparT,lent was allocated R3 bIllion to improve the public
transport system and roads (South Africa Yearbook, 2005/06:606).
expenditure on public transport increased from R684,7 miUion

In

Provincial
2002/03 to

R1.15 billion in 2005/06, and is bUdgeted to grow by an average annual rate of
4.9% over the medium term to reach R1 6 billion in 2008/09 (National Treasury,
2006b:111 ).

The Minister of

TranspC'"~

uring transport momh,

has stated in the budget vote and other speeches, and

'1"1

October 2006, the following actions with regard to

passenger transport:

a) Consolidate passenger railway entities, establish a Railway Economic
Regulator and develop and implement passenger rail revitalisation:
b) Convert interim bus contracts to tendered contracts;

----
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c) Manage car use in metropolitan areas;
d) Implement priority infrastructure, e.g. dedicated lanes for public transport,
walking and cycling and multiple occupant cars;
e) Maximise opportunities to promote public transport infrastructure through
the creative use of Municipal Infrastructure Grants, and expanded Public
Works Programme funding;

f)

Ensure a sustainable public transport and non motorized transport legacy
from the 2010 FIFA World Cup projects;

g) Fast-track taxi recapitalisation and facilitate taxi industry participation
the current subsidized bus contract system (DoT, 2006b:40).

In response to the Minister's calls, the Department of Transport's interim strategic
approach, as endorsed by the transport lekgotla in April 2005 rests on two pillars,
namely modal upgrading and integrated mass public transport networks (DoT,
2006e:4)

Modal upgrading involves effecting significant and urgent improvements
current

public transport services.

envlronme:-.:~1rough

recapitalisation

short-term

This entails
interventions

including improved regulation

stabilizing the operating

such
and

:~

as

implementing

taxi

law enforcement (DoT,

2006e:5)

Cabinet approved a five-year road infrastructure strategy to prevent the further
deterioratio(~

of the country's road network. On his Budget Policy Statement in

October, 2005, the Minister of Finance, Mr Trevor Manuel, announced that H31.5
billion

would

be allocated

for infrastructure projects,

including

significant

increases in spending on national and provincial roads over the Medium Term
Expenditure Framework period (National Treasury, 2005).

-
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2.7

Public transport challenges in South Africa

Despite the importance of transport, there are a number of factors that prevent II
from playing an optimal role

These challenges affect both public transport and

private cars and are common to urban areas throughout the world.

Accardi ng to the DoT (1999b:2 7) the main challenges to road safety can be
summarized as follows:

It

Alcohol is a large problem on SA roads. Almost half of vehicle crashes,
and more pedestrian fatalities are due to misuse of alcohol;

@

Inadequate level of law enforcement.

This is largely caused by lack of

commitment and productivity within the traffic enforcement community with
too much emphasis on speed enforcement and too little on red light.
moving violations, vehicle conditions, etc;

Not only

IS

enforcement inadequate, but follow up of fines is also not

adequately done. Only about 17% of fines in SA are paid. To improve the
situation, Administrative Adjudication of Road Traffic Offences (AARTO)
legislation was passed in 1998, but it has not been implemented
~mplementation

of AARTO would ensure parity of fines, improvement of

payment rates, and a demerit points system with punishments of a
financial nature or removal of the right to drive;

e

Arrive Alive has been successful as a communication tool in the aspect of
marketing the brand-name through a series of communication tools.
owever, it has not led to behaviour and attitude change among road
users;
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Fraud and corruption throughout the industry is another problem identified
(DoT, 1999b:27).

Some of the problems of public transport put forward by the Department of
Transport and Supply Chain Management (2005:26) include traffic congestion
and parking difficulties; supply of transport facilities; low perceptions of car costs;
vested

interests;

transport

planning;

Ineffective

traffic

management

and

enforcement: high road collision rate; inadequate coordination; resistance to
change and environmental impacts.

2.7.1

Traffic congestion and parking difficulties

Motorisatlon has sharply increased in the world. This is largely due to increased
incomes and an overall expansion in economic activities as well as globalisation.
For 'instance the number of vehicles per 1000 popUlation between 1970 and 1981
increased two-fold in Brazil, three-fold in Indonesia. five-fold in Nigeria and seven
to tenfold in Korea (\l\Jalters. 1995).

Research carried out by the Moving South Africa project indicates that vehicle
ownership per capita in South Africa is more than double the level of countries
with similar incomes (DoT, 1998b:13). The rapid growth of car ownership among
the higher income group results in high levels of congestion, low rate of pUblic
transport use and puts severe pressure on available infrastructure which is also a
challenge for the government (Khumalo, 2007). Pretoria - Midrand - Sandton 
Johannesburg is a typical area where these conditions can be found.

Moreover, crime and violence are also problems facing public transport

This

mdermines public transport and places pressure on commuters to turn to private
cars (Roth & Wynne, 1976). This therefore also contributes to congestion on the
roads.

- - -..
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2.7.2

Supply of transport facilities

According to Roth and Wynne (1982:45) the rapid traffic growth has increased in
excess of the rate of investment in infrastructure.

This is mostly seen in the

townships and rural areas, where infrastructure is either inadequate or

In

poor

condition. This is largely due to insufficient funds allocated to the rural transport
sector and the absence of appropriate fund-raising mechanisms by local
municipalities.

Other areas in South Africa are well-served by a comprehensive network of roads
and freeways

However, a high number of cars using these facilities have

contributed to location-specific congestion problems.

This can partly be

attributed to the tendency of local authorities to allow property development to
take place without regard for the provision of adequate public transport (Vuchic,
1981 :58).

2.7.3

Low perception of car Icosts

Transport costs are ,mostly considered to be petrol and maintenance costs by car
users. This thinking results ill a low perception of costs which is exacerbated by
the allocation of company cars, car allowances and tax benefits to motorists.
This results in increases in private car ownership

Private cars are subsidised

through taxation allowances (though now reduced in South Africa), which lead to
the low rnterest in public transport (Department of Transport and Supply Chain
Management, 2005:65).

2.7.4

Vested interest

An increased desire and affordability of owning cars in South Africa, especially
among the "middle-class" has called for increased development of businesses
focusing on motor car manufacturing. petrol, tyres, insurance, vehicle finance,
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collision repair, servIcing, parking and road construction sectors. This also has
strengthened the ownership of private cars, at the expense of public transport
preference. The government also benefits from such activifles through the
collection of a substantial amount of taxation (Department of Transport and
Supply Chain Management, 2005:67).

2.7.5

Transport planning

imitriou (1990:26) argues that transport officials, especially at provincial and
municipal government level, usually employ consultants to investigate transport
issues.

Transport

planners

and

transport

consultants

are

encouraging

"indiscriminate use of the motor car". They are seen as using "sophisticated
software, modelling exercises, specialist techniques and jargon", to solve
transport problems in developing countries. Dimitriou calls this "professional
imperialism". These llwdels focus on infrastructural matters, statistics and quasi
academic approaches to issues such as free markets and privatlsation and do
not dedil wHh issues of direct benefit to public transport users.

2.7.6

Ineffective traffic management and enforcement

Lexetran (1994: 13) argues that the lack of effective traffic management and
enforcement result in lack of regard for traffic regulations by the road users.
These include high rates of accidents following speeding, lack of number plates,
going through red traffic lights, drunk driving, talking on cell phones while driving,
and short following driving distance. This puts a lot of pressure on traffic officials
and other law enforcemen'l agencies in the cOL:'ltry.

2.7.7

High road coUision rate

Some of the contribulors to high road collision can be attributed to widespread
undisciplined

road

user-behaviour,

axi Recapilahsatiol
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driver

impatience,

inadequate

poverty

vehicle
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maintenance, poor road conditions and insufficient road markings. The Transport
Research Laboratory (TRL) Report (1997) has estimated the costs of traffic
collisions at about 1 percent of GNP for developing countries.

South Africa's

cost of collisions are estimated at approximately R15 billion, which represents
1.5% of Gross National Product (TRL Report, 1997)

2.7.8

Inadequate co-ordination

Inadequate coordination among various authorities involved in transport planning
is closed linked to section 2.7.5 discussed above. The roles and responsibilities
of traffic authorities are not well defined. The present situation in several South
African urban areas, where public transport services are operated by a number of
different organisations, with uncoordinated routes, fare systems, timetables and
management practices, leads to fragmentation and lower levels of efficiency
(Department of Transport and Supply Chain Management. 2005:32-33).

The

land transport legislation is intended to overcome many of the challenges
associated with poor co-ordination among constituent parts of the public transport
system.

2.7.9

Ineffective transport management

According to the Department of 'Transport and Supply Chain Management
(2005:37) the marketing of public transport has been neglected in South Africa.
In the formal transport, a lot has been done on short-term planning which
includes day-to-day matters such as staff discipline, maintenance procedures
and record-keeping, while medium to long-term issues relating to changing the
mindset of South Africans into preferring public transport to private cars has been
eglected

Another factor wHh regard to public transport is the lack of management. This
refers to a lack of planning by transport authorities All is left to taxi owners and

---
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taxi associations

The result is the lack of planning, financial control, budgeting

and marketing which lead to poor conditions of vehicles and accidents (Vuchic,
1981 :38).

2.7.10

Resistance to ,change

Shaw (1998: 101) identifies six groups of stakeholders involved in public transport
planning namely, users of public transport, operators of public transport, car
users, property developers, central and tocal governments.

He argues that

neither of them is likely to promote change Shaw's argument is based on the
argument discussed in paragraph 2.7.6 of transport planners which have failed to
address issues of direct benefits to public transport users. He arrives at the
pessimistic conclusion that:

"Change towards some generic integrated public transpol1 network will not occur
within urban areas without concerted Intervention.

Rather, the pressures of

entrenched mterests, both in terms of the use of land and the operation of public
transport, will tend to focus on the entrenchment of the present system and
provide resistance to any fundamental change to the current network of
operations" (Shaw, 1998:102).

He ::.:rther argues that the only way to amend this resistance to change will be
the creation of an improved and Integrated system of high visibility services, with
government commitment to funding and regulation to promote public transport.
,we is referring to this as the "quantum leap" approach (Shaw, 1998:102).

2.7.11

Environmental imvacts

Air pollution caused mainly by the type of fuel in motor vehicles has become a
serious impediment to the quality of life and health of the population. As traffic
increases, people feel less safe to use the streets (Roth & Wynne, 1982: 66).
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2.7.12

Proble

relating to the

pOD

Transport related problems among the low income groups are exacerbated by
rising transport cost and the growing need to travel longer distances in search of
employment due to their residential distance from the centre, as mentioned in
Section 2.2 of this chapter.

The key challenges as highlighted by the

Department of Transport and Supply Chain Management (2005:35) which require
policy and management response include the following:

&

Problems of physical proximHy to transport facilities.

This refers to the

distance from the nearest taxi stop, bus stop or rail station,
o

Problems of city-wide access provided by the transport system.

That

IS

the lack of adequate routes between generators of traffic:
e

Problems wilh the frequency of service on public transport;

lil

Problems of economic accessibility and affordability of public transport
services;

it

Problems of security and safety on public transport. This includes unsafe
vehicles.

overloading.

reckless driving.

assault and

pick pocketing

(Department of Transport and Supply Chain Management. 2005:35)

2,7.13

Public transport probtems relating to the rich

The richer segment of the population In South Africa is also affected by transport
problems either directly or indirectly, though the extent might not be the same as
that of the poor

In

some instances

The shortcomings of the transport systems

affecting the rich as highlighted by the Department of Transport and Supply
Chain Management (2005:36) include the following:

•

Long journey distances leading to long journey times and high transpor
costs. particularly private car costs;

e

Heavy congestion at certain peak times and on certain roads;
aXI Recapltahsallon Strategy on the expenditure paiterns af'ld poverty levels of
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e

Collisions resulting from high traffic levels, careless driving and excessive
speed;

<;

Safety and security problems; and

e

Lack of public transport, forcing people to use private transport.

The implication of these problems affects the economy to a large extent leading
to inefficiencies in both. rural and urban areas.

However, the Department of

Transport is proposing the following strategic responses to some of the
challenges. These responses are summarised in Table 2.2 below ..

2.8

The status quo of the public passenger transport

In order to develop a strategic framework and vision to guide implementation until
2014, it is essential to understand the current status and challenges facing the
eXIsting modal-based public transport system as well as current responses by ine
government.

The status of the rail and bus modes is addressed below, while the

minibus taxi industry is discussed separately in section 2.11.

2.8.1

Passenger rail transport.

Passenger rail currently carries 2.2 million passenger trips daily and is perceived
to be having the potential to be the most efficient, affordable and safe mode by
even more than trebling

its ridership figures.

Rising levels of customer

dissatisfaction, has contributed to decreasing ridership levels.

Currently the

passenger rail operations are on a 'knife edge' primarily as a result of the ageing
train fleet arId rail infrastructure due to a prolonged underinvestment in this sector
over the past 30 years. This underlnvestment

~n

rolting stock overhaul has led to

the position where the roiling stock condition is deteriorating faster than the rate
of overhauls (DoT. 2006c:6)
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Table 2.2:

Strategic responses to public transport ehallenges

Challenge

ftrategiC response

Poor dnverbenavioul - -r-esponslble for

95%

01

aSLlfllt;·es

-

Increased levels of law enfo·rceme

- Palmliing of hazardous roads
- Improved alcohol testing amI prosecutions
- ,mproved surveiliance through video evidence
- .mproved learner and d'nvef license tran\lng
- Reduction

III

speed ilillltS

In

tlB2ardous areas

Inadequate pUlllShlllenland fellow up rines
ntnngement Agency and
AdmimstratlVe Junsdiction
AdJudi~atlon 01 Road TraffiC Offences Act 011998

- Ensunng that ltlere

IS

a National

Contravent~on Register

in operation

ano mtroduclng dements points to
,dentify repeat offenders
- Introducing panty of fines t1wougllOtJt U1e country
- ImrodLrcli~)n of pen odic vehicle testing

Age of the nalJonal fie

and mOre regular teslmg 01 pwbllC
transport vehlclos

- MICli rOad blOCKS and .gi"nerally
Illcr.eased enforcement
- Maintenance of standards of vehicles
through regulalton
- ,lmJlrovemerilln vehrcle test~ng
StandaJfJs at statl-ons
Fraud

and corruption
fr;;lL!dulent drivers license
- lrllrodu<;tlon of s ystefl1 s to red\
fraud Inlcro dotling of vehicles, best
practice mOdels In registration offices

and investlgallon of the potential
Electronic Vehicle IdenM1caIJon OInd
oll1er technology
High:evels of oerfestrian C8!;Ual1les

. EducallOIl progran'1!l1eS

in schoof"

and oommunil~es - concentrating on
VISlbJI11Y and beravlotJr Includmg alcohol abuse
- l~edHction of speed limits In areas of

nigh peClestr1an activity
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _....
1_-_IfY\_p_rO_v_e_d enfolcement of road rules on free wa~5 ..

Source:

of Transport (2006a)
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Since 1988 no investment has been made on new coaches. The refurbishment
programmed has been discontinued during 2005/06 due to financial constraints
and the DoT (2006b: 31) acknowledges that the current priority is to accelerate
the overhaul of coaches as opposed to doing the more costly refurbishment.

According to the DoT (2006c:32) the backlog in general overhauls is currently
running at 852 coaches out of service and an additional 485 coaches coming out
of service during 2005/06. Although there has been a substantial increase in the
capital grant, it does not match the current need for investment in terms of being
able to supply an operational fleet to meet current demand. Of the 4600 coaches
only about 3200 are operational.

2.8.1.2

Government's ilntervention mn the passenger raU industry

In responding to the challenges facing the rail operations, cabinet approved, in
December 2004 that urgent action should be taken to improve the efficiency of
the passenger rail services fn the country

This could be done by authorizing a

consolidation of the South African Rail Commuter Corporation (SARCC), its
commuter service operator services operator, Metrorail and the long-distance rail
operator, Shosholoza Meyl (DoT, 2006a).

According to the DoT (2006a) the National Passenger Rail Plan will provide the
consolidated! oassenger rail business with a clear basis for delivering improved
passenger rail operations and ensuring that standards are maintained throughout
the transitional period.

The National Passenger Rail Plan is being undertaken in two phases

Phase 1, whjcll is now complete, is the Interim National Passenger Rail
Plan which has developed an overall strategy for the passenger rail sector
and
Impact or n,e TaxI Recapltal'lsatloll Slr
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Phase 2 wil'l be the National Passenger Rail Plan, which will develop
regional, and route specific business and operational plans. According to
he DoT (2006a: 16), this phase wUI also consider the development of a
strategy for the devolution of commuter rail functions to local transport
author,ities or departments over time. The top priority of this phase will be
to explore ways of increasing the role of private sector financing and
equity investment in the rolling stock overhaul and supply process.

e Priority Rail COrridors strategy has been developed taking into account
strategies set out in the metropolitan authorities' Integrated Transport Plans and
will be implemented in a manner that gives full expression to these plans (DoT,
2006a:18).
In December 2005,

~le

Cabinet approved the implementation of the overall

strategy for ii'e national passenger rail industry and also authorized the DoT to
prepare the necessary regional business and operating plans that will be needed
to give expression to the proposed new strategic direction (DoT, 2006a:14).

2.8.2

Bus industry

According to the DoT (2006c: 4) there are approximately 10 100 commuter buses
(exc'luding municipal and long distance fleet).

The total number of subSidised

buses is approximately 7 500, thus making the unsubsidised number of buses to
be about 2600.

According to the DoT (2004a) the subsidies are provided tllrough the following
contracts:

Interim contracts: There are currently 31

interim contracts with 26

operators, which were entered into In 1997.

Based on the 2005/06

budget, 66% of the total budget (R1, 563 billion) was allocated to Interim

39

contracts (National Treasury, 2005). Since 1993 all interim contracts have
been extended on a month to month basis.

The limitations with interim contracts as put forvvard by the Department of
Transport (2006b:38) in the Draft

;:~ublic

Transport Strategy, include the

following:

Servicing mainly worker travel in peak hours and little service is
offered to other categories of users such as the aged and
scholars;
'Vlanagement

and

monitoring

IS

non-existent

resulting

In

fraudulent activities by operators;
The average fleet age is no longer contract compliant, and are
perceived as obsolete ar!,': lack modern technology;
Old routes which have not been expanded to address current
demand of services (DoT, 2006b:38).

Tendered contracts and negotiated contracts: There are currently 79
tendered contracts with 38 operators and nine negotiated contracts with
five operators with a budget of R820 million which is 34% of total annual
subsidy allocation (National Treasury 2006a)

The number of expired

contracts is 73 and the balance is due to expire before the 2006/07
financial year. Since 2003

al~

expired contracts are extended on a monthly

basis. Pickup and Stokes (1991 :43) argue that the challenges pertaining
to the tendered contracts include the duplication of subsidy by subsidising
parallel services on routes served by both rail and bus; and a lack of
standardised monitoring processes by the different provinces awarded
tendered contfacts

e

Municipal bus service: Municipal operators are in most cases either solely
owned by tile respective municipalities and function as departments
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structures or have been operating away
financially ring-fenced entity.

trom

the municipality but as a

P;ckup and Stokes (1991 :47) argue that

many if not all municipal bus operators receive a deficit subsidy, where the
shortfall between operational expenses and fare income is bridged by the
rnu nicipality.

•

Learner

transport

services.

Scholar

transport

subsidies

for

the

transportation of scholars are provided by the Provincial Departments of
Education.

This financial assistance is mainly targeted at children

attending farm schools or who live in settlements that do not have a school
within a distance of eight kilometres.

These subsidies are allocated by

means of contracts between operators. parent bodies and Provincial
Departm.ents of Education (Pickup and Stokes (1991 :48).

There are other general service inefficiencies associated with these contracts
such as poor infrastructure; not adequately meeting user needs; lack of
coordination of services provided by municipalities and provinces; inadequate
funding as well as a lack of effective monitoring of services

2.8.2.1

Government's interventions to the bus industry

The proposed government response to address the challenges facing the bus
industry indudes the following.

a) Services currently operating in terms of interim contracts need to be
converted to either negotiated or tendered contracts and all expired
tendered contracts need lo be put out to tender as soon as possible to
address issues of targeting, modal integration and improved service
proVision;
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b) There should be a gradual move in subsidies towards the unemployed,
poor, pensioners, learners and people with physical disabilities. Attention
shoulld also be given to rural areas;

c) Broad

Based

Black

economic

Empowerment (BBBEE)

should

be

Implemented as included in the BBBEE Transport Charter and the Model
Tender Contract Document;

d) The appropriate mode of transport in areas to be subsidised
determined or confirmed

III

IS

to be

accordance with rationalisation plans, that

would include the incorporation of taxis and small bus operators;

e) Establish dedicated public transport lanes and high quality infrastructure
and facilities that give priority to pUblic transport over mixed traffic. Secure
enforcement on these lanes to ensure that travel time by publiC transport
users is optimized.

Experimental exercise has been piloted between

Johannesburg and Pretoria in Ben Schoeman Highway in October 2006,
where one lane was designated for cars carrying three or more
passengers,

f)

Identify and address parallel subsidies between or within modes by giving
preference to the mode that suits the route-focusing on a corridor
approach that provides an inter-modal operation;

g) Institutional arrangements -

address planning and funding for land

transport WIth the ultimate aim of devolution to local level:

h) Include all pUblic transport operators into a regulated environment in terms
of service provision and vehicle safety;
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Integration of service designs should encompass services provided by
provinces and municipalities to address inefficiencies and eradicate
du plications;

j)

Form partnerships with the Department of Education to optimise subsidies
paid for scholar transport and to ensure that these services are provided
within terms of the Model Tender principles;

k) Development of a national monitoring modellhat Will guide provinces on
standardised monitoring principles; and

I)

Implement a public transport passenger charter to promote the rights and
responsib~!ities

of the

stakeholders of public transport i.e.

drivers,

operators, government and passengers (DoT, 2005a).

2.8.2.2

Funding proposals for the bus industry

For Medium-Term Expenditure Framework (MTEF) (2007/8 - 2009/10) the
conversion of all interjm contracts and the replacement of expired tender
contracts will require an additional allocation to the annual bus subsidy budget
(DoT, 2006c: 14)

Table 2.3 shows the calculated estimated average of a 30%

increase due to the need for an overall fleet renewal programme and an
estlmated 2% increase caused by the need to provide accessible compliant
vehicles and the estimated 3% passenger growth demand for public transport
services. An estimated total increase of 35% on the 2006/7 MTEF allocation is
required (excluding annual escalation).
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Table 2.3:

TEF allocation for the bus industry

MTEF allocation I Projected

MTEF

In Rands

j ,ncr,ease

of I against

"5%

I baseline
allocation

2006/07 I 2,4 15,235,000.00 ' 

200710812,535,997,000.00

295,087,899.81 I

116%

2,789,956,000.00 440,417,401.21 I

15.8%

2009/10 12,957.353,360.0~1110,944,121.521

4_0%

2008109

epartmenlt of Transport (2006f)

2.9

General fare setting for the public transport

Fares policy is the key to maximising the social benefits of public transport
provision and ensuring that the most effective use is made of transport
resources

According to Green and Pretorius (1992:7) the methods for

determinmg fares can be grouped into independent methods and conventional
methods

2.9.1

Independent fare determination methods

Independent fare determination methods determine fares separately for each
individual provider of a public transport service.

Four independent fare

determination methods were identified by Green and Pretorius (1992-10) as
foilows.

(a) Fares based on cost recovery principles.

Pricing on the basis of costs

means that the minimum fare that may be charged for a service is the
relevant cost of providing that service

The actual amount that will be

charged above or below this cost will depend on a number of aspects,
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including the amount of profit that is allowed and the affordability of the
fare. Different cost recovery methods can also be considered:

Total cost recovery is concerned only with recovering the total cost
of providing all services through the total fare income. It does not
allow for recovering cost of individual services, it is therefore
expected that a considerable degree of cross-subsidisation will
occur between services (Green & Pretorius. 2001 :9).

It is also

argued that the services that are operated on this principle are
characterised by a considerable degree of under recovery because
markets cannot sustain the high levels of cross-subsldisation
required to achieve fuU recovery

ull cost recovery can be achieved with the Individual cost recovery
method, as every individual service is required to cover the cost of
its provision.

In addition to covering its variable cost, individual

services are also required to make a contribution towards the fixed
cost. Costs of providing individual services are therefore regarded
as fixed Insofar as the cost of providing a particular service is not
taken into account in determining the fare of that service.

6'

Cost recovery can also be achieved on the basis of group fares.
According to this method, services for which there is not a major
variatIon in cost are grouped together and a uniform fare is charged
for each group of services.

This method is to some extent a

compromise between the total cost recovery method and the
individual cost recovery method.

(b) Fare can also be set to achieve a predetermined set of objectives such as
the provision of affordable public transport to those in the lower income
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groups.

These

goals

are

predetermined

and

fares

are

charged

accordingly.

(c) To obtain the optimum combination of income versus cost, the trial and
error method may be used to experiment w,:rl different fares.

(d) Accordingly, fares may also be set through intuition based on knowledge
and JUdgement of the public transport market (Green & Pretorius, 1992 :9).

2.9.2

Conventional fare determination methods

Son and Kakwani (2006: 10) argue that conventional fare determination methods
determine fares by considering external factors and not on the initiative of the
individual operator.

Two conventional fare collection methods are identified.

These are:

(a) Traditional fares which are based on the historic fare that is charged. The
adjustmenl to the fare

IS

usually linked to one of the inflation indices such

as consumer price index.

(b) Fare copying is where one operator bases its fare on that of another
operator, usually the market leaders. This takes place mostly for mJnibus
taxi fares. The fare rationalisation study, found that
closely

resemble

that

of a

bus

single

cash

minibus~taxi

fare

(Jaffares

fares
and

Green,1998:6)

2.9.3

Fare systems

The fare charged to the taxi commuter embraces four broad elements.
According to the Jaffares and Green (19986), these include fare structure, fare
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levels, ticketing system and market segments.

These elements are described

below:

2.9.3.1

Fare strllJctures

-'·he major components of fare structure include a boarding fee that contributes to
the fixed cost of the system, and a user fee that relates to the distance travelled.
Jaffares and Green (1998:6) further argue that when determining the fare
structure, the following factors should be borne in mind

'"

Distance graduated on a fine or coarse scal,e, depending on the distance
between stages. The scale is usually tapered with to charge per kilometre
decreasing with distance, reflecting the declining unit cost of the boarding
fee as utilisation improves;

I:

A fiat fare regardless of the distance travelled; and

OIl

Related to the time, valid for a specific time period and allowing, for
example, free transfers.

The DoT (2006c:12) points out that the overall structure of an integrated transport
system should be uniform for all modes even if fare levels are different.

It can

influence the nature of the route network since the need for through services may
be reduced jf the fare structure allows transfers on a single ticket.

2.9.3.2

Fare level s

he Department of Transport (2006c: 14) points out that fare levels have a
significant mfluence on the demand for public transport.

This would be

detennined by the transport authorities for subsidised service contracts and
concessions. Inevitably, there would have to be a compromise between the level
of fares, the level of service and the availability of funds.

47

Whilst it is essential to have a uniform fare structu re for the system as a whole, it
mIght be desirable to have different fare levels for different modes, for example to
meet travel demand management objectives (Department of Transport and
Supply Chain Management, 2006: 17).

The DoT (2006c:19) argues that it is unlikely that the transport authorities would
be able to prescribe the fare levels for cor"'mercial service contracts or for
servIces provided under the simple authority of operating licenses.
some form of regulation may be

necessa~~!

However,

in the form of minimum or maximuill

fare levels .

.9.3.3

Ticketing system

According to the Jaffares and Green (1998: 1') the ticketing system can also
influence the demand for publ.ic transport. Prepaid tickets for weekly, monthly, or
even 'Ionger periods of travel encourage customer loyalty and travel regularity.
They also speed up boarding times to facilitate shorter vehicle running times and
'mproved vehicle utilisation. However, sales outlets for prepaid tickets must be
readily accessible and such facilities need to be provided for by the Public
Transport Planning (PTP)

For subsidised service contracts and concessions. the transport authorities would
be able to specify the ticketing system which should be uniform and integrated for
all modes. It may therefore be specified for such services in the PTP in such a
way as to avoid fare evasion, facilitate transfer and simplify the monitoring
process (DoT; 2006b:35).

2.9.3.4

arket segments

According to the DoT (2006f:38) the PTP would specify the Transport Authorities'
concessionary fares policy for special categones of passengers, such as scholars
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and senior citizens, and the method by which they would be made available. It
would be preferable if they were accounted for separately, perhaps in the form of
user-side subsidies, through the issue of appropriate vouchers which could be
redeemed by the operators for reimbursement in respect of the difference
between the concessionary fare and the normal fare.

This method would enable such passengers to use services provided in terms of
commercial service contracts in addition to those provided under subsidised
service contracts or concessions.

It would also assist Transport Authorities in

quantifying any contribution that it '""lay be able to negotiate with other
government departments, such as education, health and welfare (DoT, 2006f:38)

The PTP may also specify other market segments for reduced fares, for example
for shopping or recreation or social purposes outside peak periods, in order to
generate marginal revenue or to stimulate economic or other activity (DoT, 2006f:
38).

2.9.3.5

Service provision

The next step in the PTP is to determine which services will be provided in terms
of subsidised service contracts, commercial service contracts or permissions
only.

This is a critical decision since It would influence the total subsidy bill

and/or level of service that can be provided (White, 2002:11).

Charlton (1996:14) argues that the service to be provided witl be determined by
the relationship between three interdependent variables. These are the level of
service, the costs of operation and the revenue generated.

If any of these two

are fixed, the third can be calculated. The level of service determines the cost of
operation and the income required from fares and subsidy funds can be
calculated.

If the level of income is fixed from fares and subsidies and the costs
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of operation are known. the level of service that can be provided may be
determined.

2.10

The road safety strategy

The National Road Safety Strategy (NRSS) has been officially launched
October 2006. It is firmly rooted in four contextual fundamentals as indicated in
the DoT (2006e:29).

The Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) as set out by the Ministers of

e

Transport in Africa and approved by the Heads of State for adoption by the
United Nations, in the quest to halve poverty in Africa by 2015:
I!

A need for the reduction of unnatural causes of death in South Africa;

:;>

The contribution by Road Safety and Road Traffic management to AsgiSA;
and
Providing an enabling environment for a successfu i 2010 FIFA World Cup

/IJ

tournament and fUlfilling undertakings specified in the bid process.

The African Ministers of Transport in Africa met in 2005 in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia
for the African Union Conference, wherein they committed themselves to
deliverina the MDGs for the transport sector.

The targets adopted by the

conference as spelt out In the National Road Services System (DoT, 2006e:8)
include the following'
•

Rural access and urban mobility improved and cost reduced to eliminate
constraints on the tlme, to enable all children to participate in education 
to be delivered by 2015;

9

Reduce by half the rate of accident fatalities arising from road and other
transport by 2014;

e

Improve access to employment amJ essential services for urban and rural
residents by improving mobility;

___

0.

_
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•

Promote environmental sustainability in all transport operations and
developmen~ ;:;~ograms

by 2015;

Improved access to global markets for landlocked and transit countries
and a reduction ill transport costs by 50% by 2015; and
Dismantle all physical and non-physical transport barriers that increase
journey

~!'T,e

and flow of goods by 2015 (DoT, 2006e:8)

The reduction in the current cost of crashes would therefore contribute to such a
shared growth.

The DoT (2006e: 13), points out that a 10% annual reduction in crashes would
lead to the savings of 40 235 lives as well as 20 000 permanently disabled
individuals. In line with the Accelerated and Shared Growth for South Africa
(AsgiSA), a target of 50% reduction in fatalities by 2014 is made (United Nations
Development Programme, 2005). Table 2.4 shows the number of lives lost in
2006 and to be lost by 2014 as well as estimated annual savings of lives after the
implementation of the road safety strategy

For instance In 2007, the number of

lives to be lost is estimated at 12 600. saving 1400 lives from 14 000 that was
lost in 2006. Cumu'ative savings of lives will be 7 973 by 2014.

he country's high road accident and fatality rates make traffic management and
safety a major challenge. It is estimated that the cost of road-traffic accidents is
about R13 billion a year (National Treasury, 2006a).

The Road Traffic

Management Corporation (RTMC) found that 90% of accidents in South Africa in
2005 were the result of lawlessness, in other words, were foreseeable and
preventable, hence not strictly "accidents" at all.
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Tabre

2.4~

Annual savings of lives

Year

I Lives lost
More than 14 000

2006

----

-

2007

1

12600

1 400

1 400

2008

1 340

1 260

2 660

2009

10 206

1 134

3 794

1 020

481~

..-

--

I

2010

9186

2011

1~ 268

2012
2013

~~__

-

=-~3~__._ _ _

7 441

827'

6697

744

7 303

6 027

I 670

I 7 973

6559

j

--1
-

Most accidents on South .Africa's road are multivariate, with one or more of the
following factors being contributory causes:

:;)

Human factors, such as non-adherence to traffic rules, and aggressive
reckless, negligence or Inconsiderate driver behaviour. These contribute
to about 70-80% of all accidents Included is driving too fast for the
circumstances, as well as driving under the influence of alcohol;

3

Vehicle factors, such as poor lights, smooth or damaged tyres and poor
brakes contributes to about 10-15% of accidents; and.

..

Poor roads conditions which have drawn much media attention lately, only
contributed to 5-10% of accidents (National Treasury, 2006b: 109).

It is therefore imperative to reduce the loss of human lives to the economy as
measured

In

terms of labour productivity, to be able to make positive

contributions to the average growth rate of at least 6% of gross domestic product
by 2014 as targeted (peAS, 2006b'3)

------ -.-.
.
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Road safety responsibiMy lies with the government at all five tiers, national,
provinces and local aut'horities and metros as well as the Road Traffic
Managemei':- Corporation (RTMC). The following are some of the achievements
identified during 2004 - 2006.

e

Improvec training of traffic officers with the national syllabus,

•

Training of 5000 officers in dealing with hazardous materials;

•

Introduction of a highway patrol of 120 vehicles, to be used in hazardous
locations on National Roads;

t)

A comprehensive. emotive television and radio advertising and a public
relations campaign reaching all the population;

El

Progress with the migration of the e-NaTIS system, with completion date
towards the end of November 2006;

!II

An agreement to investigate all recently issued licenses, and institute
prosecutions against criminals;
Production and publication of a tender for a feasIbility study for periodi:c
vehicle testmg;

Q

Establishment of the RTMC, with transfer of five functional areas;

*

Establishment and operation of the National Call Centre.

Registration of

over 5000 voluntary observers, and reporting of tens of thousands of
offences;
Q

Appointment of a national enforcement coordinator;
Pl'Oduction of two comprehensive booklets of statistics, for distr'ibution and
assistance In planning;

e

Various legislation and regulatory changes to the Act, including reflective
marking of trailers and trucks, and revisions to K53;

~

Operation Juggernaut. screening over a million heavy and passenger
vehicles in 2004 and 2005;

e

Work on :.le National Law Enforcement Code - requIring completion of
only two annexures, although a further two may be added;
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Completion and implementation of new Incident Management Systems
(lMS) and manual;
Publication

of

SANS

Code

10399

Quality

Management

Systems:

Requirements for bus drivers; and
liB

Inspection of Drivers Licence Testing Centres and Vehicle Testing
Stations, in collaboration with the South African Bureau of Standards
(SABS) (DoT, 2006d: 25).

2.11

The taxi industry in South Africa

The minibus taxi i,ndustry has grown from a negligible informal sector activity in
townships to the dominant mode of public transport in South Africa. Up to 1977
the industry did not play an important role in the transport industry. Sedan
vehicles. like Valiant and Chevrolets, were used as taxis and only for trips within
black townships (Fourie. 2003:26).

It is essential to understand its history as

inibus taxis provide a vital service to millions of South Africans. Following is the
historical background of the minibus taxis in South Africa.

2.11.1

istorica~

background of the minibus taxis

ntil 1977, taxi operation in South Africa was restricted by law to the use of
Sedan 'notor cars fitted with fare meters - similar to that in most Western
countries. It is stated;;: the Rail Road Association of SA (2000: 12) that "roving

taxis hailed at the kerbside were not permitted but amended legislation in 1977
at/owed the

employment of minibus-type

vehicles

as

taxIs".

Eventually,

regUlations were relaxed to allow the conveying of the driver and 15 passengers.

2.11.1.1

he period fro

977-1987

he recognition of minibus taxis came mto existence from 1977 to 1987, a period
characterised by the struggle of the taxi industry to be recognised as a public
transport operator
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In this period, bus and rail were highly regulated.
boycotts underpinned the transport sector.

Inefficiencies, riots and

The government then investigated

the impact that would result following deregulation.

The Breda Commission of

Inquiry was established (Khosa & Browning in

Dugard, 2001 :24).

The

Commission recommended competition in transportation since the country had
reached a stage of economic and industrial development that made this possible
(McCaul, 199038).
Following the Commission, the Road Transportation Act of 1977 (No.74 of 1977)
(discussed in Section 2.14.5 of this chapter) came into operation. The minibus
was proposed instead of sedan cars and gradually began capturing and
increasing the share of the black commuter market (McCaul, 1990:35). By 1982,
more than 90% of black taxis were minibuses (McCaul, 1990:39)
As a result of the convenience, speed and frequency of the taxi services, the
popularity of taxis grew

The poor levels of service provided by the bus and rail

transport contributed to the shrft to the taxi mode (Shaw, 1998: 8)
increased competition

In

This led to

the passenger transport industry, which

concerned the bus companies.

Ford (1989.40) argues that

~he

mostly

bus operators

fought to retain their monopoly power and the deregulation of the industry

He

further points out bodies in favour of the deregulation of the industry included tne
Taxi Owner's Association, the Free Market Foundation and the Transport
Consultation Commission (a group represenHng 17 private sector organisatIons)
This eventually led to lhe Welgemoed CommiSSion of Inquiry in 1981.
A draft bill based on the Welgemoed Commission recommendations was
circulated in 1983.

The bill, as stated by McCaul (1990:43), proposed the

following:
;;:

Taxis to be defined as vehicles carrYing no more than 4 passengers;

Q

A new category of 'small bus' carrying 5 to 25 passengers, operating on
fixed routes, timetables and approved tariffs be created;
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•

Licensed minibus taxis be phased out over 4 years; and

All taxis are to be fitted with meters.
The draft bill was opposed by the followmg stakeholders: the South African Black
Taxi Association (SABTA), the private sector and even the National Association
of Automobile Manufacturers (NP,AMSA) (McCaul, 1990:45)
A new National Transport Planning Study (NTPS) was then Initiated by the
Minister of Constitutional Development. Chris Heunis

This study was to bring

transport policy In line with national policy and constitutional developments and to
rati:onalise the transport sector in general. The \I;-PS'S recommendations were
as follows:

4>

16-seater minibus taxis be allowed to operate as taxis,

•

The central government should stipulate the minimum number of taxis in
each Regional Services Council (RSC) to be allowed to operate:
Taxi numbers should be controlled on a quota basis in each RSC area,
with the RSC to decide on the maxImum numbers In its area,

•

The quota should be based on a formula which includes considerations
such as rank space; and

v

The applicant should no longer need to prove the need for a service (DoT,
2006d,2)

The Transport Board then suggested a complete deregulation of the industry and
proposed making licenses and permits more readily available (DoT, 2006d).
'~-:-:e

White Paper on "Iationa! Transport Policy tabled in January 1987, agreed to

the Competi~;on Board's recommendations that entry to the taxI industry should

be controlled only by considerations of whether the operator had met certail
technical requirements.

All NTPS recommendations were accepted except the

one that stated that the government should set minima on the number of taxis in
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each RSC. It was then recommended that the RSCs could set maxima using a
formula based on considerations including rank space (DoT, 1990:51).
The deregulation of the industry very much concerned South African Black Taxi
Association (SABTA), which was the official voice of the taxi industry. They felt
that lhe abolition of all entry restrictions of an economic nature would create
fragmentation of the mdustry, with too many new entrants (Dugard, 2001 :26)
However the taxi industry was finally recognised as an integral part of the
transport sector.

2.11.1.2 The period from 1987·1994
Deregulation of the passenger transport industry meant that the government
allowed market forces to determine entry into the minibus market (Ford,
1989: 10). Tha,t encouraged any applicant to be granted a permit to operate a
minibus taxi. This accelerated the growth of the minibus taxi industry during this
period.
The minibus taxi industry was perceived by commuters to be a

community~based

Industry as it survived against the apartheid authorities and without subsidies. It
was therefore mostly preferred to other modes.

It was also the main source of

wealth or capital aCGumulation by many blacks. Such perception attracted other
operators to the industry and the industry was flooded.

As a

resu~t

the taxi

industry was overtraded and was eroding the market share of other modes by the
mid-1990s (Joy, 1995:13).
Fierce competition came into play between different taxi operators. Taxis started
to operate on high demand corridors serviced by bus and rail. This means that
the ability of the bus and rail operators to recover cost was compromised by
competrng with the minibus taxi. Shaw (1998: 18) points out that this service
replication reduced the level of service and potential cost recovery of a route or
mode, wtlich tle calls destructive competition.

It reduces the economy of scale

- - - - - - - - - - - -~~- - - 
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benefits of higher-order and leads to the provision of poor and inconsistent
service levels to users.
Resulting from the high competition from the minibus taxis, the bus and rail
operators responded to the lower demand requirements by reducing service
frequency. Subsidies were then required due to lower cost recovery by bus and
rail (Naude, 1999:56).
At the same time, violence witJhin the minibus taxi industry emerged. This was
mainly due to the competition over routes which could be traced back to "sudden
permit free-for-all" (Dugard, 2001 :29).

2.11.1.3 The period from 1994-1999
Many of Ule accidents on South Africa's roads involve taxis, because of the
number of passengers carried in each taxi, large numbers of people are
inevitably killed or injured in these accidents. Moreover, taxI violence continued
and escalated during this period following the general democratic elections
ugard (2'001 :30) contends that the increase of violence was mainly a result of
the fight against public transport routes.
The Weekly Mail & Guardian of 15 October 1999, states the current perceptions
of the taxi industry as follows'

I/)

Statistics of estimated deaths as a result of taxi violence resulted in 291
deaths in 1996, 281 In 1997 and 394 in 1998.

There have been 373

violent incidents in the first seven months of 1999 compared with 333
during the same period in 1998. In all, more than 1 000 people died in taxi
violence during the period 1996 to 1998. This reflects a large increase In
the number of deaths in the country; and
The amount of accidents caused by taxis, which is estimated at 17%, also
increased during the same period, though taxis constitute only 2% to 3%
ot vehicles on South African roads. In 1998, taxis were involved in 70000

accidents in which 900 passengers and 1 385 drivers were killed (Weekly
Mail & Guardian, October 1999:10).
Forrest (1997: 12) argues that the poor condition of the taxi fleet, together with a
lack of effective regulat,ion and enforcement, results in high costs in safety and
security

Unsafe vehicle conditions are exacerbated by a minimum maintenance

philosophy to preserve margins. Safety is also compromised by a lack of
enforcement of roadworthiness and safety standards.
In an attempt to rectify the problems facing the minibus taxi industry, the
government established the National Task Taxi Team (NTTI) in 1995.

The

NTTT was to investigate ways of improving road safety, Increasing financial
margins and ending' the conflicts and violence. The aim was to enhance the
periormance of the taxi industry (DoT, 1998a:10).
The main recommendation was that the taxi industry be regulated and formalised
as a matter of urgency. According to Ougard (2001: 35), the main proposals for
regUlation involved three linked processes. These are:
•

A (frequently unobserved) moratorium on permit issuing;

s

The registration of which taxis are operating and where they are operating,
and

•

The speciallegalisaHon of illegal operators without permits.

The White Paper on National Transport Policy (1996) that contained the
recommendations of the NTTT was designed for use in South African urban and
rural areas in particular as well as in the Southern African region in general. The
White Paper was managed in an accountable manner to ensure that people
experience improving levels of mobility and accessibility (Turner, 1999:5).
e Moving Soulh Afr,ica (MSA) project was then launched in June 1997,
following the White Paper. Its mandate was to: ,... develop a strategy to ensure
that the transportation system of South Africa meets the needs of South Africa in
Impact of the TaXI Rec.apltalisalio
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the 21 st century and therefore contributes to the country's growth and economic
development" (DoT, 1998b: 2)
The MSA strategy is based on twenty-year forecasts, which are in line with global
transport trends.

It identif.ies the critical problems in transport and proposes a

framework for the sector to deliver a world-class service.

The gaps between

what customers need and what the transport system is providing were identified
as areas of development (DoT. 1998b: 4).
One of the govern:rnent's key tasks, as identified by the MSA, was to create an
enabling framework for the minibus taxi industry to recapitalise its assets and
deepen its ability to compete fairly for market share.

The MSA transport

proposals stipulate that services and infrastructure should be:

«l

Provided at the lowest possible cost to the customer, to the taxpayer, to
the environment, to safety; not only now but over the long term;

Cl

As affordable as possole to the users; and
Able to increase in flexibility and be able to respond to changing and
specific sets of customer-needs (DoT, 1996b:5)

Following the reco.rnmendations of the NTTT and MSA led negotiations between
the government and the taxi organisations. Taxi organrsations then agreed to
work together and that led to the formation of South African Taxi Council
(SATACO) (Competitior' Commission, 2004:2).
In a campaign to end conf!.cts in the taxI mdustry, SATACO and the NOoT
agreed to overhaul the issuing of new permits to emerging taxi entrepreneurs
since most routes were already overtraded. The two parties planned to introduce
a colour-coded route system, satellite surveillance and a taxi card fare system for
commuters (Competition Commission, 2004:3).
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2.11.1.4 The period from 1999, ~ 2006
The history of the industry has a major motivating factor in recent moves to
recapitalise, formalise, and reduce the size of the minibus industry. It ;s against
this background that government expedites the implementation of the Taxi
Recapitalisation Prograrnme.
The main focus of the government is on restructuring the taxi Industry through the
Taxi Recapitalisation Strategy since 1999. The Cabinet approved the strategy on
th

the 15 of September 1999 (DoT, 2006d: 4).
,owever, some serious delays were experienced in the past during the process.
For instance. the evaluation of the bids indicated that the programme, in its
original form, which included the tender for the manufacturing of the New Taxi
Vehicles (NTV) and Electronic Monitoring System. was neither affordable to the
national fiscus nor profitable to the operators (DoT, 2006d 5)
he TRS was originaUy due to be launched in October 2000. but has been
delayed due to various factors which are undisclosed. However. the Minister of
ransport, Dullar Omar, in his speech in May 2002 mentioned that once an
agreement has been reached and the best and final offer process completed,
government would immediately announce the winning bids.

He further stated

that the consultations were still taking place within government with a view to
finalising all details relating to the operation of the TRS (National Treasury,
2002).
Tile implementation of National Land Transport Transition Act (NLL TA), Act No.
22 of 2000 (discussed in section 2.14.12) is seen as a new development towards
fundamental restructuring of public transport. The transport policy as envisaged
In

the Moving South Africa is also implemented inrough this Act.

Discussions and processes among the stakeholders and role-players started and
are still ongoing. The Taxi Recapitalisation Strategy is discussed in Chapter 3.

overty levels of 01

2.12

The !profile of the min ibus taxi industry in South Africa

Minibus taxis as an informal transport system comprises 67.9% of the 2.5 billion
annual passenger lrips in urban areas, as well as a high percentage of rural and
Inter-city transport (National Treasury, 2006) The taxi industry consists mainly of
minibuses, dominating 90% of the taxi market. which was approximately one
hundred and twenty six thousand (126 000) taxi vehicles

!1

South Africa

(Cambridge, 2000:41). In 2007, licensed taxis accounted for 129 000 (Browning,
2006). This is a significant increase since 1993 when there were between 60 000
and 70 000 minibus taxis operating throughout the country (Arnold, 1994'.1).

Approximately 130 000 taxis operate nationally and about 180 000 people are
directly economically engaged in the taxi business. The proportion (70%) of the
fleet operates in the short and medium distance urban environment (DoT,
2002:50).

The DoT (1998:14) mentioned th,at the annual number of urban

passenger trips was 2, 5 bUhon or 27 777 per taxi per annum.

he former Minister of Transport, Mr Mac Maharaj, estimated that there were
some 40 000 illegal taxi operators in April 1999. Of this amount, 40% of the taxi
owners were operating illegally. that is, without permits issued previously by thE!
Road Transportation Board (DoT, 1999:15).

The average age of the mimbus vehicles used as taxis was estimated at 9.8
years in 2002. This figure is rising because of the cost of new vehicles, and high
interest and insurance rates which make it unprofitable for taxi operators to
acquire and run new vehicles. Profits can be maximised by runnlllg old vehicles
(DoT. 2002:51). This highfights the important role that a well-managed minibus
taxi system can playas the core focus of public transportation

Taxis are the most commonly used form of public transport and playa vital role in
the lives of Ule majority of commuters, particularly in black communities. They
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provide essential public transport for a significant proportion of the working
population. According to the National Household Travel Survey (2003: 11) taxis
are available to 57% of all segments of road users, with 17% of taxi users faUing
within survival segment, 9% within the sensitive segment and 19% selective
passengers. The remaining 43% is mainly constituted by the striders and the
sel.ective urban passenger segments. The taxi industry is also a large employer
that has grown fast over the past 20 years.

Most notably, is the contribution of the taxi industry to economic growth and its
efforts to reduce poverty in the country. Its revenues were estimated at
approximately R16.5 billion per year (Competition News, 2003).
According to Boudreaux (2006:6) the taxi industry's contributions include the
provision of self-employment opportunities and the creation of employment to
others in the form of drivers, mechanics, car washers and driver's assistants
(conductors). ThIs translates to support approximately 300 000 jobs in addition
to the large number of jobs held by people working directly for the industry;

The South African Institute of Race Relations reported that the industry
purchases over 800 miWon litres of petrol and 3.5 million tyres each year. It also
provides the main minibus manufacturing companies with more thar -'wo billion
rand per year (South African Institute of Race Relations, 1993)

Boudreaux (20066) further argues that taxi ranks are also a good platform for
informal trading.

A large number of people, especially the poor make a living by

selling fruit and vegetables, prepared food, bags and shoes at the taxi ranks.
This serves as a market for taxi operators as well as commuters:

Other contributions by the taxI industry are spelt out in the Taxi Statistics
retrieved from Competition Commission (2004) which indicate the following:

•

l\lumber of people using taxi service each day = 14 million+

f 63

~

Number of officially registered minibus taxis in South Africa
Average number of taxis per owner

= 120000 +

=2

OJ

Average number of hours taxil drivers spent daily on the road = 8.8

•

NumDer of days each taxi driver works per week = 6.33

c

Average monthly kilometres driven by a taxi = 8,000

c

Average number of passengers transported monthly per vehicle

~

Average time spent daily in a taxi by a passenger

e

Average number of trips per passenger per day

= 3,161

=65 minutes

= 2.3

On average, the minibus taxis are ten years old and are therefore not fit for public
ransport operation. Minibus taxis carry about 65% of public transport users and
about 30% of all workers countrywide (Competition News, 2003).
The following features describe the minibus taxI industry in South Africa as put
forward by Cambridge and Roux (2000:34):
The minibus taxi industry is part of the informal economy in the sense that
the vast majorities of operators do not register with South African Revenue
Services (SARS) as taxpayers and do not register theIr employees or
accedes to any minimum standards of employment.

The majority of

operators do not have licenses to operate through provincial registration
processes and Public Driving Permits (PDM) licenses the majority of
drivers.

The industry is made up of minibus taxis or kombis operating on fixed
commuter corridors on long or short distances, charging fares by local ta,xi
associahons.

The fare system distinguishes the sector from the meter

fare taxis sector, in which passengers are transported on routes and
distances as per requested. Fares are based on the distance metering of
a given journey. The meter-fare taxis are sedans carrying a maximum of
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four passengers.

Most kombi taxis officially carry 16 people, which are

comprised of the driver and 15 passengers.

E)

The majority of minibus taxis are not owner-driven.

Most owners own

more than one rninibuls taxi but less than ten.

(I

The ratio of taxis to employees in the sector is estimated to be 11.5
There are many people directly employed in the sector.

Apart from tne

drivers, there are queue marshals, car washers and fare collectors who
travel in the kombis/mjnibus taxis.

II

The proportion of women in this sector is not known, but is estimated at
around 2%. Racial breakdown is estimated to comprise of 2% White, 5%
Coloured and Indian, and ti'e remaining 94.8% African

"

It IS estimated that more than 150 000 additional jobs are indirectly
associated with the sector, ma Inly in motor manufacturing, provision of
supplies that includes fuel, spare parts and maintenance

These linked

categories of employment are relevant because they are the areas of
employment

predicted

to

recapitalisation programme.

expand

with

the

government's

taxi

Apart from some jobs in the vehicle

maintenance sector, the majority of these associated jobs are in the formal
economy (Cambridge & Roux, 200034)

2.12.1

F,are setting in the minibus taxi industry

Generally, commuters pay only single trip fare on minibus taxi services.

This is

ormally paid on transit. The level of fare tends to be closely associated with bus
fare, although on short trips they tend to offer lower prices. The service offered,
as a frequent and direct travel option, results in significant usage even for longer
distances where subsidised rail and bus fares often cannot offer the same
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service convenience, particularly during off-peak periods (lloyd & Associates.
2000:34).

According

10

Beesley

and

Glaister

(1983:596)

different

individual

taxi

associations appear to decide collusively on taxi fares to be charged per route,
outside consuilation with, or interference by, the authorities.

According to

Section 4(1)(b)(i) of the South African Competition Act, NO.89 of 1998, such
agreements between competing firms, or an association of competing firms, are
prohibited as they involve directly or indirectly fixing a purchase or selling price or
any other trading condi.tion.

Currently, minibus commlrters are charged fixed amounts for travelling on
particular routes. These routes are generally known, without being published. By
so doing, taxi operators do not adequately facto:' ;1' the depreciation as well as
maintenance costs of their taxis into fare prices.

In other words, they are

subsidising the cost to commuters (Boudreaux, 2006:24).

Due to this subsidy, most operators are unable to maintain their fleets at a
required standard that would provide a safe, reliable and efficient service to the
commuters. Because of the competitive nature of the taxi industry, operators are
forced to keep their pnces as low as possible to keep theIr market share Though
this is beneficial to the commuters in the short-term, however in the long-term low
price operators tend to ignore maintenance on vehicles, thereby sacrificing
efficiency and safety of the all road users (Boudreaux, 2006:24).

In the case of metered taxis, there appear to be two types of fares, metered
prices and negotiated prices The metered pnce is the official pricing that shoulo
be compl.ied with, and is set by the taxi associations, again apparently collusively.
Illegal taxi operators charge negotiated prices, because of the lack of a meter
reading. while legal taxi operators often choose to charge negotiated prices for
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fear of losing business. 'it is common practice to set fares according to their
perception of the customer's willingness to pay (Erasmus, 2002:23).

Moreover, in the past most taxi operators never paid tax, giving the taxi industry a
large effective subsidy In the form of a large tax break. After the TRS they woul.d
have to contribute to the revenue of the country, by paying tax to the South
African Revenue Services. This would also place large pressure on associations
to increase fare prices.

Commuters would then have to carry the burden of

paying high fares (Erasmus, 2002: 24).

Such an increase in fare prices is likely to have a negative effect on the
commuters, and would require them to spend an extra amount of their income on
transport

This is also likely to affect their poverty levels as well as the,ir current

expenditure patterns.

2.12.2

The taxi assoGliations

Taxi operators organise themselves into local taxi associations that form local
taxi councils. The local taxi councils ill [urn elect representatives from local
councils per region and form regional councils. Representatives from regional
councils elect provincial councils that in turn elect the national council that

IS

tasked with upholding national issues and policies (Competition Commission,
2004).

The

organisational

structure

of the

South

African

Taxi

Council

(SANTACO) and South African National Metered Taxi Association (SAMTA) is as
follows:
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Figure 2.2: Organisational structure of the taxi assoclallons
SANTACO and SAMT A

i
r':::ovinclal Taxi Councils

i
Regional Taxi Councils

i
ocal Taxi Councils

j
Local Tax,i Associations

i
Taxi Companies/Operators
Source: Competition Commission (2004)

2.12.

he South Africa

ational Taxi Council

After a lengthy process of consultation, the industry and government finally
established the South African National Taxi Council (SA t\J'TAC 0) in August
1998. A National Taxi Conference which was held at the Durban Exhibition
Centre in September 2001 saw the launch of the South African National Taxi
Council (SANTACO).
organisations.

SANTACO is the umbrella body for all provincial taxi

It brought together all taxi bodies including all the nine

provincial taxi councils. There are approximately 80 000 registered taxi
owners, who are members of the SANT/l,CO (Weekly Mall & Guardian,
1999:2).

SANTACO was formed as an industry-driven response with the aim to achieve
peace and unity in the taxi industry and the development of economic benefits
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and empowerment for all those operators in the industry. It represents the
national taxi industry by mandate of conference. SANTACO's major objective
was to streamline the industry and to enable taxi operators to be united and be
able to deal with the industry transformation. (Thale, 2001 :3). SANTACO agreed
to work with the g10vernment authorities in the Department of Transport to
implement TRS (SATACI in Dugard, 2001 :30).

According to Dugard (2001 :29) SANTACO has four primary roles as spelt out
by its president in his presentation to the select National Committee on Public
Services (NCOPS) in Cape Town on the 25

lh

of June 2005. These are:

a) Representative and Administrative Role:

To act as the voice of the

minibus taxi industry in order to protect and promote the interests of its
members. These include:

c

Consultation and lobbying with government at all levels;

c

Coordination of the views of its members in the industry and
representing Its members' interest at local. provincial, national,
regional and international bodIes;
rovision

of

an

efficient,

accountable,

transparent

and

professional administration service; and
Registration of taxi members, operators, and taxi associations.

b) Regulatory Role:

Participate in the development of the policy and

regulatory framework within which its members have to operate.

It

would also cooperate with enforcement agencies in ensuring that its
members comply with these requirements.

Some specific functions

are:

•

Developing and establishing minimum membership admission
req uirernents;
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•

Disciplining members who do not comply with both admission
criteria and industry norms and regulations; and

~

Participating ill the development of policy regarding control of
service provision,

safety standards.

suitability of vehicles,

standards ()f maintenance and qualifications of operators and
staff.

c) Business and Economic Transformation Role: To contribute to the
transformation of the minibus taxi industry on the one hand and on the
other hand the transformation of the transport industry as a whole, e.g.
romoting broad-based black empowerment in the transport sector.

d) Social Role: Ensuring that its members realize and understand that
they are involved in the provision of public service that has significant
public interest implications and must therefore act in a responsible
manner Specific functions in this context are:

Educating the public about safety matters,
•

Providing an ombudsman to deal wIth complaints about service
provision in the industry; and

•

Encouraging

the

manufacturing

and

use

of

more

environmentally friendly equipment In the provision of transport
services which would result in less noise, better utilization of
natural resources and less air and water pollution (Dugard,
2001 :29).

SANTACO has been brought about by a desire in the industry to move away
from conflict, and towards formalised operations. It acts as a mediator in
disputes between taxi organisations and plays a role in eliminating the causes
of conflict within the industry.

It believes in the government's sincerity in its

undertaking to recognise the industry and support its endeavours to formalise
poverty levels of

7U

itself by putting in place adequate regulatory framework and support
structures.

rt

strives to regulate, formalise and stabilise the industry (South

friean Yearbook, 2005/06:612) .

.12.4

Challenges facing the minibus taxi industry

Although the passenger transport industry in

genera~

has problems, there are

those that are pertinent to the minibus taxi industry. They provide a starting point
for the process of formalising the industry.

Fourie (2003:46) presents the

pertinent problems facing the minibus taxi industry, some of which are listed
below and will be

d~scussed

separately While others overlap:

t>

Traffic safety,

~

Poorly maintained and aging vehicle fleet,

G

Overtraded routes,

"

Conflict and violence in Ihe mdustry,

Q

Low orafit margins,

e

High cost of vehicle purchase and maintenance,

e.>

Inadequate control over vehide roadworthrness, loading practices and
working conditions,

•

Lack of skiHs and appropriate training,

co

Meagre roads safety, and

•

High cost of finance and premiums (Fourie. 2003:46)

These problems are interlinked in nature. They form part of the 'vicious cycle of
poverty'. For instance, the industry's poor safety record adds to the industry
being regarded as high risk, leading to higher insurance premiums. In addition,
the higher cost of repairing vehicles that were involved in accidents, for instance,
reduces the profitability of the busfness. This entrenches the poor financial
performance of the industry. This is referred to, by Scheinkopf (2000:144), as the
Current Reality Tree (CRT).

He describes It as a thinking process application
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tool that is used to identify a core problem which can be thought of as the
invisible constraint responsible for many of the system's current problems. That
can be seen from the discussion of each aspect that follows.

2.12.4.1

attic safety

Traffic safety relates to driver performance and vehicle fitness. It is advisable that
the drivel' follow correct loading practices, driving behaviour, and other road
safety measures to avoid accidents on the road.

According to the Commission

of Enquiry into the causes of taxi violence and related unsolved deaths in
Gauteng (2000), reckless driving manifests itself into two ways

81

These are:

As a result of pressure from owners to meet their quotas, drivers speed,
overload and stop anywhere in an attempt to maximise their trips and
passengers transported; and

•

Due to long working hours, drivers tend to be tired, irritated and not paying
enough attention to other road users.

They then cause accidents

In

the

process

Ford (1989:151) confirms in his research that, on average, taxi drivers work from
5 am to 8 pm, which amOvllts to 15 hours of work per day. This is due to the lack
of labour legislation which is specific to the taxi industry. General labour laws are
often ignored and this results in exploitation of labour through long working hours.
This is evidenced by Mahlangu (2002:33) in his research that minibus taxi
drivers' working hours do not comply with the Basic Condition of Employment
Act, NO.75 of 1997.

He further states that taxi drivers are exposed to unfair

Jeatment and often to dismissal as a result of the failure to meet the quota as
reqUired bV the taxi owner.

Strategy on Ihe expenditur
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Moreover, it is essential to point out that taxi drivers receive performance-based
wages. They therefore tend to do as many trips as possible (Ford, 1989:148)
This often leads to reckless driving in an attempt to maximise profit.

..L\nother

way of maximising revenue per trip undertaken is by overloading vehicles

Ford

(1989:144) mdicates that taxi operators regularly carry a maximum of about 19
passengers instead of the legal 15 passenger

This results in high rates of

deaths if the taxi is involved In an accident.

Vehicle fitness relates to how well the vehicle is maintained.
depends on profit marginS received by the taxi owners.

This in turn

Low profitability of the

taxi operations consistently leads to owners deferring or even ignoring essential
taxi maintenance.

The use of cheap and inferior parts, alongside services

undertaken by unqualified mechanics, further result in the deteriorating condition
ot the country's taxi fleet.

This is one of the main challenges facing the taxI

industry that needs to be addressed (Petuna, 2000: 23).

2.12.4.2

onfHct and vlolence jn the taxi industry

Conflict in the taxi industry arises either among different taxi operators, taxi
associations, or 'between taxis and other modes, like rail and bus. They usually
take place in a very violent manner leading to i1juries and deaths of the taxi
operators, as well as passengers

The violence between taxis and other modes

emanated from the government regulation and subsidies offered to the bus and
rail transport as well as the operation of taxis on bus and rail routes

Moreover,

rail and bus operators perceived taxi operatIons to have unfair advantage as
being part of the informal sector (Browning, 2006).

Gwilliam (2005:94) confirms that taxis are free to operate a flexible service with
very little government legislation. This allows taxis flexibility of service which the
bus and rail operators do not have, but have to stick to allocated routes and set
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time schedules. This has accelerated the violence and hatred between taxis, bus
and rail transport.

Violence wilhin taxis emerged as a result of competition over routes between
different taxi operators.

Taxi associations use their organisational power.

commonly through the use of violence to protect the interests of the loca: taxi
associations affiliated to them (Dugard, 2001: 31).

2.12.4.3

Low profit margins

The MSA financial model reflects that the taxI industry is currently investing only
40% of the capital requi1rement for its long-term sustainability, and low profitab::ity
is the major reason for this low rate of mvestrnent (Ntuli, 2005). Low profitablii:y
impedes the growth of the industry and it blocks the day-to-day performance of
the industry In terms of vehicle maintenance.

quality of vehicles purchase as

well as drivers' salaries.

The low profitability of the industry is mainly due to

destructive

poor

competition,

financial

management

distribution between taxi owners and associations.

and

unfair

income

Vuchic in Shaw (1998:5)

states that the key distorting factor in South African urban public transport is that
the modal hierarchy is most often the reverse of what would be regarded as
economically efficient

2.12.4.4 High cost of finance and premiums

According to the Gauteng Provincial Government (1995:251), the majority of taxi
operators/owners use bank financing to purchase their vehicles. Because of the
informal nature and high violence in the taxi industry, banks and insurance
companies regard the industry as high risk. As a result they charge high interest
rates on vehicle loans and insurance premiums for laxis

This leads to the

operators switching to bUying the oldest and cheapest vehicles and also not
replacing vehicles at the end of their economic life.
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2.12.4.5 Lack of skills and appropriate trainin'g

Poor financial management is attributed to a lack of business skills and deficient
financial education.

Soon (2000:7) reveals that taxi owners are commonly

nfamiJiar with concepts like profit,

bUdgets, depreciation and

return

on

investment. Usually, there is an absence of receipts, audits, or any records for
the business ..As a result a large amount of revenue goes to the pockets of the
executives of the associations, as Ougard (2001 :34) puts it. They therefore often
f~nd

themselves in a position where they neither afford to replace a vehicle at the

end of its economic life nor repair a taxi that was in an accident.

Other constraints facing the taxi industry are highlighted by the article,
Unroadworthy Taxis and Buses (DoT, 2001 :2). These include:

..,

Vehicle prices which have soared to unaffordable levels for the industry;
The inability of the tax! ,industry to access funding to renew its fleet;
Inadequate revenue caused by competition against subsidised modes and
results in competition over lucrative routes; and

•

The vi.olent confrontations between competing owners and shaped by
exclusion from the formal economy (DoT, 20012).

The Rail Road .Association of South .Africa (2000) also highlights the following
characteristics of the minibus taxis:

II

Minibus taxis are unregulated, receive no subsidies and are largely operated
by individual owners who are frequently at "war" with one-another over
lucrative routes and access to taxi ranks;

•

The taxI associations - representing the interests of multiple minibus-taxi
owners - usually concentrate on geographic areas or specific routes and are
sometimes controlled by syndicates;
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Minibus-taxi passengers are charged cash fares and few owners pay taxes
on their earnings, but justify this by claiming that the bus operators receive
subsidies;
Many taxis are old and unroadworthy. They are often overloaded and driven
with poor quality or worn tyres, resulting in frequent accidents from tyre
blowouts; and
Taxi drivers are often rude and arrogant when in heavy traffic. They frequently
stop to collect and discharge passengers at will and wherever convenient,
often ill street Intersections - irrespective of following traffic. The taxis also do
not have fixed stopping points (unlike the bus industry). They rather tend to
stop and pick up and drop off passengers when required (Rail Road
Association of South Africa, 2000).

According to the Mmistry of Transport (2002:53) insurance companies and financial
institutions shun the industry, which they regard as too risky.

Minibus taxis are

effectively bought for cash, with owners buying the oldest and cheapest vehicles.
Despite the condition of the taxi, taxi drivers often drive fast at about 160kph
carrying approximately 20 passengers in the 16-seaters. This becomes a vicious
circle in which the accident risks continue to grow. This also makes insurers and
bankers to distance themselves even further from the taxi industry.

In such a

situation, operators also fight even harder for survival.
The Ministry of Transport (2002:55) further argues that financial margins are tight in
the taxi industry. Tne weekly return on a 16-seater is about

R1 500, from which

the driver's salary, petrol, tyres and other maintenance costs have to come, leaving
little profit.

Most drivers earn R400 per week.

They have no life insurance,

pension, medical aId or unemployment insurance.
he taxi industry has the dubious distinction as being the most accident prone in
transport, with the greatest number of fatalities and serious injuries.

From a

public transport strategy point of view, the negative Impact of the instability in the
taxi industry is a critical issue, which both the government and the minibus taxi
rnpact of the TaXI RecapltalisaHon Strategy on 11"le expenddture patterns and poverty levels of
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industry are now attempting to address (Rail Road Association of South Africa,
2000)
The Minister of Transport in his remarks at Sun City in March, 2005, argues that
the focus of the government since December 2004 has been on the development
and fjnalisation of the Safety Requirements, which should define the ultimate
nature of the New Taxi Vehicles (NTVs) (Ministry of Transport, 2005).
VVhen It comes to the regulatory regime governing the industry, illegal operators
in the ,industry contribute to violence and tax evasion. RegUlating the Industry
envisages eliminating violence and improving tax revenue collection from the
mdustry (Competjtion Commission, 2004).

rthermore, as the fares decided on by local taxi association are not based on
economic information: operators do not even make profit in some months.
Muofe (2006) further states that taxi operators resort to overloading a vehicle or
speeding to get more passengers.

The lack of business knowledge hinders the

performance of the industry to achieving a better return on investment and
ensurIng sustainability of tlleir businesses.

According to Patel (1997: 14) these features are fundamentals of a free market
system In the taxi industry

It can be stated that poor regulation coupled with

inadequate control of tempers among taxi operators seem to be a direct or
indirect cause to most of the problems relating to conflict and violence in the taxI
industry. Shaw (1998:7) argues that because of the problems taxis experience,
they are forced to resort to violence and irresponsible driving to increase pick-up
times, as well as to minimise maintenance in order to reduce short-tert"'
operaHng costs.

These factors call for the regulation of the taxi industry to

improve the outputs.

Individuals and private companies have done a wide spectrum of work on a
variety of aspects relating to the taxi industry in dissertations and various reports.
77

Most of the work done revolves around regulations and deregulation of taxis,
transformation of mlnibus taxi facilities, traffic patterns of taxis and various routes
of taxis.

Research has also been done on the control and management of

mlmbus taxi facilities. In tile next sections the theoretical framework of regulation
and the regulation of Passenger Transport in South Africa are discussed.

2.13

Theoretkall framework of reclUlation

2.13.1

Overvi,ew of regu'ation

Regulation is the government's undertaking to control, prevent and cope with the
problems beyond the scope of the market forces. There are three important
rationales for regulation.

Firstly, regulations are presumed to intervene when

market failures eXist in the operation of the free market economy. According to
Pindyck and Rubinfeld (2001 :294) market failures Illay arise from a number of
reasons: the existence of public goods, the presence of externalities, the
formation of monopoly by economies of scale, and the existence of imperfect
information. They hinder economic efficiency and equity.

Secondly, a political explanation sees regulations as a means to benefit those
willing to exert political pressure to others.

For example, some regUlations

restrict competition by limiting the number of firms in an industry or by making
entry into the market expensive. This behaviour is called rent seeking, whIch
Pindyck and Rubinfeld (2001 :348) explain as a behaviour that might involve
"lobbying activities to obtain government regulations that make entry by potential
competitors more difficult"

Thirdly, regulation imposes an order and certainty in free markets that many find
desirable. Free markets involve change, often rapid and extensive, and the
losses from change can be certain and visible, while potential gains remain
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uncertain, even invisible. Thus, proponents of the status quo often favour
regulation (Cairns & Liston-Heyes, 1996:41)
In addition, Beesley and Glaister (1983:34) argue that equity and welfare are
social reasons for government intervention in the economy. It is justified::
ensure the same opportunities to compete in a fair way, influencing the
distribution

c~

:lcomes and wealth by various f'neasures such as taxes. transfers,

income policy or re'[ policy.

2.132

Types of regulation

According to Toner (1992), all sorts of regulations can be classified into two
categories, namely, economic and social. A typical example of the econonic
regulation is entry regulation, which restricts entry by restricting the use of scarce
resources, occupational licensing and patents ,in an industry. The first reason for
entry regulation is to keep balance between supply and demand in the industry
by controlling the number of licenses. Without regulation, for example,

In

the taxi

industry, the number of taxis may increase to a large scale, because the capital
required to enter the market is relatively small. This larger supply compared to
demand may lead to an excessive competition in the industry. Therefore,
preventmg an excessive competition is another rationale for entry regulation.
The second type of economic regulation is price regulation with maximum hmit or
mmimum limit. According to Cairns et al. (1996: 13) price regulation can cause
some socio-economic side effects by provoking excessive demand for those
goods or services regulated while reducing supply and investment.
Another type of economic regulation is the prevention of monopoly or oligopoly,
which aims not to restrict market competition, but to ensure market competitIOn
(Pindyck & Rubinfeld, 2001 :351)
Social regulation, in general, is imposed on social activities of companies, which
have external

impacts

on

the

society,
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infringement of consumers' right (Teal & Berglund, 1986:39). Thus, this social
regulation has a high degree of political nature and tends to enlarge according to
the development of industrial society. In addition, social regulation induces a
redistribution of income by protecting the economically weak and by ensuring
social equity.

2.14

Reaulation of Dassenger transport in South Africa

Transport policy

IS

built on the framework set out by the 1996 White Paper on

National Transport Policy, the Moving South Africa Strategy of 1998-99 and the
National Land Transport Transition Act, 2000 (Act 22 of 2000).

The 1996 White Paper on National Transport Policy committed government to a
thorough transformation of the land passenger transport sector in the past 10
years (DoT, 1996a). Together with the Moving South Africa Strategy of 1998-99
and lhe National Land Transport Transition Act of 2000, it promised the
introduction of a transformed and upgraded land passenger transport service
environment that focused on the needs of the user (DoT. 1998b).

Follow;'·.g

these, a firm commitment was then made by the government to promote the
progressive realisation of equitable accessibility for all citizens regardless of race,
gender and income levels. This was to be achieved by the following actions as
spell out by the DoT (2006f:12)

€

Developing high quality local integrated transport plans that redesigned
e apartheid-based route structures into an integrated multi-modal
network and also targeted subsidies at the optimal mode on a corridor
within the network,

•

Devolving planning and funding for land transport, i.e. road and rail
infrastructure and operations, to the local level through the establishment
of Transporl Authorities;

I:

Implementing regulated competition through a system of operating
'li

licenses and tendering for subsidised and commercial service contacts
and concessions;
Improving transport and traffic law enforcement;
•

Promoting the recapitalisation of the entire aging public transport fleet:

•

Promoting public transport, walking and cycling over private transport and
beginning to control car use In metropolitan areas; and

•

Channelling housing and commercial development into high density public
transport-based corridors (DoT, 2006f: 13).

However. the promise to transform and upgrade public transport, walking and
cycling and to manage and control car usage has net been adequately
Implemented over the past 10 years, especially when viewed from a public
transport commuter perspective (Moufe, 2006:7).

Public transport commuters have seen services decrease or stagnate and
service quality deteriorating.

Previous research, including the StatsSA of 2003

and the public feedback during the 2005 October Transport
widespread crisis in service delivery.

;\,~onth,

point to a

Recurring negative incidents such as late

trains, bus and taxi crashes, overcrowding due to a lack of reliable vehicles and
an aging fleet, as well as the lack of available and affordable public transport
services and faci'lities in both urban and rural areas also contribute to the
perceived crisis (Fourie, 2003:34).

As the challenges to public transport are universal and affect both the rich and
the poor, it is customary for governments to respond to these problems by
developing appropriate policies. South Africa has passed several Acts to deal
with the situation since the early 1990s. According to Davenport and Saunders
(2000:25) a magnitude of transport related legislation already came into being
prior to unification in 1910. As ear,ly as 1809 regulations were implemented to
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regulate horse carnages and wagons between the Cape and the inland after
complaints of increased accidents as a result of reckless driving.

Since the last amendment of the Road Traffic Act in 1993 and the publication of
the White Paper on National Transport Policy in 1996, a large number of Acts
affecting the transport industry were published. However, their impacts on the
objectives of this study are not significant and are therefore not discussed. The
most important Acts that influenced the taxi industry are as follows:

The Motor Transport Act. 1930 (Act 39 of 1930)
•

Transport Co-ordination Act, 1948 (Act 44 of 1948)

•

The Black Transport Services Act, 1957 (Act 53 of 1957)

G

Transport Services for Coloured Persons and Indians Act, 1972 (Act 27 Of
1972)

e

Road Transport Act, 1977 (Act 74 of 1977)

•

Urban Transport Act (Act 7 of 1977)

•

Regional Services Councils Act (Act 10 of 1985) (abolished in 2006)

•

White Paper on National Transport Policy (1986)

•

TIle Transport Deregulation Act, 1988 (Act 80 of 1988)

•

The Road Traffic Act, 1989 (Act 29 of 1989)

•

..

2.14.1

I

he White Paper on National Transport Policy (1996)

The National Land Transport Transition Act, 2000 (Act 22 of 2000)

h

otor Transport Act, 1'930 (Act 39' of 1930)

The Motor Transport Act of 1930 emphasised the concept of protection from
competition. Provision was deemed fit for the establishment of Road Transport
Boards that would in turn issue permits for the operation of freight and passenger
transport services (Republic of Soulh Africa, 1930).
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2.14.2

Transport Co·ordination Act 1948 (Act 44 of 1948)
i

he main aim in the formulation of this Act was to establish the National
Transport Commission, which would in turn render the following:

to promote and encourage the development of transport in the Union
and, where necessary; and
to co-ordinate various phases (modes) of transport services in order
to achieve the maximum benefit and economy of transport services
to the public (Republic of South Africa, 1948).

2.14.3

The Black Transport Services Act i 1957 (Aet 53 of 1957)

According to the Black Transport Services Act (Act 53 of 1957) the National
Transport Commission was made responsible for transport subsidies. Aahough
the first subsidies in respect of commuter passengers were paid as early as
1950's, it was the Black Transport Services Act that formalised the system
whereby employers were required to contribute to the cost of commuter transport
(RSA, 1957).

2.14.4

Transport S,ervices for Coloured Persons and Indians Act, 1972
(Act 2.7 of 19'72')

-he members of other population groups were to be subsidised. This was made
possible by the implementation and promulgation of the Transport Services for
Coloured and Indians Act (Act 27 of 1972) (RSA, 1972).

2.14.5

Road Transp10rt Act, 1977 (Act 74 of 1977)

The Road Transport Act of 1977. as discussed by McCaul (1990:35-53), was
aimed at regulating the transport industry economically and to provide protection
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for the existing public transport services. The Act defined a bus as a motor
vehicle designed for the conveyance of more than 9 persons (including the
driver). This opened the way for the introduction of the legal minibus taxi to be
used to carry up to 8 passengers. Inter- and intramodal competition was the sole
responsibility of this act.

The following statutory institutions were employed to

execute regulation strategies:

Local Road Transport Boards;
The National Transport Commission;
e

Supreme Courts; and

l>

Appeal Courts if necessary.

In terms of ttle Act. all public transport operators carrying passengers for gain
had to acquire a public carrier's permit from the Local Road Transportation
Boards (LRTBs)

LRTBs were responsible for the Issuing of permits to operate.

As part of the taxi permit application, the operator had to prove that existing
transport facilities were not sufficient to meet the public's needs in a certain area
(McCaul, 1990:40)_

Permits issued to operators would allow them to render

services on specific routes. They were also issued for an indefinite period, which
made it extremely difficult for new entrants. Apart from the pUblic carrier's permit.
the operator required a certificate of fitness for their vehicle. The driver had to
have a public service and driver's licence The LRTBs were also to investigate
specifiC matters prescribed by the National Transport Commission from time to
ime. They also had the power to change the conditions of the permit applied for
(Lexetran, 1994-17.

One of the most important things about this Act

IS

that it allowed the operation of

the nine-seater vehldes in the country for the first time. This contributed to the
growth and development of the minibus taxi Industry

Although this Act provided

some guidance to the industry, it still could not solve the problem of the pirate

he expenditure palterns and poverty levels of :-I.:j.

operators, because they were fast multiplying as a result of the difficulty with
licenses (Freeman, Ngcoya and Chapman, 1987:4).

2.14.6

Urban Transport Act (Act 7 of 19'77)

The main stipulation of this .A.ct was the promotion, planning and provIsion of
urban transport facilities,

The Act also addressed the provision of funds for

metropolitan transport (RSA, 1977),

This Act provided provisions for mechanisms regarding appropnate planning and
implementation of transportation systems in Metropolitan Transport Areas (MTA).
According to Jomet (1992: 1) the purpose of such a plan was to:

define a long-term strategy to guide transportation development

In

the rl.HA;
to prepare detailed public and private transport plans, and
to facilitate the nnplementation of transport system improvements.

2.14.7

Regional Services Councjls Act (Act 10 of 19,85)

The Regional Services Councils Act, which was abolished in 2006, was
responsible for the empowerment of provincial administrators to delimit a region
by determining, describing and altering boundaries of the area with the
concurrence of various ministers.

This Act also empowered regional ser.,lices

councils to regulate passenger transport as well as land-use planning within its
jurisdiction (Walters, 1995:23).
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2.14.8

White Paper on National Transport Policy (1986)

The Whi,te Paper on National Transport Policy created an optimistic way for me
renewal of the passenger transport industry in South Africa

The major policy

principles can be summarised as follows:

Devolution of decision making on transport to the lowest level of
government possIble;
Independent Judicial monitoring by a Transport Tribunal;
Reg,ulation on aspects such as vehicles drivers, operators be done at
national level;
Although authority should be devolved to lower levels of government,
gUidelines to do so should be developed at national level;
Operating

permHs

should

be

issued

by

the

lowest

level

of

gove:'~:l1ent:

Respons,ibllity for the payment of subsidies should also be devolved
to the lowest level of government; and
Phasing out of subsidies over the long-term is stated firmly, whereby
the prinoiple that

~he

user pays was adopted (Republic of South

Africa, 1986).

The White Paper provided for the implementation of the contractual tendering
system and different demonstration projects. This policy of contracts can be
traced to the 1986 White Paper, which was largely influenced by the principles
entailed in Ihe 1993 Constitution. These are:

Small business development;
Free enterprise;
Free market principles;
Reducing the role of central government in the economy; and
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The devolution of functions to the lowest level of government
(Walters, 1995:1).

Walters {1995:26) further contends that the White Paper is crucial in the
development of the taxi industry. "On taxi regulation the government accepted
the recommendation that vehicles designed to carry up to 15 passengers be
allowed to operate as taxis and told the Department of Transport to request the
LRTB's to issue appropriate permits "on merit.

This led to the de facto

deregulation of the taxi industry.

2.14.9

Transport Dereglulation Act, 1988 (Act 80 of 1988)

This Act intended to act as tile legal provider for the deregulation of lhe transport
environment as described in the White paper of 1986. The freight industry was
deregulated In terms of this Act during 1992. The passenger transport industry,
however, could not be deregulated at the same time as was intended.

A

passenger transport Bill was drafted by the Department of Transport. but could
not be implemented because the principles contained In the Bill were, for various
reasons, not debated with the taxi Industry and the principles were also not
accepted by the taxI industry (Naude, 1999: 170)

2.14.10

Road Traffic Act, 1989 (Act 29 of 1989)

This Act was intended for safety and design standards of vehicles. It was also
promulgated as a result of the poor levels of law enforcement.

It is aimed at

conscietising the law enforcement officials to revisit their major duty. The Act has
the following sub-divisions:

A code of conduct that is relevant to all road users,
Prescribed requirements relating to the fitness of vehicles;
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Prescribed requirements pertaining to the authorities, officers and
instftutions charged with road traffic functions; and
Powers of

·:·~e

Minister of transport and local authorities to make

regulations and by-laws (Cairns & Listo-Heyes, 1996: 13).

accordance with the Road Traffic Second Amendment Act 1993 (Act 66 of
1993), the vehicle requirements were reduced, making it possible and easier for
minibus taxis to engage in the commuting of passengers. Policy renewal after
1993 was influenced by the Interim Constitution of 1993.

According to Nothnagel (1998:5) the National Department of Transport embarked
upon a process called the Constitutional Transformation Project (ClP) to identify
he impact of the future administration of transport functions at national and
provincial spheres of government. During this project, it was emphasized that a
degree of integrated policy formulation and execution would be required to
ensure effective

policy formulation

and

implementation.

Two

structures

emanated fro the CTP, namely the Ministerial Conference of Ministers of
Transport (MINCOM) at political level and the Committee of Land Transport
Officials (COLTO) at technical level.

2.14.11

White Paper on National Transport Policy (1996)

The White Paper on National Policy was tabled in parliament and approved on 18
September 1996, 18 months after the policy renewal process commenced in
early 1995. The White paper was the result of extensive consultation with major
stakeholder groups

A Green Paper was issued in March 1996, whic

clUlminated in the White Paper after the incorporation of comments and feedback.
The White Paper can generally be viewed as a breakthrough in position transport
as catalyst for growth and social upliftment (IWG, 2000)
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One of the most important objectives of the White Paper was to reposition
transport to play its rightful role in economic development and social upliftment.
The White Paper covers all passenger movements from short distance urban
transport to long distance inter-city, rural, and cross-border transport.

On the

planning and regulatory environment, it created an optimistic way for the renewal
Of the passenger transport industry

In

Soutll Africa. The major policy principles

can be summarised as follows:

To provide appropriate institutional structures, which facilitate the effective
and

efficient planning,

implementation, funding,

regulation

and law

enforcement of the passenger transport system, devolved to the lowest
competent level;
•

'fo encourage, promote and plan for the use of non-motorised transport
where appropriate;

@

To provide for the registration of all public transport operators as
formalised commercial entities. bound by the regu:lations pertaining to their
operating license to operate;

f.)

To replace operator permits with operating licenses (authorities) issued

II

terms of approved passenger transport plans; and
To promote and implement a system of regulated competition for public
transport routes or networks based on operating licenses or tendered
contracts (IWG, 2000)

The Implementation Working Group on taxi recapitalisation (IWG:2000) also
suggested the following aspects which protects and promotes passenger land
transport

•

To

empower

and

assist

disadvantaged

operators

to

participate

meaningfully in the land passenger system;
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To ensure that operations become economically viable, requiring tr-ie
rninimL:T financial support;

"

To foster a stable investment environment in the public transporl i:ldustry;

~

To encourage a professional approach to the management and operation
of land passenger transport;

~

To foster manpower and human resources development;

II

To ensure that transport modes are integrated in respect of scheduling,
~-outes

and ticketing systems;

>€

To promote acceptable and fair labour practices in the transport industry:

o

To

ensure

that

land

passenger

transport

operations

are

r1'10re

environmentally sensitive and sustainable, and are energy efficient; and

(l

To promote strong, diverse, efficient and competitive long distance
passenger transport and charter sectors within the limits of the sustainable
transport Infrastructure, and to enhance the quality of such services
hrough the provision of safe, secure, reliable and cost-competitive
systems (DoT, 1999)

Emanating from the Act, the main implications of regulated competition for
minibus taXis can be analysed as follows:

Regulated competition will mean lhat the minibus taxi industry will have to be
formalized and measures be introduced to enhance its economic viability.
Minibus taxis could form legally registered businesses, for example. co
operatives or companies, or be registered associations. Minibus taxis will have
Impact of the TaxI Recapitallsallon Strategy on the expenditure patterns and poverty levels 01
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to operate on a route or network according to their operating licenses and as
determined by the passenger transport plan (DoT, 2006:2)

The pronounced in the media briefing in Parliament that minibus taxi business
may also compete for the awarding of contracts by transport authorities. In terms
of the transport plan, the determination of routes/networks will be based on
existing operations, including both legal and pirate operators (DoT, 2000).
The Minister of Transport also informed the media that financial and technical
assistance will be offered to minibus taxis to enable them to obtain operating
licenses and/or contracts and to improve their economic viability.

Minibus taxi

businesses may apply for operating licenses and lor contracts either on their own
or in partnership with bus operators (Ministry of Transport, 2000).

The vision and mission of the White Paper will be further reviewed in Chapter 3
since they have a strong influence on the taxi recapitalisation strategy.

.14.12

Natiomlll Land TranslPort Transition Act, 2000 (NLTTA), (Act 22

of 2000)
The Act was prepared pursuant to the 1996 White Paper on National Transport
Policy. It is also the product of various consultative endeavours undertaken since
1995, with the provinces, local government, other relevant departments in the
national sphere of government, the bus, rail and minibus taxi industries and
organised labour (Nothnagel, 1998)
The Act is designed to bnng about a fundamental restructuring of the laws
regulating land transporl in the country, with the emphasis on public passenger
transport (RSA, 2000).
It was decided 1hat the full policy of the National Department of Transport, as
formulated

in

consultation

\~lIth

the

provinces,

cannot

be

jmplemented

immediately due to the need to relate it to the new and proposed local
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on

government legislation.

The Act was therefore transitional in nature, and was

scheduled to be replaced by final legislation. The Act also sets the scene for the
long-term restructunng of the land transport system as envisaged by the Moving
South Africa project (DoT, 2006c27).
According to the Act planning authorities are required to prepare some or all of
the following'
o

Current public transport records, which are detailed records of all eXisting
public transport services and facilities and which form the basis for
preparing rationalisation plans, operating licenses strategies and public
transport plans;
Operating license strategIes, upon which planning authorities base its
recommendations to the operating licenses board in its disposal of
applications for operating licenses;

•

Rationalisation plans, which are tactical plans, which contain the planning
authority's strategies

for

public transport,

the operational

plan for

contracted services and the operational licenses strategy for non
contracted services in the area (RSA, 2000).
By providing for formalisation and regulation of the minibus taxi industry, the Act
will act is an invaluable tool for the government to achieve order and harmony In
the industry.

The Act also lays down the requirements for agreements

establishing Transport Authorities (TAs), called 'founding agreements".

The

functions of the TAs will be to formulate transport policies for their areas and to
co-ordinate modes of public transport by preparing various types of transport
plans. These plans will be implemented to integrate modes (bus, rail and taxi/,
by making recommendations for the Issuing of operating licenses.

They will be

responsible for entering into contracts with public transport operators for the
provision of services and to see that the community in their area, and those
travelling to, from or through it, are adequately served by public transport (Barret,
2001 ).

Regarding operating licenses, the Minister of Transport pointed out that no one is
entitled to an operating license as a right Applications are made to the relevant
operating licenses board. They are granted or refused in terms of relevant
transport plans if the applicant has the ability to provide the service. Only one
operating license may be issued per vehicle, if the vehicle is acceptable for the
service, and only to the owner of the vehicle, as defined in the Road Traffic Act,
1989 (DoT, 2005a).

2.15

ReallJlations in the taxi industry

The regulation of the taxI Industry is premised on the recognition by government
of the industry as a formal part of the public transport system. It is also in this
process that government is able to establish, amongst others, a leverage to
empower the industry on economic related aspects, which contributes to minibus
taxi business sustainability (GCIS, 2004b).
Illegal taxi operators, not complying with certain criteria as set oui

In

the National

Land Transport Transition Act, 2000, will be forced to exit the industry
(Department of Transport, 2000:7).
Several rationales for taxi regulation are spelt out in the White paper on National
Transport Policy (1996). These include public safety, protection of road users,
service qua'ily and economic efficiency. According to Toner (1992:32), public
safety involves protecting the consumer and other road users in matters
concerning the physical safety and suitability of the vehicle, implying regulation of
standards on the vehicle and driver. It also Involves requirements for operator's
insurance coverage for compensating accident victims Consumer protection is
concerned with preventing operators in a strong bargaining position from
exploiting weak consumers, applying those appropriate regulatory measures
such as fare setting and taximeters mandatory and the licensing of drivers.
Moreover, in some countries according to GwiJliam (2005:2), the driver's name
and vehicle number must be posted in plain view to allow passengers to
Impact of !he Tax] Recapitallsation Strategy
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complain of violations. As for availability of service, regulations are imposed on
taxi operators to ensure provision of service at all times
It has been widely argued that a regulation for ensuring a high quality of service

is necessary to protect the public. Regulation for service quality involves
monitoringl tile vehicle's quality and the driver's ability such as area knowledge
and manners

This requires a rank designation policy, which can cope with the

number of taxis and possibly a restriction on the number of licenses issued
(Gwilliam, 2005:4)
Economic efficiency is concerned with the feasible combinations between price
and service level, which could be sustained in a given taxi industry. Regulators
may want to control maximum fares, and taxI ranks in order to be able to push
the market towards the best state that market will attain (Trude!, 1995:53)
According to Trudel (1995:54), there are various methods to set the m;;'":lber of
licenses:
Arbitrary ceiling set by freesing the nurnber of licenses to meet
needs;
Use of a ratio to determine the number of licenses, which is generally
based ,on the population of the area served;
Proof of necessity required by the applicant before issuance of a new
license,
Franchise system, whereby the authority awards the right to operate
a certain number of vehicles on a contract basis and subject to
charges;
Minimal criteria, where access to the market is conditional to the
operator's compliance with minimal criteria set by the authority, such
as vehicles, insurance, professional training and driver's knowledge,
availability of service to minimum number of taxis per company
Some of these criteria can be very stringent and constitute a
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formidable barrier to entering the market. A typical example of this
can be seen in London, where the high cost for obtaining a license
represents an effective barrier of entry to the market (Trudel,
1995:54).
Moreover, control of the fares structure is used to ensure equity between areas
having different demand, and to prevent the exploitation of consumers.
The

following

section

discusses

public

transport

regulation

looking

at

international perspectives.

Goverr:"ent intervention in the market economy has been introduced in several
developed countries during('e late 1920s and 1930s when the Depression hit
capitalist countnes. According to Teal and Berglund (1987:39) many U.S. cities
have partially or wholly eliminated economic regulations on their taxicab industry
at local government level during the late 1970's and early 1980's. Among tne
cities affected were San Diego, Seattle, Phoenix, Portland, Sacramento. Kansas
City and Mitwaukee, as well as some smaller cities of significant size such as

Tucson in Arizona, Oakland and Fresno In California and Raleigh in North
Carolina.
However, the taxicab industry has been strictly regulated in most large cities such
as Los Angeles, Chicago, Boston, New York, Miami, Buffalo, Houston, and San
Francisco, INith tight restrictIon on market entry. Though regulation was not
uniform across cities, it largely consisted of entry, price and quality regulations
(Toner, 1992:24).
e following studies are examples of regulation versus deregulation evaluations

in the public transport sectors of Chile, Peru and the United Kingdom

2_16.1

Experience in Chile and Peru

Tokman (1989:16-20) made a comparison of two studies conducted on the
regulation of the taxi industries in Chile and Peru, These studies were relatively
homogenous but subject to different degrees of regulation.

Initially, both

industries formed part of the informal sector.
According to Tokman (1989: 17) the taxi, industry in Chile was reg ulated in terms
of norms geared to protect the taxi users and the public in general. The
regulation included vehicle fitness, car insurance, driver ability, working hours
and route allocation. "['he effects of the regUlation in Chile ensured the quality and
reliability of rl-te services

and

also resulted

in

good security

and tariff

transparency

In Peru,

all

regulations were abolished and the taxi Industry was liberalised. This

freedom resulted in the following:
•

Inefficient use of capital;

~

Decreasing levels of net Income;

,.

Vehicle maintenance and replacement have been sacrificed; and
l.ong-term deterioration of service levels (Tokman, 1989: 17).

Comparing these two studies lead to the conclusion that norms and rules geared
to protect consumers could hardly be abolished to the users of the taxi service.

2.16.2

Unrted Kingdom

On the basis of the assumption that a competitive market would produce benefits
including cost savings, lower fares and Improved service levels, the United
Kingdom (UK) government deregulated the metropolitan bus service in 1987 The
liberalisatlon of tile bus industry resulted in wage reduction, lower investment i
vehicles and associated lower service levels, deteriorating working conditions
and reduced profit margins ..
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Pickup and Stokes (1991240) further argue that since bus operators were not
generating adequate profit, they were not

In

a position to make the necessary

investment to compete with private motoring. The impact of deregulation in Peru
and the UK had negative consequences for the taxi community. The conditions
of reduced Income, insufficient investment in vehicles and deteriorating levels of
service are comparable with the current situation in the unregulated taxi industry
South Afnca.
Cairns and Listo-Heyes (1996) conducted studies on taxi regulatior:
countries including New York, New Zealand and Indianapolis.

ill

different

His findings are

spelt oul in tfle next three subsections.

2.16.3

ew York, USA

The Taxi and Limousine Commission (TLC) was created in '1971 by the City
Council legislation to regulate and improve taxI and livery service in New York
City and establish an overaB transportation policy governing these services. As a
city agency. the TLC sets the taxI fares, licenses taxi drivers and vehicles, adopts
rules that drivers and cab owners must follow, and puts each taxicab through an
extensive inspection every four months (Schaller, 1998).
Furthermore, Schaller (1998) points out that in many cities such as Atlanta and
Seattle, the taxi industry was re-regulated in the mid-1980s in several years after
having been deregulated due to various side effects of deregtJi'ation.

2.16.4

lew Zealand

According to Calms and Listo-Heyes (1996:37) the Ministry of Transport (MoT) in
New Zealand strictly regulated the taxicab industry on entry into the market, fares
and quality. Fares were controlled by lhe central government, i.e, the Secretary
for Transport fixed a fare system for each licensing area, and a taximeter on
which the fixed fare displayed was requir,ed to be fitted to every taXicab. Fares
were set on a cost-plus basis, taking into account running costs, standing costs,
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wages and a 10% of profit. Taxi organisations normally provided the cost data for
tile fare reviews, and the process of review was very subjective. Therefore, a
national indexation system for fare setting was introduced in 1986, where all
costs, the index and fares were automatically updated every six months.
Toner (1992:27) argues that quality controls were imposed on the standards for
vehicles, driver competence and operator performance. Vehicles were required
to have a current certificate of fitness, be less than ten years old, and carry a
maximum ot six passengers. In order to obtain a taxi driver's license, dnvers had
to be at least 20 years old, needed to have held a driver's license for two years,
be of good health, and pass written, oral and practical tests including a test of
their knowledge of the area

Minimum periods of rest were prescribed for drivers

and each taxi was required to keep a logbook, while the operator was required to
be a member of an approved taxi organisation.

2.16.5

Indianapollis, Indiana

The goal of regulatory reform in Indianapolis was to help make the cIty more
competitive and successful. Community support,

political will,

and sound

economic analysis were needed to make a regulatory reform program successful
(Cairns & Listo-Heyes, 1996:37).

They argue that the mayor's office invested considerable time and effort in laying
out their plans and intentions to the city council and the citizens, and In
answering. community concerns. This made the reform process a part of the
public debate. Even with community support, reform efforts involved hard political
choices. They reqUired the political will to end benefits for a minority for the
benefit of the majority

Those who enjoyed the concentrated benefits of

regulation had every incentive to protect those benefits. If the interests of the
latter are not heard, then real reform is not likely (Cairns & Listo-Heyes, 1996:37
39)
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The third requirement for success was sound economic analysis. Even more
important was the need for a sound economic framework to assess regulations
and determine where effort should be directed. Properly applied. such analysis
made the need fOl many reforms self-evident, easing the political task of enacting
the reform (Cairns & Listo-Heyes, 1996:39).

According to Naude and Clarke (1986:51) the cost-benefit analysis method was
used to measure each regulation considered for reform. The result was a set of
regulations related to ground transportation, business and occupational licensing,
development and housing, and health and hospital services.

The results of practical experiences in several countries show that the effects of
taxi deregulation were not so beneficial to consumers. This is because fares have
not fallen Significantly in most cases, and quality has not improved so much as
expected. The returns to the operator as well as the drivers also decreased

w~th

relatively lower profitability and wages respectively. In addition, there was no
significant evidence of innovation in the industry, but the structure of industry
became more fragmented.

2.16.6

New South Wales

According to Soon (1999·2) the taxi industry in New South Wales is regulated
This involves regulation of entry, quality controls and control of fares and/or fare
setting procedures.

Taxi operators have to pass background checks to ensure

that they are fit to operate taxis before they are licensed. Taxi operators are also
required

to

meet

government standards

on

financial

passengers and the public, and vehicle maintenance.

viability,

safety

of

Operators should also

ensure that taxIs under their control are affiliated with an authorised Taxi Service
Radio Commutlication Network, and are available for hire at all times as required
by the Network.

overly levels of 44

The Director General of the Transport

Departme;~l

in New South Wales has the

discretion to determine fares and charges for the taxi and hire car industries. The
taxi industry makes a submission to the Department annually for a fare increase.
The Department then analyses the proposal and reaches a decision based on
industry and customer needs

Approved Increases are broadly in line with

changes in inflation. Some fare increases above inflation are approved so that
the industry can accommodate cost changes imposed by new regulations (Soon,
1999:3).

2.11

Summary and conclusion

This chapter gave an overview of the South African public transport system,
evolution and development of transport and its role in the economy,

It also

outlined the government's response to transport challenges, recent trends and
current policy directions in passenger transport, with special reference to the taxI
industry.

The South African transport policy has undergone major changes in recent years
The policy of spatial separation on racial grounds played a major role in the initial
development of the taxi industry. Public transport was dominated by the state
owned rail sector and the subsidised bus industry. Public transportation demands
arose in the late 1960's to handle the daily commuters to work and the transport
of miarant labourers who needed to return to their respective homelands
periodically to visit their homes. Tille bus industry showed consistent grovvth until
1982, when a considerable portion of the bus market was lost to the minibus taxi
Industry.

On aggregate the total vehicle population in South Africa is significant. At the end
of 2005, the country had a total of 7 971 187 vehicles. Of this amount, 256 205
constituted minibus taxis. The average age of minibus taxis is 13 years,

The

numbers of registered vehicles are increasing by about 6-7% annually .

.
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The taxi industry is a critical pillar of the South African public transport sector. It
is currently the mode most available to the bulk of the public transport customers.
Oespite the fact that they offer transport services to the majority of the public,
taxis

have

never

received

government or

provincial

authority subsidies.

Insurance companies and financial institutions also shun the industry, whidi they
regard as too risky.

Major challenges facing the road public transport in general and the minibus taxi
Industry in particular were highlighted.

These include high road accidents;

ineffective transport management and law enforcement; traffic congestion; and
conflict and violence in the taxi industry. Many of the accidents on the South
Africa's roads involve taxis and, because of the number of passengers carried in
each taxi, large numbers of people are inevitably killed or injured in these
accidents. In addition, taxI violence is scaling new 11eights

It caused 291 deaths

In 1996, 281 in 1997 and 394 in 1998.

Transport

re:c,:ed

problems

among

the

low income groups

have

been

exacerbated by rising transport cost and the growing need to travel longer
distances in sea:'.:> of employment due to their residential distance frorn the
cer~.·e

Other key challenges mostly affecting the low income group include the following:

e

Problems of physical proximity to transport facilities.

This refers to the

distance from the nearest taxi stop, bus stop or rail station;
•

ProbietY1S of city-wide access provided by the transport system.

That is

the lack of adequate routes between generators of traffic;
•

Problems with the frequency of service on public transport;
Problems of economic accessibility and affordability of public transport
services;
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e

Problems of security and safety on pUblic transport. This includes unsafe
vehicles, overloading, reckless driving, assault and pick pocketing.

The core of the problem is that the taxi industry arose spontaneously during the
1980's and the old apartheid regime made no attempt to regulate it. No proper
taxi ranks were established to control routes, which led to open warfare over
more lucrative routes.

The Taxi Recapitalisation Strategy is designed to deal

with the deeper routed problems that have rendered the industry uncontrollable.

Relevant literature on the basic theories of regulation was discussed which laid a
sound basis for the reforms in the taxI industry in South Africa. International
experience and country case studies on taxi regulation were also reviewed as
some policy changes that are currently implemented in South .Africa were
influenced not only by local needs and requirements, but also by international
policy developments.

International experience shows that regulations are

necessary in order to ensure high quality and improved safety in taxi services. In
addition, market entry should be regulated somehow, and the level of fares also
needs to be controlled. However, if current regulatory systems cause serious
inconvenience to the consumers in l,erms of low availability or bad quality or too
11igh price, some poliCy revisions may be needed

This chapter also highlights that the public transport industry operates in a rapidly
changing environment.

The government Is now placing more emphasis on a

more coordinated approach towards the planning and provision of public
transport within the framework of an integrated land use and transportation
policy.

The Provisions of lf1e White Paper, the MS.A report and the National Land
Transport Transition .Act represent a major departure from the previous way in
which the administration, funding, operation and financing of public passenger
transport has been carried out. As such the Department of

~ransport

in

conjunction with law enforcement agencies, provincial permit boards, taxi
registrars and others, are working to ensure that public passenger transport is
provided

In

a manner consistent with the objectives of the White Paper.

More

attention is also placed on the new principle of operating licenses, contracts and
concessions to ensure an efficient public transport system

The next chapter focuses on the Taxi Recapitalisation Strategy.

-

--
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CHAPTER 3

THE

3.1

TAX~

RECAPITALISATION STRATEGY

lntroduction

South Africa's policy environment is changing, and the transport system needs to
adapt accordingly. At the same time government's policies playa significant role
in meeting national priorities, such as basic needs, growing the economy,
developing human resources, and democratising the state and society (Gauteng
Provincial Government, 2005:20). Transpol1 has a major role to play in each of
these areas. It follows from this that the priorities in providing and using the
transport system should be consistent with those that have been set for the
country as a whole
It is obvious that the various modes of public passenger transport have been In
crisis, albeit for differing reasons. Whilst other modes of service have been
experiencing rapid decline in passenger support, the taxi Industry has grown.
According to the National Household Travel Survey (StatsSA, 1993:6) there were
between 60 000 and 70 000

mln~bus

taxis operating in South Africa in 1993.

Paradoxically, however, that very growth has been the foundation for the conflicts
that have begun to emerge within this industry. Despite the conflicts and violence
that erupted, the taxi industry continued to operate

Its operations were

strengthened by the perception In the minds of commuters of its being a
community-based industry, existing against the apartheid authorities and without
any subsidies. Barret (2001) argues t11at government policy during the 1980s
allowed market forces to determine entry mto the minibus taxi market, thus
encouraging almost any applicant to be granted a permit to operate a minibus
taxi. As a result excessive route congestion and violence prevail trl the industry.
Furthermore, the ag:e and condition of the fleet is a serious safety hazard, which
imposes significant costs In the country.

Due to the informal nature of the taxi industry,

it

~s has been difficult for the

government to regulate tile industry. However, the government through the
Natlonal Department of Transport (NDoT) identified the vital need of formalising
and regulating the lndustry through the National Land Transport Transition Act,
Act No 22 of 2000. This was in response to the fact that the industry is central to
the

economic

growth,

upliftment

and

development

of

the

historically

disadvantaged people of the country (Clark & Crow, 2002:67).

ThiS chapter discusses the TaxI Recapltalisation Strategy, giving the background
information on the processes leading to the Strategy and pointing out the
requirements for the success of the Strategy. The need for funding to taxi
operators and subsidies to taxi commuters is highlighted as part of a total
community-benefit scenario. Finally, the goals of the Strategy with regard to taxi
commuters wIll also be explored.

3.2

Processes Ileading to the Taxi Recapitalisation Strategy

In April 1995 the National Taxi Task Team (NTTT) was formed, whose aim was
to provide a democratic forum, fully representative of the industry, which would
be capable of developing a long-term partnership with government to lay the
foundations for sustainable and violence-free development of the industry (IWG,
2000:2) It was also to investigate all problems and issues in the II1dustry and
formulate solutions to ensure the sustainability and competitiveness of the
industry.

Various stakeholders who vary from trade unions to civil SOCieties

constitute this body. These are:

Ii

9 stakeholders from taxi industry representing all provinces;
9 stakeholders from government representing national, provincial and local
spheres; and

•

9 stakeholders from specialist adVisors (IWG, 2000:3).
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Over a period af nine months, the NTTT, through intensive consultation with
the industry and government, both at a local and provincial level, identified a
number of issues, which needed urgent attention.

These Issues include:

Q

A better organised industry;

"

Promoting skills and training;
Imoroving safety;

•

A policy for the Industry;

'"

Economic measures to support the industry; and

"

lmproved communicatlon between all stakeholders (Ministry of
Transport, 2000).

Furthermore, the NTTT (1996:3) highlighted the other significant issues
confronting stakeholders, which related to:
Permits and the role of the Local Road Transport Boards who were
perceived as uncooperative and obstructive;
o

Subsidies for public transport, with the taxi industry complaining bitterly
about the levels of subsidy allocated to the bus and train sectors;
Financial problems which included the high costs of replacement of
vehicles and the difficulties faced by commuters in meeting any increases
in fares:

~

Law enforcement·,

!.:

Ongoing violent conflict:

e

The fragmentation of owner's associations;

@

Poor conditions of employment; and

•

Problems with transport infrastructure, such as roads and taxi ranks.
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Recommendations by the National Taxi Task Teal

3.2.1

A total of 36 publ!rc hearings were held at venues across the country

These

included, Free State (Welkom, Harrismith and Bloemfontein); Western Cape
(Cape Town, George, Stellenbosch); Mpumalanga (Ermelo, Groblersdal and
elspruit),

North West

Potchefstroom,

Mmabatho,

Rustenburg,

Brits and

Vryburg); Northern Province (Pietersburg, Tzaneen and Louis Trichardt); Eastern
Cape

(Port Eljzabeth,

(Kimberley,

Kuruman,

Bisho,

Umtata,

Upington

and

and

Queenstown);

oanielskuil);

Northern

Gauteng

Cape

(Vereeniging,

Randfonteln, Benoni and Pretoria). KwaZulu-Natal (Empangeni, Newcastle,
Durban. Pietermaritzburg and Port Shepstone) (Implementation Working Group 
I\NG,2000:2).

The NTTT's Final Report of 1998 spelt out a set of recommendations which were

finaUy agreed upon between industry and government.

These can

be

summarised into three major categories as stated in the IWG (2000:2-3):

Formalisation and Training
Regulation and Coniwl
•

3.2.1.1

Economic Issues

Formalisation

In formalising lhe taxi industry, taxi associations should be required to formally
register with provincial taxI registrars. Registration is conditional upon member
operators being legal operators with permits and the association operating and
managing its affairs in terms of a constituti:on which conolies with the
requirements as agreed and as set out in

differe~:

provincial acts (DoT,

2006c: 13).
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3.2.1.2

Regulation and contra

terms of these provisIons. operators should be required to convert existing
permits

to

permIssions

granted

by

provincial

Permissions

Boards.

The

reauirements of a permission-based system will change the obligations of
operators

substantially.

In

accordance with

the National

Land Transport

Transition Act, permissions will only be issued in accordance with a basic
transport plan called a "Permissions Strategy" In terms of this provision, all
radius permits must be converted to route-specific permissions. The provisions
will deal

In

detail with matters such as stickers, marking and other customer

orientated conditions which have to be met in order to obtain permission. Special
provision should be made for bona fide operators who have operated since
before 1994 without a permit to become legal through a SpeCial Legalisation
Process (DoT, 2006b:12).

3.2.1.3

conomic assistance

The third recommendation is the most important significant step, which aims to
introduce new, safer and larger vehicles into the system.

The new suggested

vehicle will be purpose-built 18 or 35 seaters with appropriate chassis design.
Electromc fare collection systems will be fItted that will accord takings for the
benefit of both the owner and the Receiver of Revenue (DoT, 2006e: 9).

The DoT (2006c:23) points out that incentives to owners should be offered to
encourage them to buy the new vehicles. Scrapping allowance should be offered
to owners \,vho want to replace his/her old vehicle wit:: a new one.

The exact

amount of the scrapping allowance will be R50 000. This scrapping allowance is
not only the incentive to purchase new vehicles, but also safer vehicles, which
are linked to a range of controls. This measure will also help in reducing the total
number of vehicles in this industry. The owner will be eligible for the scrapping
allowance and purchase of a new vehicle if she/he meets the following criteria:

ns and poverlv levels
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o

A permit to operate,

e

A recognised registered owner with the appropriate provincial Department
of Transport. and

f;

A member of a recognised taxi association.

e Department of Trade and Industry (DTI) shall administer and oversee the
scrapping allowances
DTI.

The funding will therefore come from the budget of the

New vehicles will be manufactured and assembled by a company or

companies appointed by the government. A separate tender process for the
design, production and fitting of the compulsory Electronic Management System
(EMS) should be developed. These EMS devices will be designed to work with a
passenger debit card system, which would make cash fares to be obsolete. The
EMS is a smart card system that will track the number of passengers using the
new taxis, the route the taxi is following, and the fees paid. Passengers would be
required to purchase a debit card prior to boarding at approved outlets and then
would swipe the card on entering the minibus taxi.

EMS devices would also

record information such as fuel consumption and starts and stops. It would be
linked to a weight gauge that wiU cut the eng,ine in the event of taxi driver
overloading ttle vehicle (DoT. 2006c:17)

3.2.2

GuideUne strategies for the Taxi Recapitalisalion Strategy

South African public transport policy, and more specifically the taxi transport
policy, is found in two major documents.

These are the 1996 White Paper on

ational Transport Policy that sets out the main policy objectives and principles
and the National' Land Transport Transition Act of 2000. The Act provides the
tools and mechanisms to implement the policy (IWG, 2000).

Following the release of the final recommendations of the NTn, a Green Paper
was issued in March 1996, which culminated in the White Paper of 1996 after the
incorporation of comments and feedback. One of the most Important objectives
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of the White Paper was to reposition transport to play its rightful role in economic
development and social upliftment. "The broad goal of transport is the smooth
and efficient interaction that allows society and the economy to assume their
preferred for"":. To play this role, policies in the transport sector must be
outwardly looking, shapeu by the needs of the society in general, of the users or
customers, and of the economy that transport has to support" (DoT, 1996aA).

In support of ':he goals of transport, as mentioned in section 1.2, the vision and
the customer-based objectives for the transport sector were formulated as
follows·

a) To ensure that passenger transport services address user needs,
·ncludino those of commuters,

pensioners, the aged, scholars, the

disabled, tourists, and long di.stance passengers.

b) To improve accessibility and mobility, limiting walking distances to less
than about one kilometre in urban areas. This aims to achieve the 80:20
distribution bet'Neen public transport and private transport as envisaged by
the Moving South Africa Project.

c) To ensure that public transport

IS

affordable, with commuters spending

less than about 10 percent of disposable income on transport.

d) To promote safe and secure. reliable and sustainable passenger transport
(DoT. 1996a:7).

Followmg the formulation of these goats, the need to foster public-private
partnerships as part of the empowerment process within the minibus taxi industry
has driven the government to engage in bold economic ventures towards helping
the taxi industry position itself as a relevant stakeholder in economic upliftment
(Boudreaux. 2006:33).
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The NTTT conduded that the self-regulation of the taxi industry that it had largely
relied on had failed. The causes for such failure include the following:

<;)

The minibus taxi industry is not recognised by government and also lacks
economic empowerment, a formal structure and effective control of its
operations;

o

The continuing conflict and constant threat of violence in it attests to the
failure to create effective mechanisms and structures to control and
regulate itself to resolve conflict and contain violence;

(I

Highly fragmented industry structure with no single national association to
represent its needs,

e

An acute sllortage of skills ranging from business and negotiation skills
through to customer relations and even driving;

III

Vehicle maintenance was haphazard and there was lack of knowledge
about aspects of safe practice, for instance most vehicles were operating
at tyre pmssures that were too low;

.,

According to the NTTT. employment practices were highly exploitative
with most workers being employed on a casual, temporary or ad hoc
basis, and

"

There were virtually no written contracts of employment.

Applicable

labour legislation, including the Basic Conditions of Employment Act, the
Unemployment Insurance Fund Act, the Compensation for Occupational
Injuries and Diseases Act, and the Labour Relations Act were completely
ignored by the industry (IWG, 2000).

The NTTI pronounced labour practices in the industry as unconstitutional, given
that the South African constitution spells out the right of workers to fair labour
practices as well as the right to organise and bargain collectively (IWG, 2000).

--

--
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3.2.3

Memorandum of Understanding

in May 1999, government signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with

SANTACO, paving the way for the replacement of the industry's ageing fleet and
its absorption Into South Africa's formal economy (South Africa Yearbook,
2005/06:613). This was a commitment, both by government and the industry, to
work together for peace, stability, economic grovvth and safety in the taxi industry.
It is argued that the decline in incidents of taxi violence serves as a clear signal
that the industry is ready to embrace peace and unity (Ministry of Transport,
2002:7).
The MoU commits SANTACO to act against violence elements in the industry,
participate in the regulation of the industry by ensuring its members have legal
operations, and implement a programme of acceptable solution to the industry's
recapitalisation issues, and legalise illegal operations within agreed parameters
(DoT, 1999b). Taxi operators will also be provided with extensive train ing (South
Africa Yearbook, 2005/06:613).
According to the DoT (2006c:2) the signing of the MoU represented a significant
milestone in the formalisation of the taxi industry. The document further created a
platform for effective and healthy interaction between the industry and
government at all levels. The recognition granted by government to the industry in
terms of the Memorandum is not without conditions. Such conditions included:
A commitment on the part of the industry to initiate a democratisation
process that would culminate in the election of a nationally representative
Council within 18 months. This includes assisting assoCiations at local
level to adopt the prescribed Standard Constitution and Code of
Conduct and Provinces to put in place representative Provincial
Councils
~

A commjtment to jmplement a programme of acceptable labour
practices in line with the relevant labour laws.
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The Council's fundamental operating principle should be based on
inclusivity, transparency and democratic practice.
The Council should commit itself to uphold and promote violence-free
operations and will take appropriate action within its powers to deal
with members who deliberately undermine peace and who promote
violence (DoT, 2006c:2).

The sig,-,."g of the Memorandum of Understanding was a way of empowering the
taxi industry to be able to take charge of its transformation into a viable business
ermy. A new constitution for the taxi industry was then adopted, the new
leadership elected and

severa'i

resolutions

on

all pertinent road

safety,

cooperation with law enforcement, endorsement of the Taxi Recapitalisation
Strategy and Improved service to commuters (Fourie, 2003:42). On the 15th
September 1999 Cabinet approved the Taxi Recapitalisation Strategy (DoT.
2005a).
3.3

An overview of the Taxi RecapitaHsation Strategy

According to the Minister of Transport the TaxI Recapltalisation Strategy (TRS) is
a legal campaign initiated by the government in 1999 to get rid of old,
unroadworthy minibus taxis and to replace them with technology driven vehicles
that will take into consideration the critical safety issues. The strategy also sought
to ensure the sustainability of the industry as a business, as well as to ensure its
formalisation and effective regulation (Ministry of Transport, 2001).

The TRS is set to replace the current aging minibus taxi fleet with new, safer,
purpose-bum i8-seater and 35-seater vehicles which will be locally built.

Il is

aimed at replacing 127 000 vehicles in the minibus taxi fleet with purpose-built
public transport vehicles, while simultaneously regulating and empowering the
taxi industry, creating job opportunities, promoting the use of cost-effective fuel
and providing safe and affordable transport to commuters (DoT, 2006d). In May
2006, a total of 4 083 taxi operators applied to exit the industry (DoT, 2006c).
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According to the DoT (2006fA), it is expected that more than 80 000 of the oldest
taxi vehicles will be scrapped over the three year period (2007 - 2009) The
'mplementation and roll Qut of the taxi recapitalisation is going ahead as planned.
A total of 7 271 old taxi vehicles have been scrapped and an amount of R363.
550 million paid out as a scrapping allowance as at August 2007 (The
Presidency, 2007: item 6.3.1).

More than 98 000 applications for conversion were processed. Scrapping sites
for each province were identified for the main centres.

The sites in KwaZulu

Natal, Free State, Northern Cape, Eastern Cape, Western Cape, Limpopo and
Mpumalanga are fUlly operational. Applications are being accepted at the sites,
payments to the concerned operators are being made and the scrapping of
vehicles is taking place (DoT, 2006f:6)

A target has been set for 80% of public transport in the country to be compliant
with set safety requirements by 2009

The compulsory safety requirements

published ill 2005 are now yielding results as vehicle manufacturers begin to
respond towards satisfying them. (National Treasury, 2006:114).

In October 2004, the government announced that it would roll out its revised
strategy at a cost of about R7,7 billion over seven years, starting at the beginnir:g
of the 2005/06 financial year.

'In February 2005, the TRS was allocated R885

million over the next three years

By July 2005, government approved the

detailed

of

strategy

for

the

roll-out

the

TRS

(South

Africa

Yearbook,

2005/06:613).

The strategy comprises the introduction of safety requirements for the new taxi
vehicles, scrapping of existing vehicles, effective regulation of the taxi

indus'~:f

effective law enforcement in respect of public transport and empowerment o! the
taxi industry (DoT 2000 13).

It entails the provision by the government of a

scrapping allowance to taxi operators as an incentive to surrender their current
---

....
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vehicles and either to purchase a new "fit-for-purpose" vehicle which is suitable
to the South African public transport environment, or to exit from the taxi industry
thereby addressing the current over-supply (DoT, 2006c).

With effect from August 2005, taxi operators who wish to exit the industry are
invited to voluntarily lland in their vehicles and permits or operating licenses. The
payment of a scrapping allowance of R50 000 to operators handing in their
vehicles

takes

place

after

operating

licensing

boards

have

registered

applications, evaluated them and verified their validity linked to the taxi vehicle.
New, safety requirement compliant taxis are available, starting from about
R140 000, excluding the R50 000 scrapping allowance (National Treasury,
2006: 114).

Regulations

published

in

September

2005

introduced

compulsory

safety

requirement vehicle branding. The vehicle safety specifications were Improved
and

published

in

September 2006.

By the end

of October of 2006,

manufacturers had numerous vehicles available that conform to the safety
specifications. For example, the Toyota Quantum which falls in the range of a
vehicre of the lower seating range 9 -16 minibus is capable of having the Type II
braking system (DoT, 2006d}.The regulations that introduce colour coding have
since been amended. and were published III 2007. As at July 2007, 13 vehicle
models that comply with the requi.rements as certified by the South African
Bureau of Standards (SASS) were on the market (National Treasury, 2007:745).

The taxI scrapping administrator was established and scrapping and storing
facilities were set up in Free State, KwaZulu-Natal, Eastern Cape and Northern
Cape.

Since October 2006, 1000 vehicles were dereglstered from the national

traffic information system and scrapped, and the R50 000 scrapping allowance
was paid to owners (National Treasury, 2007:746).

It is spelt out in the South Africa Yearbook (2005/06613) that taxi operators
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failing to register their old vehicles will face impoundment of their vehicles and
risk forfeiting the scrapping allowance.

The Minister of Transport, Mr Jeff Radebe, introduced amendments to the
National Land Transport Transition Act, 2000, to strengthen the regulation of:he
taxi industry in 2006. Key amendments include ensuring that municipalitIes take
control of taxi ranks and their management. Taxi control will therefore no longer
be under the contre: of taxi associations or other bodies (Ministry of Transport.
2005).
Cabinet further approved in principle that the vehicles be diesel-based and that
empowerment 0ppo'lJnities be negotiated with the taxi Industry. This strategy,
wnich will over time increase the differential between petrol and diesel prices, will
not only benefit the taxi industry, but address other national issues related to f'_;el.
fiscal revenues and certain import/export jmbalances (DoT, 2006b).

3.3.1

The ,objeclives of the TRS

The TRS is the most important project that the tax; industry and the government
are engaged in. The strategy was designed to accomplish a number of goals,
including the promotion of tne regulation of the taxi industry into the formal public
transport arena. According to SANTACO as spelt out by the Competition
COri'rnissiol1 (2004), the TRS should yield benefit to end-user, i.e. commuters
Some of the goals of the TRS as higlhlighted by the SANTACO president m his
presentation to the select National Committee on Public Services (NCOPS) In
Cape Town on the 25 th of June 2005 are as follows:

"

To ,-,eplace old minibus taxis whilst simultaneously reducing the number of
the current fleet of about 200 000 minibus taxis with a more robust and
safer vehicle. In order to provide the new taxi vehicle, government invited
vehicle manufacturers to tender for the manufacturing of these vehicles;
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To provide incentives to current fleet owners in the form of subsidies and
scrap allowance and thereby accomplish two objectives.

These are,

incentivising the current fleet to owners to replace the old and less safe
vehicles and to bring the minibus industry to be on par with the bus
operators

wtlO receive subsidies for providing a similar service to

commuters;

"

To create a more robust and effective regulatory regime with respect to all
aspects of the minibus taxi industry;

"

To find a more reasonable method of financing the new taxi vehicle. The
current structure of financing taxi vehicles

IS

very prohibitive with finance

charges as high as 30% and insurance cost somewhere in the region of
20% of the cost of the vehicle; far in excess of the average charge of
about 6%, and

~

To bring the mmilbus taxi industry into the tax net.

In order to do this

government issued another tender for the provision of an electronic
management system (EMS).

Government's intention was that the EMS

would not only introduce a more efficient and transparent fare payment
system but would also be used to track down each taxi by location at any
given lime for regulatory purposes (Competition Commission, 2004)

The Department of Transport in its Strategic Plan for the period 2007 to 2010
highljghted measurable objectives of the TRS. Objectives, outputs, time frames
and targets as well as associated risk elements are indicated in Table 3.1 below:

-"-
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able 3.1:

easurable objectives of the TRS

rbi.Clive

Time

Output

I Risk Assessment

f,rame and
targ,ets
I

r------

I

I July 2007

I

Streamlining the

Introduction of regulations

Operating Licenses

fur new operating

and time delay 111 impternenilflg bv the

Board (OlB}

licenses

ow

orocesses
Inahsatlon oi me

F aCllIta~e the process by
th~t

converSion 01 penl'llis

ensunng

Into operating licenses

operators upl," their

June 200

Operators who do not nave vehicle
any more and fraudulent upl,ftlna of

taxI

OL

operating licenses

Uolltbng or moratorium

I Developing policy

une 200

L't1le or no gUIdance from

me OL

Strategy, over-subscnbed market,

directive

Insufficient hQjdlrlg and ranking
facilities for new entrar,ls: an,d poor
rna,nagement of tacll,tles for new
entrants
I

Development or law
Strategy

May 2007

Delays 10 reClultment and training of

Enforcement Strategy

Inspectors, and taxI indust,y may

and actroil plan

embark on protesl action to stop lhe
law enforoement

Training of

~,,']x:

Industry

Tralmngof employees In

I June 2007

Delays ;n tmHllng programme

the taxI Industry Including
stomer relations and

ori vet lJaan ing
SubSKly for taxI

InclUSion and lull

ooorations

partiClpation of laxi

clatlonS partlc!pation

I

2007

could lead to violence

industry on all subsidized
se",;ces

come forward to scrap

TaxI operallons and

Implementation and roll

20 000

Reluctance to

recapltairZ<lilOn

out of the TRS and

scrapped by

by taxI operators

meeting targets for

2008

scrappmg

Source Adapted from Strategic Pian

2007-2010,

Department of Transport

(2006f)
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The envisaged Impact of
~

t~le

above objectives includes the following:

Quicker and easier entry Into public transport arena;
Formalised taxi industry and particIpation

:11

the mainstream public

transport;
Compliance to licensing requirements;
,.

Reduction in route violations by operators;

~

Improved service delivery by taxi Industry; Improved safety;
Improved utilisation of the recapitalised taxis; and

ti

Empowerment of the taxi industry (DoT, 2006e).

A backlog in the adrn1nistration and registration of taxis in the Department of
Transport is being addressed. Permits are formally issued, and converted from
radius to road-based permits

A national database is being established in

conjunction with Ule provinces. A short-term window period to comply with
legislation

IS

being established to accommodate non-registered taxi operators,

and unsuccessful applicants. These measures should provide the government
with a sound base to regulate the industry

3.3.2

(Hlengan~,

2006:49).

The requirements for the TRS,

The following comprises the requirements for the rollout of the TRS:
a)

Introduction of safety requirements for the New Taxi Vehicle (NTVs);

b)

Scrapping of existing vehicles;

c)

Effective regulation of the taxi industry;

d)
e)

Effective law enforcement in respect of pUblic transport; and
Empowerment of the taxi industry (DoT, 2006b).

he new safety requirements, as spelt out by the DoT (2006b), were effective
from 1 January 2006, and involve:
a)

seatbelts;
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b)

roll-over bars;

c)

type-two braking systems;

d)

commerciaUy rated tyres (size 185 R or 195 R);

e)

warning markings:
whee,1 bands;

f)
g)

tamper-proof speed governors (100 km per hour will be set as the
maximum);
and

h)

diesel-fuelled vehicles (DoT, 2006b).

The requirements for the TRS are spelt out in the National Land Transport .Act of
2000 as follows:

a;

AU minibus taxi owners should hand over their vehicles to the government,
in exchange for a government subsidy of R50 000, known as the
scrapping allowance. Taxi owners should buy new, bigger, safer 18 or 35
seat vehicles that are registered

•

1\'~inibl.Js

w~th

the government,

taxi operators must convert their old radius permits into route

based permits; and
•

The control of the taxi ranks will shift from the taxi associations to local
municipalities (National Land .Act, Act 22 of 2000).

The minimum requirements that underpin the strategy as spelt out by Turner
(1999:14) are as follows:
•

Black Economic Empowerment, now referred as Broad-Based Black
Economic Empowerment (BBBEE),

It>

Job creation. and

o

Support of the local automotive manufacturing industry.
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The minibus taxi owners will 08 issued with new licenses requiring them to
operate only on specific routes (DoT, 2005).
The Gauteng Provincial Department (2005:6) argues that the taxi drivers are
allowed to work at most 48 hours per week and should be paid at least the
monthly wage. Employees who work less than 48 hours per week should be paid
at least the hourly rate set, times the number of hours worked in a month. If an
employee who works 48 hours per work is paid weekly or fortnightly, the
employer should calculate the weekly or fortnightly wage in such a way as to
ensure that the employee is not paid less than the minimum monthly wage. They
are also entitled to receive overtime pay, public holidays off, meal intervals and
annual leave. As such, they are also entitled to pay taxes like in all other formal
busmesses.
Table 32 below illustrates the minimum wages that the taxi owners should pay

their employees.

Table 3.

inimum wages for the taxi employees

fE

mPIO lees

Monthly
-

rorlvers
'- Admin stratlve staff

IRan~ larshals
--

Worke ·s not

Weekly
..
- - R311.56

-

R"Y ,35000

-

Hourly
~

- .. _---

---

--

-_

.......

R6.49

_ _A

-

. f---

-

~~

R1,350.00

R311.56

R6.49

R1,080.00

'R249.24

R5,19

R945.00

R218,09

R4.54

--

-

elsewh ere specified
~

-

~

Source: Gauteng Provincial Government 2005

An employee in the taxi industry includes:
~

taxi drivers,

<»

adminjstrative staff,
rank marshalls,
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employees engaged to clean vehicles, premises, machinery, tools, or any
other articles used In relation to taxi operations; and
e

employees who check and collect fares from passengers and WllO
manage the loading of passengers into different taxI vehicles.

The table shows that the taxi drivers and administration staff should be paid a
inirnum monthly salary of R1 350, rank marshals R1 080, cleaners R945.
Although the tender for the new taxi vehicles is mainly driven by the Department
of Transport and the Department of Trade and Industry (DTI), provinces have
also a key role to play in the rollout of the programme. For example, provinces
have been and still continue to be responsible for the implementation of the key
components of the TRS, such as making provision for the proper funding and
capacity of the institutional mechanisms as part of implementing key aspects of
the National Land Transport Transition Act of 2000 (NLITA). Ule 'be Legal
Campaign'.

registrations

with

the

South

African

Revenue

Services

and

conversions from taxi permits to operalt.mg licenses (DoT. 2006a).
The 'be Legal Campaign' was initiated to provide a window to those illegal
operators not complyrllg with certain criteria as set out in the National Land
Transport Transition Act, 22 of 2000. The Department of Transport will only
provide support where the lack of capacity affects the progress of rollout in a
particular Province (DoT, 2006c).
The Minister of Transport argued that provincial road traffic officials are reqUired
to undertake three specific tasks:

l!'

Accelerate the conversion of permits into operating licenses within their
provinces.
Focus on the capacity requirements of current institutions such as the
Operating Licensing Boards and Office of the Registrar; and
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•

Work very closely with SANTACO and ensure that the latter's capacity to
discharge its responsibilities fully to the operators on the ground is realised
(Minister of Transport, 2005).

he road traffic officials shourd a,lso ensure that the vehIcles undergo a crash
testing in compliance with the South African Bureau of Standards (SABS). This
in turn guarantees a robust vehicle that is safe for passengers (IWG, 2000:2).

3.3.3

IKey role-players in the implementation of the TR

Different tasks are allocated to various departments to reduce incidents of
negligent and unlawful driving and to encourage inter-modal transport. The
Departments of Transport. Trade and Industry. Minerals and Energy and Finance
are involved in preparing a TRS for the minibus taxi industry.
The National Department of Transport, m consultation with the taxi industry,

IS

however considering the need for a regulatory body to facilitate the integration of
the industry into the formal transport system (Charlton, 1996:7).

e DoT (2004a) spells out the functions of different stakeholders and role
players in the taxI industry

These are Regulatory Authorities,

F~nanciers,

South

African Reserve Bank; Insurers; Taxi Owners' Association; Taxi Operators; New
Vehicle Manufacturers and Travellers. These are briefly described below:

3.3.3.1

Re·gulatory authorities

Regulatory Authonties include the National Department of Transport (NDoT). the
Department of Trade and Industry (DTI) , South African Police Services (SAPS)
and Regional Traffic Authorities (RTA). The NDoT, through its relationship with
provincial r.::nd local authorities, is responsible for the long-term planning of
transport systems

In

the country.
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These include monitoring of compliance to

12l

regulations, base Information, general and system requirements pertaining to the
TRS (DoT, 2004. 4).

The DTI is responsible for ensuring that the Electronic Management System
(EMS) is integrated into the New Taxi Vehicle (NTV); encouraging manufacturing
and industry fo

:he produchon of the required systems for the NTV: and

promoting Broad Based Black Economic Empowerment (BBBEE) (DoT, 20046).

The role of l'le SAPS is to ensure that the EMS is able to securely and uniquely
identify the vehicle in order to facilitate the quick return of stolen vehicles to their
rightful owners.

It is also to ensure that the unique vehicle identity cannot be

changed or modified in any way (DoT, 20048).

The Regional Traffic Authorities should ensure that the EMS monitor and log all
instances of speed violations and overloading. The Regional Traffic Authorities
also need to be able to easily check and verify the drivers' identification, the
drivers permit and route information (DoT, 2004:9).

3.3.3.2

Financiers

Financiers comprise the cour:iY's leading banks, ABSA, Wesbank, Nedbank and
Standard Bank. This was announced by the Minister of Transport at the launch of
the SANTACO/Joint Banks Taxi Finance Initiative in September, 2005. He also
pointed out that In order to reduce the risks of non-payment of vehicle finance
loans, the system should:

a) Provide a fare transactio!"1 history log;
b) Be a cashless system;
c) Route all financial transactions through the South African Banking system.
In other words, all the transactions that are routed throug h the Banking
System need to be traceable;
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d) Be secure so that fraudulent tickets cannot be used; and
e) Enable the financiers to do comprehensive asset management, therefore,
a downloadable electronic maintenance record is required (DoT, 2004:9)

3.3.3.3

South Afrkan Reserve Bank (SARB)

The role of the SARB is to miligate the risk of fraudulent transactions by setting
up the guidelines and regulations for systematic risk management, deposit
taking, and electronic payment system (DoT, 2004: 9).

3.3.3.4

nsurers

Insurers should ensure that all vehicles need to be fitted with a Vehicle Security
Association of South African (VESA) approved tracking and recovery system In
order to mitigate the risk of theft with the taxi industry (DoT, 2004:9).

3.3.3.5

Taxi operators

The DoT (2004: 12) identified the following requirements for the taxI operator:
a) The taxi operator (taxi driver) should ensure that the traveller has sufficient
funds on his/her chip to pay for the trip;
b) The taxI dnver should know that the traveller boarding the taxi has swiped
the chip; and
c) The taxi driver should be able to assist passengers, e.g. visually impaired
travellers.
fn order to protect the operators' interests and eliminate fraudulent activities, the

EMS needs to provide financial and passenger data. which can be extracted and
made available to the operator, by
a) Logging the fares and providrn9 an audit trail of fares collected; and
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b) Providing an audit trail of passengers transported over a period of time
(DoT, 2004: 13)

The EMS also needs to provide operational data by monitoring and logging all
instances of speed violation; excessive braking: excessive engine revolutions;
excessive acceleration; overloading; and excessive engine idling time (DoT,
2004: 13)

Furthermore, the system needs to monitor the fuel system to prevent the theft of
fuel from the vehicle. Finally, if the driver's license data on the chip card is invalid
the taxI should not start. This is done In order to prevent unauthorised use of the
vehicle (DoT, 2006b:26).

3.3.3.6

Taxi Owners' Associatio

The primary objectives of the Taxi Owners' Association are:
a) The market branding of their association;
The improvement of services offered to travellers;
c) To increase the market share of their members;
d) To attract new members to the association, and
e) To enhance the credibility of the taxi industry (DoT, 2004:10).

3.3.3.7

ew Vehacle Manufacturers

To assist the v,ehicle manufacturers with their scheduled maintenance activities,
the followmg need to be identified:
a) Monitoring and reduction of vehicle abuse and reckless driving;
b) The EMS should be able to indicate to the driver when a regular Inspection
and maintenance event is scheduled;
c) There should be taxi ranks that will provide fuel. proper ablution facilities, a
maintenance workshop and a shop; and
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d) The maintenance staff for the EMS would be based at the rank, and
provide a first and second line service to the taxi industry (DoT, 2004:13).

3.3.3.8

Travellers

The DoT (2004:14) identified the following requirements to enable the travellers
or taxi commuters to easily manage EMS:

a) The system should provide for multiple ticket option selections with the
costs per ticket;
b) The traveller needs to be able to expediently authorise the deduction of
the fare before It :s deducted:
c) The fare deducted, as well as the available balance, needs to be clearly
indicated to the traveller;
d) The information displayed must be visible to the traveller only, and not to
other persons in the vicinity; and
e) To make travelling more convenient for the traveller: e.g. the ticket need to
be reloadable, but a disposable ticket may need to be used in the
deployment phase. Reloadable tickets will be useful to avoid a situation
whereby a traveller uses time and extra costs of getting a new ticket.
SANTACO envisage enormous benefits of the programme for the taxi owners,
the commuters. the public, the government, the taxi drivers, vehicle component
manufacturers, the financial institutions, the taxman and the economy of the
country as a whole. The government is also confident that the IRS will go a long
way towards sustaining the taxi Industry. It will also bring benefits to taxi
commuters In the form of safe and reliable fleet and affordable services
(Department ot Transport and Supply Chain Management, 2005:29).
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The implementation plan for the Taxi Recapitalisation Strategy

3.4

According to the DoT (2006c) the implementation of the TRS will take place in a
phased manner over a seven (7) year programme, which started from the
beg.inning of the 2005/2006 financial year, at an estimated cost of R7.7 billion.
Although the bulk of the funds (scrapping allowance) are budgeted for by the
Department of Trade and Industry, the Department of Transport has to ensure
the orderly Implementation of the process in the public transport system In this
regard, work was carried out on developing the business process for the
Implementation of the TRS. This project will culminate in the formulation of
detailed taxi-operator processes that will clarify responsibilities and roles and
specify exactly how the recapitalisation plan will be rolled out.
The following are the key pillars of the TRS moving forward as laid out by tl,e
DoT (2004b):

(;

The introduction of specifications for the New Taxi Vehicle, with focus on
the safety aspects of the vehicles;

III

The introduction of a once-off scrapping allowance of R50 000 per
scrapped vehicle to legal operators or registered minibus taxi vehicle. The
scrapping allowance will be rolled over a period of five (5) years to ensure
affordabllity to the national fiscus.

This will also enable those operators

who have recapitalised enough time to use their eXisting new vehicles;

{>

To complement the safety requiirements. government will introduce
threshold or bands for vehicle seating capacity instead of requIring that the
New Taxi Vehicles have a seating capacity of 18 and 35.

The various

bands or categories will be informed by the needs of a particular route;
and
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Government will sustain the formalization and registration of the taxi
industry across

provi~':ces,

so that effective regulation of the industry and

enforcement of the law by government takes place (GelS, 2004: 12).

The development of the TRS will be managed by a committee consisting of
representatives from the following departments:
t!

Department of Public Transport Roads and Works
Department of National Transport

e

Metropolitan Municipalities

•

District Councils
Representation of the Taxi industry (Taxi associations and other formal
structu res)
The Transport Registrar and

;'I

Operating License Board (DoT, 2006b:13).

The successful service provider would need to work closely with these bodies

and provide regular reports to the above mentioned committee.
The rolling oui of the taxi recapitalisation project, in terms of the actual scrapping
of the old vehicles. should focus on a combi,nation of factors. These include
lJI'ioritising the province with the highest number of old vehicles and/or the
province that shows a faster rate in the deterioration of the fleet. Assessing their
capacity for effective law enforcement, and their immediate access to functioning
transport institutions also form part of the project (Radebe, 2005).

n lnternatlonal Road Financial Plan (RFP) for the supply, financing and insuring
of new 18 and 35-seater vehicles was issued to assemblers on the 27th of
September 1999. The RFP also required the provision of a maintenance plan and
EMS.
Bidders were requested to highlight the following issues specifically in their
proposals:
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•

Fastest possible availability of vehicles;

•

Lowest cost to ensure affordability to taxi operators;
Design and features to ensure maximum safety standards;

"

Cost-efficient operating economics, including a diesel engine for cheaper
fuel usage; and

o

Smart card and tracking technologies to facilitate taxi operations and
regulation (DoT, 2001 :24).

Specific emphasis was also placed on environmental and labour considerations
as well as to cater for commuters with special needs (disability) Consortia also
have to demonstrate the maximulll socio-economic benefits to South Africa,
specifically

in

terms

of

job

creation

(through

maximum

local

content

manufacture), export markets, BEE and SMME development through, inter alia,
value sharing mechanisms for the taxi industry in consortium arrangements
(DoT,2004:25).

The

desired

solution,

both

from

an

industry

perspective

and

from

an

Implementation point of view, involves providing 18 and 35-seaters. According to
the DoT (2006f) the reasons for this size of minibus taxis include
Operator economics - because of the wide range of distances and
densities on different routes, the 18 and 35 seaters differentiation are
essential to maintain optimal economics for taxi operators;
"

Taxi customer service issues - waiting times for customers become too
long on lower density routes unless a smaller (18-seater) vehicle is used;

~

The rural environment - for which a 35-seater is most suitable; and
The urban environment - whereas on certain lower-density routes, larger
vehicles would take longer to fil'l up to achieve the same occupancy rates
as the smaller 18-seaters This would result in a lower level of customer
service (i.e longer waiting time) and lower revenue per vehicle on some
routes as fewer trips could be completed (DoT, 2001:1).

3U

The tenders closed on 29 November 1999 and extensive evaluation was done of
the bids. The follo\!ving short-listed bidders were announced AMC, GAZ, TATA,
IVECO, Daimler Chrysler and Kwoon Chung (DoT, 2006c:1S).
Cabinet was then expected to approve one or more of the recommended bidders
as preferred suppliers of purpose built taxis as well as associated services to the
taxi industry. After receiving the best and final offer, a negotiation phase was
undertaken by a Negotiation Team appointed by the Minister of Trade and
Industry, under the advice of the Project Steering Committee

This team

consisted of representatives of Departments of Trade and Industry, Transport,
Minerals and Energy and the National Treasury (DOl, 2006c:2S).
3.5

Exoenditure estimates for the Taxi Recapitalisation Strategy

Transfer payments for the -;-RS, which include legalising and democratising of the
taxi industry. 'i'/:il grow at an average annual rate of 5.9% between 2003/04 and

2009/10, from R9,9 million to R 14 million. In 2006/07, however, the focus shifted
to implementing the TRS. The 2005 Budget provided additional allocation for the
TRS of R250 million for 2005/06, R315 million for 2006/07 and R320 million for

2007/08. Funding for this project is estimated to continue and will grow by 9.1 %
to R352 million in 200S/09 and by 6.4% to R376 million in 2009/10 (National
Treasury, 2006a).

3.5,1

AUocationof fu

per province

According to the Implementation Working Group (IWG, 2000:6) the following
funding was allocated to the provinces on the basis of the number of registered
taxis in each province. Table 3.2 below presents funds allocated by the DoT to
the provinces for the TRS:
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Table 3.3:

Expenditure estimates, R'OOO
-

Taxi Recapitalisation
Project Office
9898
._-------.
10000
28408
-529872
. _ - - - - - 331 809
365008 I
391 37[]
Source: National Treasury, 2006a

The funds to the provinces vvere allocated through the Taxi Recapitalisation
Project Office for planning and system development in preparation for the TRS.
These funds included transfers to SA.NTACO for paying scrapping allowances t.o
taxi owners who scrap their own vehicles. (National Treasury, 2006a:744).

The expected advantages of the Taxi Re.capitahsation Strategy

".6

Some of the expected advantages of the TRS as reported by Cambridge
(2000:6) are as follows.

•

The largest part of South Africa's transport system will be revitalized;

•

Taxis will be safer and more comfortable;

(;I

Conflicts over taxi routes will decrease;
Taxi drivers will experience better wages and working conditions;

•

Taxi owners wIll benefit from cooperative purchasing at lower rates;

•

The black entrepreneurs will have a host of new opportunities to explore;
come received from the taxi industry will be taxed;

i€

Information on public transport patterns wi.11 be easily accessible; and

•

Improved data collection on industry statistics (Cambridge, 2000:6).

.
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After the implementation of the TRS, there would also be no reason for rival taxi
associations to use violence as a tool to gain a larger market share. It is also
envisaged that taxi operators would then be able to set prices so as to recover
their full costs.

if lhat is the case, taxi operators would be forced to raise taxi

fares to be able to maintain their fleets as required by the new safety regulation
(DoT, 2006d: 30).

Arguments for and against the TRS exist. For instance, the South African Taxi
Association of Workers Union (SATAWU) has been vehemently supporting the
process on lhe assumpt,ion that most owners will opt for the 18-seater vehicles
which has fewer seats fOI workers taking short trips. Long distance operators as
well as contract businesses will rather opt for the 35-seater vehicles for the
transportation of

the~r

commuting workers.

SA TAWU also hopes that jobs will be

created in a number of directly associated activities, such as the supply of fuel,
vehicle parts and maintenance.

SATAWU is also of the view that the

formalization of the industry as a whole will impact positively on the potential for
collective bargaining and

also improve enforcement of labour legislation

(Cambridge & Roux, 2000:14).

Contrary to the above arguments, other taxi organisations, inclUding the Soweto
based National Taxi Drivers Organisation (NATDO), have opposed the TRS
because of possible job losses if large numbers of owners opt to shift from 18 to
35 seater vehicles. They fear that larger vehicles would mean fewer vehicles, and
tighter regulations would squash their already tight profit margins. If the TRS is
implemented, precautionary measures have to be taken about those operators
who work locally within townships, as many of them will not be in a position to
benefit from the TRS. Their profit margins are too small to put them in a position
to afford the vehicle instahTlents (Competition Commission, 2004).

Notwithstanding the current debate with respect to the TRS, it should be seen as
a process whose outcome will have far reaching effects on the current and Future

he expenditure patterns and poverty levels of I ~L

state of the minibus taxi industry.

The risk/benefit matrix Table 33 below as

reflected in the IWG (2000: 10) document spells out the current risk element,
mitigation, responsibllity and the expected outcome of the TRS.
Table 3.3 attempts to summarise the challenges (risks elements) associated wit
the minibus taxi Industry, such as high rates of accidents.

The responsible

departments as highlighted in column 3 of the table will respond to these
challenges in order to ensure positive impacts as indicated in column 4 of the
table.
It can be seen from the risk/benefit matrix that the democratisation of the
industry, the

estab~ishment

of cooperatives. and the commitment of the various

government departments to assist the industry by facilitating the TRS, is intended
to stabilise tile industry. create significant empowerment opportunities at the level
of the individual operator as well as at a collective level through cooperatives
within the framework of BBBEE (DoT, 2005b:2).
At this stage there have not been concrete expected outcomes on the possrble
Job losses as a result of the reduced number of operators.

I J.+

Table 3.4: RiskJbenefit matrix of regulating the taxi industry
ri'sk Element
---,-TaxI violence, labour
unrest, accidents,
unroadworthy
vehicles, illegal
operations

I

Impact on Road
Accident Fund
Unregulated labour
Regulate labour marke!
market, }ob losseS,
and sUbject to labour
unfair labour Eractices laws in glarce
I
public law enforcemen!
Violence,
safety, floLlting the
rule of law
High rates of
SavIng to econOmy
through drop in personal
ccidents
tragedy and related
costs Allocate saving

I

Output
Regulated Industry

._.itiigation
egulauon and
Enforcement

Departm

Department of safety
and security

ob security for
drivers and protection
under the law
Safe environment

Road Accidef'l! Fund

Life
preservatlont'injury
preservation

DTI, and Department
ot Transport

Efficiency on the road

'TI and Department of
Transport

Economic
DevelopmEln

Operator

Resale vafue

Operator

Operator viability

H

Fewer vehicles,
Increased efficiency,
raltlc congestio
Higher price, finanCial
burden

O cover cost of safety
elemehts
Speclhcatlon, regulation,
enforcement

Money allocated VS
nO local development,
employment,
ecol1omic Incentives

--+1----=-----,---:-------1

Unroadworthy
vehIcles, no resale
value, risk of law
enforcement action
Lack of performance.
dQl.vn-time and
revenue dro
PermiSSions,
passenger voll,Jrne,
overloading

I • -"'-'_.,~"

AdmlnlstratlQtl,
Reporting & Control and
enforcement

Department of
Transport

Operator
SARS

Source Adapted from IWG (2000)
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IPerceived challenges for the Taxi Recapitalisation strategy

3.7

The TRS is seen to be a great advantage to some taxi operators, who will benefit
from a government-created cartel in taxi services. It will also be beneficial to the
local automotive industry, which will supply the new minibus taxis to the industry
(Boudreaux, 2006:30).

According to Boudreaux (200630-31), the TRS is likely to have an effect on the
following:

~

Creation of a government-created cartel of larger-scale taxi operators.
The consequences of such a cartel are the service restrictions to
commuters and price increases.

As a result of fare increases for commuters, some wrU no longer be able to
afford to get to work and therefore be forced to seek for cheap and poor'V
rnaintailned private transport. Others will resort to walking long distances
to their destinations which is risky, especially for women and children.

{;

A reduction in small-scale taxi entrepreneurs and people in related
industries. Due to the requirements to purchase the new, expensive
vehicles; the majority of current operators would go out of business. This
is one of the causes of the national strike by taxi operators on the 27'11
October 2006. "Thousands of taxi drivers and owners have vowed that

blood '01111 flow if government insists on pursuing its taxI recapitalisation
programme" (Pretoria News, 27 October 2006)

e

Increased unemployment in the country since the TRS is only available to
licensed taxis and does not apply to the majority of unlicensed taxis that
are currently operating.

In March 2006, the unemployment rate was

reported to be 256 for South Africa (StatsSA, 2006).

According to
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(Slabbert, 2004:6), the unemployment rate for the Vaal was found to be
53.6%

::1

the townships in 2003

It is yet to be estimated by how much

the --RS would affect the rate of unemployment in the country.
CI

Increase demand for illegal pirate taxis might result following entry
restriction and high costs to the taxi market. As this might lead to the fare
increases, cost-sensitive or price elastic commuters will seek out pirate
taxis.

This would then be seen as the failure in solving the problems

associated with informality in the present system in the taxi Industry.
~

A government monitored solution as Boudreaux (2006: 31) puts It,
'imposes a limit on the number of taxi operators thereby protecting rents
by limiting new entry. Lack the discipline in the market; make consumers
worse off and small entrepreneurs to be kept out'.

The above assessment suggests that policies, strategies and legislation during
the period 1996 to 2000 are still not fully implemented in the country

For

Instance The Draft Public Transport Strategy (2006:29) points out that the system
is still characterised by thefollowlng:

<i>

Operator-driven routes as opposed to a publicly-planned and managed
integrated network;

G

Poor safety and security is common;

G

Rising car use and suburban road building is promoted;

~

Township and rural road infrastructure is stiH poor;

•

Very little road infrastructure allocates priority space to public transport.
walking and cycling; and

I>

Lack of or poor public transport facilities.

Besides the challenges mentioned, it is important to note that major steps were
taken In the late 1990s to address the public transport problems, but from the
commuter perspective, information dissemination and implementation is too slow
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For Instance, from 1999 to 2006 discussions are still in place regarding TRS;
from 2001 to 2006 there has been an establishment of only one transport
authority which is relatively under-funded and hence ineffective. For the period
1998 to 2006 a partially completed bus tendering system was developed. The
latter is referred to, in the Draft Public Transport Strategy {2006b:31}, to be

"ineffective and negligible - for instance public transport law enforcement have
been contrary to the spint of policy - the roads authorities politely ignoring the
1998 call to manage car use and to promote public over private cars. "

This suggests that the transport policy and strategy of 1996 to 2000 has so far
not been effectively translated into practice.

3.8

Summary and conclusion

The South African government realised that a good, sustainable and integrated
transport system is a requirement for meeting the national priorities and
competing fn the modern global economy. The principal transport objective of the
government is to ensure that the transport system is integrated, safe, reliable and
affordable. It follows from this that the priorities in providing and using the
efficient public transport system should be consistent with those that are set for
he country as a whole.
The public transporl system in general and the taxi industry in particular, have
been in crisis, albeit for differing reasons. Whilst other modes of service have
been experiencing rapid decline in passenger support, the taxi industry has
grown.

However, its growth has been characterised by major challenges,

including route congestion, accidents and violence within the industry.
The government through the National Department of Transport (NOoT) identified
the vital need of fonnalising and regulating the industry through the National Land
Transport Transition Act, Act No 22 of 2000. This was in response to the fact that
the industry is central to the economic growth, upliftment and development of the
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historically disadvantaged people of the country.

The National Department of Transport formed a National Taxi Task Team (NTTT)
in 1995, whose aim was to investigate all problems and issues in the industry and
formulate solutions to ensure the sustainability and competitiveness of the
industry. The NnT concluded that the self-regulation of the taxi industry that it
had largely relied on had failed.

The NTTT recommended formalisation and

regulation of the taxi industry.

Following the release of the final recommendations of the NTTT, a Green Paper
was Issued in March 1996, which culminated in the White Paper of 1996 after the
incorporation of comments and feedback. .As a legal campaign to get rid of old.
unroadwortl1y minibus taxis and to replace them wHh technology driven vehicles
that will take into consideration the critical safety requirements. the government
initiated the Taxi Recapitalisation Strategy (TRS) in 1999. It entails the provision
by the government of a scrapping allowance of R50 000 to taxi operators as an
incentive to surrender their current vehicles. The TRS is not only about the
replacement of old vehicles with new and safe vehicles, but represents
government with tile opportunity to transform, empower and regulate the
industry. The key pillars of the TRS are the scrapping of old taxi vehicles, the
introduction of new and safe vehicles, effective regulations. empowerment of the
taxi industry and law enforcement.

The strategy also sought to ensure the sustainability of the industry as a
business, as well as to ensure its formalisation and effective regulation. Various
departments and role players, such as the Regulatory ,Authorities, Financiers,
South .African Reserve Bank; Insurers; Taxi Owners' ,Association: Taxi Operators;
New Vehicle Manufacturers and Travellers were allocated different tasks to
ensure the successful Implementation of the TRS and to encourage an inter
modal transport system jn the country.

Impact of ~he Taxi RecapltalisatlOn Strategy on
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According to the NDoT, Implementation of the TRS will take place ,in a phased
manner over a seven year programme, which started in the beginning of the

2005/2006 financial year, at an estimated cost of R7.7 billion. Budgetary
allocations and spending over the Medium Term Expenditure Framework (MTEF)
are geared towards facIlitating access to, and affordability of, public transport to
the

commuting

public,

planning,

developing

and

infrastructure to improve mobility and quality of life.

maintaining

transport

They are also aimed to

contribute to economic development. promoting sector and enterprise reforms in
order to create a safe, reliable and competitive transport system.

In February 2005. the TRS was allocated R885 million over the next three years.
A total of 7 271 old taxi vehicles have been scrapped and an amount of
R363 550 million pard out as a scrapping allowance as at August 2007. More
than 98 000 applications for conversion were processed.

Scrapping sites for

each province were identifled for the main centres. The sites in KwaZulu-Natal,
"fee State, Northern Cape, Eastern Cape, Western Cape, Limpopo and
Mpumalanga are fully operational. Applications are being accepted at the sites,
payments to the concerned operators are being made and the scrapping of
vehicles is taking place

It lis expected that more than 80 000 of the oldest taxI

vehicles will be scrapped over the three year period 2007 to 2009.

After the implementation of the TRS, it is envisaged that rival taxi associations
would see no reason to use violence as a tool to gain a larger market share. It is
also expected that taxi operators would then be able to set prices so as to
recover their full costs. If that is the case, taxi operators would be forced to raise
taxi fares to be able to maintain their fleets as required by the new safety
regulations. As a result of fares increase, some taxi commuters will no longer be
able to afford to get to work by taxi transport and therefore might resort to cheap
and poorly maintained private transport, while others might be compelled to walk
long distances to their destinations.

P to now a largely supply-driven public transport system prevailed, which is not
in accordance with the real needs of the commuters. A target has been set for
80% of public transport in the country to be compliant with set safety
requirements by 2009. According to the Department of Transport, the Public
ransport Strategy will be implemented before the end of 2007/08, which aims to
improve the quality of transport operators and broadening accessibility of
affordable and safe public transport.

It is essential to realise that a customer-driven mindset at the strategic and

operational level is a prerequisite for an effective public transport system. This
will ensure that service provision is structured in accordance with the real needs
of the communities served.

These measures are aimed to impact directly on

commercial risks of operators, financiers and insurers, and therefore on stability
in the industry.

--
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CHAPTER 4
METHODOLOGY FOR MEASURING POVERTY LEVELS AND
IMPACT ASSESSMENT

4,1

Introduction

The central objective of the South African government focuses on improving the
lives of all South Africans through poverty alleviation and employment creation.
President Thabo Mbeki in his 2004 Inauguration Address mentioned that:

"EndemIC and widespread poverty continues to disfigure the face of our country

It will always be impossible for us to say that we have fully restored the digmty of
all our people as long as this situation persists.

To this reason the struggle to

eradicate poverty has been and will continue to be a central part of the national
effort to build the new South Africa" (Mbeki, 2004a:3).
This chaptef attempts to define the concept of poverty and gives an overview of
di'fferent methods to measure the extent of poverty in the Vaal. An impact
assessment model of the Taxi Recapitalisation Strategy (TRS) on expenditure
patterns of the taxi commuters will also be examined.
4.2

The concept of poverty

At the core of how poverty is understood and defined are the particular and
specific socio-economic challenges that a society is confronted with at a given
time in its development. Fundamental to the conceptualisation and definition of
poverty are values, principles and aspirations that inform the developmental
goals of the type of society that is envisioned (Lamin, 2000: 50).

There is a direct theoretical and operational link between the conceptualisation,
definition and measurement of poverty in a society. This is based on the way in
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which living or being in poverty is understood in that particular society. This
understanding then informs and becomes the basis for the definition of poverty in
hat society (Du Toit, 2005:6)

When

a society chooses

a definition

of poverty,

and

denotes

specific

characteristics with which to identify the poor, such a definition carries an explicit
expression of the values, aspirations and ideals that are seen as fundamental in
that society.

The state of being in poverty is directly related to a lack of an

acceptable quality of life (Rowntree, 2006 3).

Sachs (2005:3) argues that the value system is pivotal in informing how poverty
IS

understood and conceptualised, defined and measured, and statements made

about the numbers of those that are poor in a society

Defining poverty therefore

has its basis in the overarching, dominant and prevailing political, economic and
social values in a society.

It is also very important to define poverty as these

definitions inform governments about the allocation of resources towards poverty
eradication

and, critically, different defini,tions of poverty require different

interventions and policy responses.

Literature on poverty depicts that when the definition of poverty became
paramount for investigation, minimal and subsistence definitions predominated.
The

def~nition

of poverty had a strong focus on money-metric measures reflected

in adopted poverty lines. In those definitions of poverty, income was seen as a
valid proxy for wellbeing and quality of life. Over time. developments in the area
defining poverty underwent a shift from a concern with minimum levels of
provision to an approach that viewed human and socio-economic development
a comprehensive manner
premised

on

the

In

Consequently, the advent of definitions of poverty

supposition

that

poverty

IS

a

multidimensional

social

phenomenon and much more than only a lack of a defined minImum income
came about

The much debated Human Development Index (HOI) and the

Capability Poverty Measure (CPM) are examples of approaches to the poverty
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definition that captures and emphasises the multi-dimensional nature of poverty
(Oduro, 1999:6).

In South Africa, there are studies that allude to the multI-dimensional nature of
poverty. The Statistics South Africa report, Measuring Poverty in South Africa
(StatsSA, 20004), conceptualises poverty as "the denial of opportunities and
choices most basic to human development to lead to a long healthy, creative life
and to enjoy a decent standard of living, freedom, dignity, self-esteem and
respect from others".

This definition draws inspiration from Sen (1999:234) who

argues against "unfreedoms" and implores the expansions of human capabilihes.
Sen teaches that human capabilities refer to a set of valued things that is feasible
for a person to do. This includes from dependable access to adequate
nourishment to having the possibility of being a respected participant in
community life.

He says that human capabilities define the extent to which

people can lead the kind of lives they value and have reason to value.

Whilst different countries have specific definitions of poverty, South Africa has not
adopted any official definition of poverty. However, there is now much diSCUSSIon
withIn the Government's Social Cluster about the need to establish a poverty hne
against which progress towards the eradication of poverty can be measured. In
particular the Department of Social Development, the National Treasury and
Statistics South Africa are leading the debate (Frye. 2007:14).

An important development at the international level is the covenants and
declarations that talk directly to the issue of the quality of life of citizens of
countries that have committed to these.

The Universal Declaration on Human

ights, the International Covenant on Economic and Cultural Rights, the
Copenhagen Declarati,on on Social Development and the Millennium Declaration
are examples In this regard (United Nations Economic and Social Council, 2004).
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According to Townsend (2000:23) a critical issue is the interrelatedness and
interconnectedness of concepts, definitions, explanations and policies
(2000: 15) also observes that measurement and

policy Issues

Ravalion
are often

inseparable. Bradshaw (2000:31) also affirms the view that in poverty research,
the measure determines the result.

It follows therefore that the definitions and

measurements of poverty that are adopted have far-reaching implications for the
success or failure of the anti-poverty policies and programmes.

How poverty is defined HI a society links to how strategies and programmes to
prevent. reduce or eradicate it are constructed. The prevention of members of a
society from falling into poverty requires the identification of causes and
explanations of poverty.

.3

Approaches in defining poverty

Differenl approaches are used to conceptualise, define and measure poverty.
Defining poverty begins wilh understanding and defining the poor

This cannot

be done without defining or drawing a line determining poverty. Poverty lines are
therefore important to understand in order to have a clear understanding of lhe
poor and that of poverty.

It should however be noted that the definitions of the

poor and that of poverty line are intertwined, even though the latter determines
the poor (Sen, 1987).

any countnes use the World Bank's definition of the poor using US$ 1 a day per
capita threshold lines defining extreme poverty.

The poor are identified as

people who earn less than US$ 1 per day. Most analyses follow the conventional
view of poverty as insufficient income for securing basic goods and services.

ThiS refers to the inability to meet basic needs, inter alia physical and non
physical' requirements for a meaningful' life (World Bank, 1995:55).
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Blackwood and Lynch (1994: 16) identify the poor, using the criteria of the levels
of consumption and expenditure. These criteria explain poverty in material terms
and specifically employ consumption-based categories to explain the extent and
depth of poverty.

Many people view poverty as a situation from \·'/}lich it is very difficult to escape.
most emphatIcally illustrated by deprivation which is transmitted from one
generation to the next. According to Hu'me and McKay (2005: 1) chronic poverty
is still not seen as

~n

important policy focus, and they argue that this is an

important area of neglect both because a substantial proportion of poverty is
likely to be chronic and is likely to call for distinct policy responses.
One of the few points of agreement in the international academic debate on
poverty is that poverty is a contested concept. However, it is contested with good
reason. Such good reason includes finding solutions to address the problem of
poverty in the community. The poverty concept is viewed to be able to address
long-term goals of an inclusive, unified, multi-cultural society (/\,joble, et aI, 2004:
3).

Alcock (1993: 3) emphasises that poverty is inherently a political concept and thus
Inherently a contested one. He further argues that "poverty is not ,ust a state of
affairs, it is an unacceptable state of affairs - and implicitly contains the question,
what are we going to do about iP" Noble (2004:2) agrees with Alcock that the
most appropriate definition of poverty, which is consistent with democratic South
Africa and the transfolmation agenda, is based on a consensual approach that
relative poverty defined by reference to socially perceived necessities in terms of
activities, possessions and access to services.
'-he International Poverty Centre (IPC) views pover1y in terms of capability
deprtvation.

Accordi,ng to the capability approach, an individua I is defined as

poor jf he or she lacks basic capabilities (UNDP. 2005: 1).

Those capabilities

could relate to health, education, shelter, clothing, f1utr,ition and clean water.

he expendilure patterns and poverty levels

or

I-Ich

However, it is also pointed out that defining poverty from the capability
perspective cannot be done independently of income.

A.

mulrtidimensional

approach

international organisations.

to

poverty

has

been

adopted

by

various

This approach argues that whilst income is

rmportant, it is insufficient for understanding the poor, nor for making policies that
sufficiently target and support different types of poor people. A.ccording to this
approach, poverty is characterised by three dimensions (Sen, 1987)

6>

The poverty of money - money remains the most traditionally used
criterion for measuring poverty because it IS easier to use Income and
affordability to quantify and measure absolute and relative poverty.
The poverty of access - often the people who are classified as the poor
are unable to gain access to formal housing markets and at the same time
they may be margi.nalised geographically.

:')

The poverty of power - the power of influencing decision making and the
power of having access to information are two most important aspects of
power (Hoogeveen & OzIer, 2005:7).

wo other commonly

used contrasting

approaches to the meaning an

understanding of poverty are absolute and relative definitions.

4.3.1

The absolute p10verty concept

A.bsolute poverty is described as a condition characterised by severe deprivation
of basic human needs. It focuses on subsistence concepts and plays a significant
role in poverty investigations in AJrica (Novak quoted in Siabbert, 2004:36). The
concept of absolute poverty refers to poverty that exists independently of any
reference group

It does not depend on the general living standards of the

society in which it is conceived nor does it vary over time
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Absolute poverty is strongly associated with the late nineteenth-century Bi-ILish
social reforniers Charles Booth and Seebolm Rowntree. According to Rowntree
(reported in Noble et ai, 2004:5) to be poor was to be unable to attain those
hings necessary for survival He defines primary poverty as "Families whose
total earnings are insufficient to obtain the minimum necessaries for the
maintenance of merely physical efficiency" (Rowntree

In

Noble 2004·5).

Absolute defmitions of poverty tend to be modest and are based on subsistence
and the attainment of physical efficiency.

Subsistence is concerned with the

minimum provision needed to maintain health and working capacity

Its points of

reference are the capacity to survive and to maintain physical efficfency.

The

World's Bank's defines poverty as "the inability to attain a minimal standard of
living" measured in terms of baSIC consumption needs or income

requireo~o

satisfy lh,em. Thrs IS indicative of the absolute approach to the definition and
measurement of poverty (World Bank, 20009).

he Wor1d Bank (2000:9) adopted an absolute approach and subsistence
definition when conceptualizing poverty in the international development context.
A comprehensive study conducted by the World Bank in an attempt to define and
conceptualize poverty noted the following findings:

Many factors converge to make poverty a complex, multi-dimensional
phenomenon;
Poverty is routinely defined as the lack of what is necessary for matenal
well-being, especially food, but also housing, land and other assets
Poverty is thus the lack of multiple resources leading to physical
deprivation;
Poor people's definitions reveal important psychological aspects of
poverty. Poverty leaves them vulnerable to rudeness, humiliation, and
inhuman treatment by both private and public agents of the state from
,'",hom they seek help,
-

mllture patterns and poverty levels of [48

The absence of basic infrastructure, particularly roads, transport, water
and health facilities - emerged as critical; and finally
Poor people focus on assets rather than income and link their lack of
physicaL human, social, and environmental assets to their vulnerability
and exposure to risk (World Bank, 2000:55).

Moreover, absolute poverty is defined as "a condition characterised by severe
deprivation of basic human needs, includmg food, safe drinking water, sanitation
facilities, health, shelter, education and information.

It depends not only on

income but also on access to social services" (Whiteford & Posel, 199515).

Absolute definitions can be used to determine poverty lines and help

In

measuring me extent and the depth of poverty.

he capabilities concept of poverty, as developed by Sen (1983167), conceives
poverty as being absolute in the space of capabilities, but relative In the space of
commodities, resources and income. Capabilities include such things as nutrition,
shelter, andlhe capacity to move from A to 8, and should be defined in absolute
terms. Sen (1983:16"7) argues that an absolute approach to poverty in the space
of capabilities translates into a relative approach in the space of co;,vnodities,
resources and Income in dealing with some important capabilities, such as
avoiding shame from failure to meet social conventions, participating I": social
actiVities, and retaining self respect.

4.3,2

The relative concept of poverty

elative poverty defines the segment of the population that is poor in relation to
the set of income of the general population. This might mean that some groups of
people may always be poor compared to others, as it is not easy to attain
absolute equality. This might also be true for South Africa since the social and
economic divides are more obvious than in European countries. Hence the first
and second economy as spelt out in the Accelerated and Shared Growt
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document (PCAS, 2006a:5).

However, there will always be "an irreducible

absolutist core in the idea of poverty. If there is starvation and hunger, then no
matter what the relative picture looks like, there clearly is poverty .... " (Sen in
Noble, 2004.7).

Relative definitions of poverty emphasize social inclusion, involvement and
participation specific to a given society at a specific time.

In this approach the

standard of living and quality of life of an indivIdual, household or famIly is
assessed

In

the context of and in relation to social, economic and resources

profile of the society The definition of poverty in the work of Townsend (1979)
captures this relalive approach. Townsend (1979:54) contends that individuals,
families and groups in trhe population can be said to be In poverty when they lack
the resources to obtain the types of diet, partiCipate in the activities and have the
living conditions and amenities which are customary, or at least widely
encouraged or approved, in the societies to which they belong. Their resources
are so seriously below those commanded by the average individual or family that
they are, in effect, excluded from the ordinary living patterns, customs and
activities.

Contrasting

and comparing

absolute and relative approaches to poverty,

demonstrate the different conceptual platforms from which each perspective
projects. Research on poverty uses approaches that can be broadly categorised
into budget standards, income measures, deprivation indices, consensual and
democratic definitions of poverty, human development indices, indicators of
multiple deprivation and so called "International poverty definitions" (such as
US$1 a day) for international comparison (Sachs, 2005:14)

4.3.3,

Poverty lines

The most commonly used approach to setting poverty rilles is the "cost of basic
needs" approach. This approach is anchored on the nutritional requirements of
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hea:~:;.

The calculations for this approach begin by identifying the type of

food consumed by the poorest multiplied by the percentage of the population and
then scaling this up to ensure the consumption of the minimum number of
calories reqL.; '-ed for good health, which is usually 2100 calories per person per
day.

The next step is to calculate the cost of getting the required calories at

market value (Ravalian, 1992:2).

The last step is to add an allowance that is

made for non--food necessities. The minimum figure obtained from this equation,
which is the minimum estimation of attaining minimally adequate diet plus other
necessities, forms the national poverty line.

It should be noted that the "cost of

basIc needs" approach used to determine poverty lines differs from one country
to the other as the food consumed by the poor differ across the globe (StatsSA,
2000).

4.4

Poverty in the South African context

South Afnca

IS

Fi,ghting poverty

4.4.1

a society facing many socio-economic development challenges.
In

its manifestations is one of the main challenges.

Definitions of poverty

.n South Afrtca

There are various departmental definitlOns of the poor that are used as shown in
Table 4.1. It shows selected definitions of the poor used by some departments in
the country_ These include the National Treasury, Departments of Water Affairs
and Forestry, Provincial and Local Governments, Statistics South Africa and
SocIal Development. Implications of these definitions are also spelt out in Table
4.1.

- - --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Table 4.1: Selected def;nitions of the poor used by some departments in

South Africa
Natlona
Department
IProaramme
NatIOnal
Treasury

Defmition of me poor

, Implications of the Definition

Poverty line =:: R6QO a m
per household

The defrnfliorL does n01 take 'n.to -account the varying
degrees of poverty and the needs of vulnerable groups
slJch as HIV/AIOS sufferers, child headed households
and the eld~I"Iy
Water
.A.ffa!rs
and
FOI'eslr)'
(DWAF)

Provmclal and
oca
.7ovemment

Eased on !Ilcome {R800 per
omh per' housetloldl and
ability to !:lay lar ke~' serVices
AlSO recogMlon of the
vulnerable e.g chilo Ilea deC!
housel1olds

'-tealtl1

faded SUbSldi$BIIOn of
serVices, based on IC1o"el of
need Social penSioners
{v.'lthout medICal schemel and
unemployed obtalll full
SUbsldlsallon SOCial
penSioners InclUde vuinerablfj
groups such as IJ1e eldEfly

Also, It Is unclear I~ ti,e combined Iflcome of a
householc!ls marginally more lhen R8QO per month
ut due to other Issues Sucll :as Ine number 01 people
lIVing in Ihe household. the nouseiiold \S unaole- to pay
for services - is the household conSidered poor and
therefore entitled to 5ubsid1es 7
The definition IS flOt based only on IIlCOme le"'0ls
Instead rt recogntzes dlfferenllevels 01 poverty and/or
leed
Only partial subsidization applies to those With a
combined household monlhlJ,' income of R80G, which
IS [!'Ie Nat,onal Treasury Del1Chmark

For partially SUbsldlsatlOn,
sUbSidy level IS based on
ndlVldu<;l! and hwsehold
ncom
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jlmPllcations

Definition of the poor

NatJonal

Or the Definition

Department
IProgramme
Minerals anO
ergy

The poor IS not d~flneo.
however, the departmenl's
programme IS Intended La
service lhe poor

FBE

Alth01)gh baSGO entirely 0Ii Income levels, the
definition does recognize the different levels of poverty
and/or need
It IS unclear from I.tie deflJl,tlon if the Income level for

Sl.8t1Stfcs South
(StatsSA)

A~rtca

Adopts South Afri-ean Inae>: of
MuJlJple Deprivation (SAIMD) to
assess need
SA'MD based on 5
depnvauons
1 Income ilnd material
IlVelit100d,
2 E,,,ployment
3 Heallh.
4 EdlfcatHMI. and

subsidies takes into account variallons 111 110usehold
size Also the combined household Ulcome 01 R15(J
IS used as the mll1Jmum. There is no reference to tile
Nallonal Treasury's R800lhOLJsenofd/motlth povel"tu
lncome nne
he, defll1lhon used by StatsSA fS the most del.arled 0
all deflnlhons eunently used In the COUl1lry TIle
definition takes Into accounl not only localized poverty
Issues (i e poverty levelis Within each ward) but aiso
tile Ifanous components ot povarty The delinilion IS
also based on a felative InCome IndIcator (less t!lan
40% of mean household mcolll€!) to ClaSSify Income
deprivation

ll'!'.!!:!9.l;nv,ronme.Q
::;~ StatsSA Index of MU'iliple

ducatlon

!o
assist
Oepriv.ltIcn
lametlng expen<liture

III

come

Although the oepartment uses If'·
levels OilS lne
determinant of the levels of poverty. It!e clefjnlllon IS
also beilet1marked against the StatsSA d~fimllon,
Which inclUdes v,mous dimensions of poverty

r IS defined tly Ine ratio of
fees \0 Income II fees are
more then 10% of income. free
scnooling applies

The dehnilJolllakes the mullJfaceted appltJach 10 the
poor The poor are grouped Into differel1Uevels With a
sOCial paliqr targeted at the needs of each gmL,Jp It is
unclear from the definition If Income levels With a social
poliCy targeted at the needs Qr each group

oClal
evelQOmenl

It Is unclear trCllll Ihe defiMlon if II1come levels al e
~s'8d to define tne poore~t of 1/18 poor

xpandeo
Publ1cWorks
rogramme
EPWP)

Land Affarrs

L. __

Beneficiaries are Intended to be
he poorest of !lie poor. as well
as tllose from vulnerable
, groups such as youfh. women
. and hOIJs.eho~,ds coping With
HIVI.I\IOS

Those iro!" v\Jrnerabteimargmallzed groups
pri,orJtized as recipients af the programme

Fo-cus Oil the redlstnbullon of
land to lhe previously
disadvantaged as 3 means for
aSSisting poveny alleVIElIlOr.

---1-1

_
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are

r the

hence 11

IS

nol

Definition of the

" .->2._......

1=----

poor
.

I1etermloed by food seoJnty -whelt1er househol(JS and
Individuals are able to Sustain
themselves and have at least
on~ meal a day

Impi'ieatiOns of the Definition
-j-_

Poverty IS defined al a basIc subSistence level only.
The definition 15 therefore conSidered narrow and does
no! take Into account the mullifaceted aspect of
poverty
he dehnitJon IS basl;{j on one meal per day however,

a person needs beTWeen 2000 - 2400 calories a day

Labow

Refersto Suuthem Atnc~an
regional Poveny Nerwork
(SARPN) !hat rnake;; use of
l'1uman Development Index
(HDI) and Human Poverty
Index {HPI) I{) assess the poor
Focus on gmups vulnerable to
discrlmmation - domestic
wori<ers and f;:lrm liilbourers

here is no menhon of the 'ink between the mml'r1um
calof'es required per day and lI'1e rneal consumed per
day In other words, a person who eats one hearty
eal a day may be conSidered poor uSoJng me cUirenl
definl1iOil
HPI and HOt adopt a multifaceted appmach 10 defining
and understanding the poor The definition recognizes
the vulnerable/marCHt"lalized groups
South Africa performs better In relation lo Income
than poverty assessed by the HP

pOVGIi1j

The definltloll Includes a Wider range of the poor hen
a proportion of pE!'Ople are conSidered to be liVing 1M
P-2~~~Qulh.:..._A.:.:.fr:..::ic.:::.a
_

Source: RSfI, (2006: 13)

The Implications underlYing the definitions indicate some contradictions which
should be noted. For Instance, the National Treasury classifies households
earning less than R800 per month as poor

Concerns regarding the Treasury's

definition of the poor have been raised as it is argued that poverty is not Simply
1mked to income levels, The use of R800 by the National Treasury and R1100 by
the City of Johannesburg to identify Indigents cause some contradictions among
policy makers.

It IS possible that other municipalities refer to different amounts

based on their indigence policies.

4.4.2

Studies on poverty in South Africa

In the recent past there have been many studies that imply that there are
improvements in the lives of the many, although there remain many that are still
significantly deprived

One of these studies was undertaken by Bhorat et al. (2006:24). In their analysis
of welfare shifts in the post apartheid period, they show for example that access
the expenditure patterns Zlnd poverty levels of 154

to formal housing grew by 42% and 34% for deciles 1 and 2 between 1993 and
2004, and 21'% and 16% for deciles 3 a:-d 4. Access to piped water Increased by
187% in decil'e 1 over this period, while the grov~th was 31 % in the 4

th

decile.

Access to electricity for lighting for the poorest households - those in decile 1 
grew by a phenomenal 578%.

These statistics show that the delivery of basic

services has been strongly pro-poor.

Perhaps the most succinct measure of

South Africa's young democracy's performance is that the level of asset and
service poverty as well as asset and service inequality has declined sinificantly
since 1994.

Hence, while in 1993, 40% of all South African households were

asset-and-service poor, by 2004 this figure had been almost halved to 22%.

Van der Berg et al. (2005:7) in their study found that poverty has stabilised since
the political transition and decreased sharply since 2000. They utilise a poverty
line set at a lower R250 household income per month or R3000 per year (in 2000
Rand-value)

Using various techniques, the study concluded that the proportion

of people living in poverty increased during 1993-2000. probably as a result of
sluggish economic growth and poor labour market outcomes. However, in more
recent years the proportion of poor people appears to have declined substantially
from 18.5 mIllion in 2000 to 15.4 million in 2004.

Over the same period, the

number of non-poor rose from 26.2 million in 2000 to 31 million in 2004.

The study by Van der Berg

~.-£!.

(2005:7) also shows that per capita real

incomes of individuals cO':lorising the poorest two population quintiles rose by
more than 30% during 2000-2004. -,'he authors of this study conclude that for all
poverty lines ranging from R2000 to R4000 per capita income per annum.
poverty decreased sharply since about 2002 after a modest rise at the end of the
previous decade. They argue that the impact of the recent expansion of social
grants to the poor

IS

likely to have been major. considering that real social

assistance transfers from government increased by some R22 bWjon in the last
two years (in 2000 Rand-value), an amount well in excess of R1000 per poor
person.
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According to Statistics South Africa, using national estimates of poverty in South
Africa in 2000, 11 % of people were living on less than US$ 1 a day and 34%
were living on less than US$ 2 a day in terms of money-metric measures
(StatsSA, 2000). It lias been argued that data problems do not permit a proper
trend analysis of the South African poverty challenge (Woolard & LeibbrandL
2001 ).

The Presidency commissioned a report on poverty and inequality in October
1995, which resulted
the second

:11

sign:~cant

the Poverty and inequality Report (PIR). The PIR was

addition to the understanding of poverty in post-apartheid

South Afl'lcan society. The PIR contains one of the most comprehensive reviews
of botr +1e vanous concepts of poverty and their operationalisation through
poverty datu:'] lines.
poverty.

-:->2

PIR uses household expenditure levels as proxy for

ihe selection of the monetary level for the datum line was not

determined either theoretically or empirically but rather draws on the definition
used by the Reconstruction and Development Programme initiated by the
government in 1995 (RSA, 2006:9).

Holistic measures of poverty and deprivation which capture the multidimensional
nature of poverty, such as the UNDP's Human Development /Index and the
Capability Poverty Measure, created to overcome pitfalls of narrow income
definitions) are- discussed and analysed in the PIR (Clark, 2006).

Subjective

measurement of poverty. poverty lines and the World Bank's definition of poverty
all form important parts of the PIR report. When It came to defining. measuring
and estimating poverty, the study relied and adopted the practice used in Key

Indicators of Poverty in South Afnca (Ministry In the Office of the President,
1995:5).

The PIR concludes that "the emerging consensus sees poverty as generally
being characterised

by the inability of individuals,

households,

or entire
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communities, to command sufficient resources to satisfy an acceptable minimum
standard of living (May, 1998:3).

"-rere are other reports and documents which have been central in directing
policy in government departments that carry a definition of poverty and its levels
in post-apartheid South AJrica. The most common feature ot these reports and
documents is the

inconsistency in the choice of poverty definition and

measurement reflecting the 'many meanings of poverty within government"
(Everett, 2003). For example, in 1995 the Presidency assembled a commission
to i".vestigate labour market policy in South Africa.

The result was the report

titled Restructuring the South African Labour Market which also based its
'.,nderstanding of poverty and estimation of poverty levels on Key Indicators of
Poverty

The report of the Lund Committee on Child and Family Support (August 1996),
based Its understanding, definition and levels of poverty In South Mrica on the
Minimum Subsistence Level (MSL).

The White Paper on Population Policy,

AUQiust 1997) mentions the eradication of poverty as one of the guiding principles
of population policy and uses the MSL in defining and measuring poverty.

In

2000, the Nationaf Department of Social Development issued the National Report
on Social Development (1995 - 2000). On poverty levels the report is based on

tile assumptions made in the Key Indicators of Poverty and the Poverty and
Inequality Report (RSA, 200615).

The Statistics South Africa Report, Measunng Poverty

In

South Africa (StatsSA,

2000:8), adopted a definition of poverty derived from The United Nations
Development Programme.

Poverty is seen as the denial of opportunities and

choices most basic to human development to lead a long, healthy, creative life
and to enJoy a decent standard of living. freedom, dignity. self-esteem and
respect ffom others (BaUlch & Hoddinott 2000:54).
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The Development Policy Research Unit's research titled S/7/ftS in Non-Income
Welfare in South Afnca 1993-2004 (Bhorat et aI., 200644) uses factor analysis
to construct an asset index as an alternative, non-income based measure of
welfare. Variables reflecting household access to a range of services and assets
are used in the construction of the asset index. Standard measures of poverty
are also applied to asset index values.

Through the construction of a non-income based measure of welfare, the study
attempted an analysis of the shifts in non-income poverty and inequality in the
first decade of democracy. The estimate shows that across all covariates, asset
inequality decreased between 1993 and 2004.

Inequality decompositions

indicate that within-group Inequality has increased in importance in determining
aggregate inequality. While it has been shown that non-income welfare
significantly decreased over the period. in order to be able to fUlly evaluate the
welfare changes in the post-apartheid period, a welfare measure has to be
constructed that will include both non-income and income variables (Bhorat et aI.,
2006:46).

The Committee of Inquiry Into a Comprehensive System of Social Security for
South Africa (2002) projected Its arguments from a different angle to the studies
mentioned above. RSA (2006: 7) points out that the report used the constitutional
framework as the basis for understanding poverty and state intervention through
social security measures. The issue of socio-economic rights is raised and the
need to use these as the basis in constructing policies and measures in the fight
against social exclusion, social deprivation and poverty is the central argument.

A Nation

111

the ivlaking (known as U1e Macro-Social Report) discussion document

on Macro-social trends In South Africa, published in 2006 by the Policy Co
ordination and Advisory Services (PCAS) of the Presidency, highlights, amongst
others, changes in the social structure of society, particularly trends with regard
to measurements of poverty, in its various dimensions, trends in employment, the

interface between

household

demographics and income as well as the

cornpos:tian of various income groups within society as a whole (PCAS,
2006b. ~

'I;.

Human capital poverty alleviation has taken the form of programmes

(' the areas of education, health, water, sanitation and electrification.

Poor people are now associated with the so-called 'second economy', which is
the term launched by President Mbeki in a speech in 2003 (PCAS, 2003:4)
Defining the term has become an academic debate recently. In the government's
AsgiSA document (PCAS, 2006a: 11) 'second economy' refers to the portion of
the population that is 'marginalised' as a result of country's 'deep-seated
inequalities' which emanated from the history of apartheid.

It is also an undeniable fact that poverty traps exist for some people

Hirsch

(2005:244) argues that the second economy is "neither a geographic place nor a
class identity, nor the informal sector per se, it is still arguably important

In

signifying a condition of exclusion experienced by a part of the popUlation". He
further argues that poor people mostly live in Ihe informal settlements clustered
around towns and cities, In rural slums, and in poor, remote rural communities
(Hirsch, 2005:245).

Sachs (2000: 12) acknOWledges that South Africa's impoverished population is
not s,imply an artIfact of apartheid designed to make black people poor, rather
"people are kept poor or even made poor by the unity government's growth
strategies: e. g.; free trade policies that flood the domestic market with cheaper
and better imports: the privIleged access to public goods enjoyed by large
corporate players,
competitiveness,

and the Importance

Which,

of cheap labour to their global

coupled with oversupply,

undermines government

capacity and polItical wIll to enforce labour law." Nevertheless, successful
measures to reduce the inequalitIes and target the marginalised poor are now

II"

place (PCAS, 2006b: 10).
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'Poor' is regarded as an appropriate word to express South Africa's concerns
about people who are excluded, trapped or working at serious disadvantage in
the formal economy (Sachs, 2005:7).

4.4.3

Research

The economic context: wa·gl·es and poverty in South Africa

undertaken

in

different

parts

of

the

world

has

conclusively

demonstrated the relationship between poverty and employment.

In South

Africa, the same has been proven to be true. The first post apartheid study of
poverty concluded that. among other aspects. "poverty has a strong employment
dimension" (RSA, 2006:50). The PCAS (2003: 14) reached the same conclusion
that the "persistence of poverty is seen to be arrsing largely from unemployment
and the apartheid legacy". In South Africa, researchers also talk of the working
poor. that is. those who have jo.bs but remain in poverty.

Poswell (2003:47) argues that in South Africa "high levels of poverty result from
low real wages and high unemployment". Similarly, Bhorat et al. (2001: 11) using
an absolute standard of R650 per month per household, found that: "at least a
quarter of all employed workers earn less than R650 per month ._ [and] the
ajority of working poor are Africans (82%) and Coloureds (15%l).

They are

mostly men, but women (particularly African women) tend to be overrepresented
among them".

Since 1994 the South African economy has been positive albeit modest grow!'
compared to the apartheid era. Figures from Poswell (2002:52), reiterating the
point made by Bhorat et al. (2001: 12), show that in 1995, 30% of employed
Africans earned less than R1001 per month and this figure grew to 49% in 1999.
In the Ten Year ,Review (PCAS, 2003: 15), this point IS made that: "the economic
picture is also not so pOSitive.

Economic participation and preparedness show

negative trends .. .the labour force is less successful in gaining employment at
present. and is not yet equipped to find jobs in the future".
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4.5

asures of poverty

Different

Although 'l is evident that large numbers of people are living in poverty in South
Africa, the definition and measurement of poverty are still subjects of debates
among policy analysts.

It is still a major challenge to measure individuals or

households that can be regarded as poor. The first post-1994 official study of
poverty ill South Africa, Key Indicators of Poverty in South Afnca, was conducted
by the

World

Bank

(1995),

and

published

by the

Reconstruction

and

Development Ministry, as a quantitative analysIs of the Project on Standards of
living.

The study clearly spelt out poverty definitions and measurements. The

two most common monetary measures of poverty are income and expenditure.

According to the income poverty measure, people are defined to be

In

poverty if

the household's income falls below a certain threshold. It seeks to identify the
number of people living. below the minimum income level.

A poverty measure should be a numerical indicator that vanes according to
household size, I.e. the larger the household the larger the income reqUired to
keep its members out of poverty. It includes the following items:

•

Food;

tl

Clothing;
Compulsory payments to local authorities in respect of rent, miscellaneous
services, water and electricity;

~

Fuel and energy for lighting and heating;
Washing and cleaning materials;
Education;

'"

Transport;
Contri'butions

to

medical

funds

and

medical

and

dental

expenses,

replacement of household equipment;
Taxes; and
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•

Support of relatives (The Presidency, 200617).

The Presidency (2006: 17) describes the poverty gap as an indicator of the depth
of poverty of those living below the poverty line. Is also provides a quantitative
indication of the size or extent of the Improvement that is required to elevate
those I;ving in poverty to above the poverty line.

An expenditure poverty measure ranks people according to their expenditure in
that people with particularly low spending would fall into expenditure poverty
Expenditure surveys indicate that expenditure is consistently more evenly
distributed than income

This emanates from the view that people on high

incomes devote some of their incomes to savings while people on low incomes
may borrow to maintain their standard of living. However, critics point out that a
distmction can be drawn between the capacity to consume (Income) and actual
consumption (expenditure). A household may choose to consume little even
though capability to consume is considerable. This makes expenditure to be seen
as an imperfect method of poverty measurement. However, a case

IS

generally

made to favour cOrlsumption over income when it comes to the measuring of
living standard (RSA, 2006:49).

One limitation associated with monetary measures is that people are normally
reluctant to divUlge information concerning therr income and expenditure
patterns. People also might have difficulty remembering or conceptualising non
wage income or in some cases income might be deliberately under-reported for
tax Invasion.

There is a general consensus on the practical level that

consumption is better captured than income through household surveys. Income
is often perceived as being less reliable than consumption (RSA, 2006:51).

Lastly, there has been a growing body of research on poverty in South Africa
showing levels of poverty and trends over time.

For example, Whiteford and

Posel (1995), Woolard and Leibbrandt (1999), Budlender (1999), May et al.

--
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(1999), Roberts (2000), Bhorat et al (2001). Meth and Dias (2004), Roberts
(2000), Hoogeveen and Ozier (2005), Van der Berg (2005), Bhorat et al. (2006)
and others.

Table 4.2 below shows some of the recent measures of poverty

used by these researchers.

able 4.2: Recent measures of poverty
ype of poverty measure

Poverty line 2000
Rand vaiue (per
month)
R346 per capita
526%

by Hoogeveen and

I R593 per capita
R81 per capita

I 70.4%

I

8.1%

R!62 per capita

270%

R454 per capita

63.4%

R573
P
ousehold
1720 household

I

.
11 7%

-

I

55~-

Depending on the poverty measure selected, poverty in South Africa could be
between 8.1 % and 70.4%, which is a large difference. Five different types of
poverty lines are used to analyse and conclude on poverty levels in South Africa
as shown in Table 4.3 below:

.----------
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Table 4.3: Comparison of selected poverty lines for South Africa - 1993
,-._---:--------,-

% of populatlol1
below the poverty
line

Types of poverty lines
II---,----:::::--.,.---,----~=--------:------

I

52,8

177,61

28,8

I

39.3

185.5 f

42,3

301,1

143,2

220.1

56,7

64,2
251,1

447
36,2

A survey of literature 2'ld research on poverty shows that the Household
Subsistence Level (HSL) calculated by the Institute for Planning Research at the
University of Port Elizabeth and the Minimum Living Level (MLL) calculated by
the Bureau of Market Research at the University of South Africa are the two most
commonly used and uniquely South African poverty lines. Both the HSL and the
MLL are what is called absolute income measures of poverty which, as literature
argues. are minimalist definitions of poverty based on subsistence and the
attainment of physical efficiency (RSA, 2006:51).

Another commonly used

poverty line in South Africa lS the US$ 1 a day (StatsSA, 2000). However, as can
be assumed from Table 4.2, this US$ 1 a day probably underestimates poverty to
a great extent.

Currently there is no consensus among economists and policy makers with
regards to the correct measure of poverty. It is also dangerous to measure
poverty using a multidimensional approach as this might raise the question of
how to cor:\)are overall poverty and achievements in different dimensions.

In

other words, this raises questions about the relative value of the different
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dimensions of poverty: for example how much income are people willing to give
up for, say a unit of improvement in health? (RSA, 2006:9).

Although the income poverty line proved to be the most important tool, there
have been long debates against using income alone as an indicator of welfare.
Lack of convincing results from monetary poverty measurements has led to a
search for alternative forms of measurement, such as estimates of health status,
academic achievement, infrastructural services and others. Nevertheless, the
income method is still appropriate under absolute poverty measurement. (Kaul,
2005:1).

This study therefore follows the absolute approach in measuring the extent and
magnitude of poverty of subsistence in the Vaal. The income dimension will be
employed as a core measurement of poverty. This is because poverty

IS

mostly

related to income in an urban setting like the Vaal.

Household Subsistence Level (HSL) is determined for the specific household and
is used as a poverty line in this study. If most households earn 90-100% of their
own HSL, this would indicate that the poverty is not very severe.

To measure the extent of poverty, two widely recognised approaches are used as
the basis for measurement of absolute poverty at the household level. These are
the headcount index and the poverty gap. Following is the methodology applied
in this study according to the World's Bank guidelines.
According to Siabbert (1997:47) a poor household is defmed as a household of
which the combined income of all its members is less than the Household
Subsistence Level (HSL) as determined for the specific household. If the
combined income of a household is described by y, and the poverty lifle (HSL) of
the same household is described by z" the extent of poverty, PI> of this household
is described by P, (Yi;

Z/ ).
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The head count index is defined as the fraction of the population below the
poverty line. In this report the headcount index is adapted to indicate the fraction
of households that fall below their individual poverty lines, and is described by
means of the equation:

H(y;z) = MIN

Where:

H=

the fraction of households below the poverty line;

Y=

household income;

z=

the poverty line of households:

M =

the number of households with Incomes less than z:

N=

the total number of households (Slabbert, 1997:48).

The poverty gap usually measures the average shortfall of the incomes of the
poor from the poverty line while the poverty gap index measures the extent of the
shortfail of incomes below the poverty line. In this report the poverty gap index is
adapted to be a measure of a specific household, described by the equation:

R,{y;z) ;: (Zi •

Where:

=

R,

yJlz i

the income shortfall of a household expressed as a
proportion of the household's poverty line:

=
Z, =

YI

the income of a specific household: and
the poverty line of a specific household.

The poverty gap of an individual household (In monetary terms) can therefore be
expressed by the equation
i(Y;Z) = Z; - Yi

Where:

=
Yi =
G1

Z,

=

the trlcome shortfall of a household;
the income of a specific household; and
the poverty line of a specific household (Slabbert 1997 A8).
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Once the poor have been distinguished from the non-poor by employing the
income and the HSL measures, a model that incorporates the headcount index
method and the poverty gap methods extracted from Siabbert will be used to
indicate the fraction of households that fall below their individual poverty lines
and to measure the extent of poverty.

4.6

eoretical foundation for an impact assessment

Any policy action should Involve measuring gains and losses in terms of society's
net gain of projects. According to Brathen (2000: 16), weighing gains and losses
vary according to the type of decision rule or framework. This part will then give
a theoretical overview of types of impact assessments, steps and methods to
value impacts for a project. It is then important to weigh up the gains and losses
to the Vaal taxi commuters as a result of the implementation of the Taxi
Recapitalisation Strategy (TRS)

4.6.1

Definition of impact assessment

Impact assessment is the use of methods and processes to comprehensively
describe advantages and disadvantages from different project or actions
(BriHhen, 2000: 1).

Thl,s includes economic, financial and social analysis.

Assumptions, methods and results are presented in a systematic way for ease of
analytical testing. According to Mullins (2002: 18) this process assists in deciding
whether a project is desirable or not.

Dixon and Sherman (1990:204) view impact assessment as an analysis to
determine social welfare Economic Impact assessment takes the potential gains
and losses of the public viewpoint into account and converts them into monetary
nits to see jf the projects are profitable (Brathen, 2000: 1). According to Ditch
(1999:229) impact assessment includes social issues.

he expenddure patterns and poverly levels of I h 7

A financial analysis refers to one or more accounting techniques, for example,
cash flow analysis, profit determination or the analysis of the source and
application of funds where market prices are used (Mullins, 2002:18). It is used
primarily in the private sector in order to determine which outcomes are best from
the perspective of private interest.

According to Nas (19962) the streams of

expected cash and revenues are considered as benefits, and direct payments to
factors of production as costs, regardless of their output effects on third parties

4.6.2

Types of impact assessments

According to Odeck (2000:31) the most commonly used types of impact
assessment Include:

a) Cost benefit analysis
b) Cost effectIveness analysIs
c) Multi-criteria analysis
d) Risk benefit analysis

4.6.2.1

Cost benefit analysis

Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA) is a method that identifies the financial, economic
and social implications of the alternatives and gives an explanation of the costs
and benefits included and excluded from the analysis. It is used over a wide
spectrum, as many researchers have used CBA in environmental studies
(Ackerman & Heinzerling, 2002). It also evaluates gains and losses from the
basis of public interest (Nas, 1996:2). CBA involves a number of distinct stages.
According to Nas (1996:60), these stages are identification of costs and benefits,
measurement of costs and benefits, comparison of cost and benefit streams
accruing dUring the life time of a project, and project selection
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4.6.2.2

Cost effectiveness analy'sis

Cost Effectiveness Analysis (CEA) is primari:ly used in health services where it is
difficult to identify and quantify benefits and costs. This method was applied by
Birsch and Gafnl (1992:279) to investigate welfare losses in the health market.
CEA deals with benefits that are not easily quantified or for which there are no
easily defined money units, There is thus no formal rule for determining whether
a policy is desirable or not.

The principle of CEA is to obtain a money-based

index that is helpful in comparing alternatives that are intended to reach the same
general type of objective. According to Odeck (200: 33) a project with the highest
index is preferred.

4.6.2.3

Multi-criteri,a analysis

Multi-critena Analysis (MCA), according to Odeck (200034), uses the effects that
have been given monetary value and other effects considered to be of interest.
Since effects of a policy cannot be directly added together because of a lack of a
common unit, MeA places some weighting factor on the individual effect.

One advantage of MCA is that it describes and shows the multiple objectives that
decision makers generally have. If the important weights can also be derived, it
enables diverse objectives to be integrated. This method was used by Stewart et

.ill,

(1997) for natural resource management in South Africa.

4.6.2.4

Risk benefit analysis

Odeck (2000:35) describes Risk Benefit Analysis (RBA) as nothing but CBA in
the context of rtsk events. This can be seen

~n

an industrial projlect that will

increase the level of pollution and hence the risk of becoming sick. Risk of such a
policy

IS

the number of people becoming sick due to pollution.

expenditure patterns and poverty levels of 16l)

4.6.3

Measurement of welfare

It is necessary to measure the net advantages of projects against society's net
utility gains as described in welfare economics

A theory of welfare economi,cs

applicable to Ihe impacts on welfare levels of society is briefly discussed as it
serves as the basis to analyse the potential impact of the TRS on Vaal taxI
commuters. Nas (1996: 11) describes welfare in the context of studies to assess
the impact of projects as utility gains. This refers to the society's net utility gains
and arriving at socially efficient allocations of resources (Miller & Meiners,
1986:565).

According to Mullins (2002:6), the idea of measuring the net advantage of
projects should take place against society's net utility gains as described In
welfare economic. Against this background, it is important to discuss the
concepts of Pareto Optimality, consumer surplus and producer surplus in order to
analyse the potential impacts of projects on society. These evaluate whether a
welfare improvement or loss has taken place after the project's implementation.

4.6.3.1

Pareto Optimality

Nas (1996:11) explains Pareto optimality as an efficiency norm describing the
conditions necessary to achieve opbmality in resource allocation

It refers to a

state of economic affairs where no one can be made better off without
simultaneously making

at least one other person worse

off.

A welfare

improvement can be described as an economic change where in the new
situation. at least one individual is better off and no individual is worse off than
before.

Pareto optimality can be divided into three underlying efficiency

conditions, namely:

•

Prodluc1ion

efficiency.

Production

efficiency

represents

a

resource

allocation where it is no longer possible to increase the output of one good
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without reducing the output of some other goods (Brathen, 2000:4).
Pareto

improvement,

according

to

Nas

(1996:12),

happens

if the

production efficiency takes place where improvement in one area can be
achievec vv'ithout reducing output levels in other sectors of the economy.

6>

Exchange el'::ciency. An allocation of resources can be optimal in the
Pareto sense 'f an efficienty produced output

IS

also allocated efficiently

among the consumers, meaning that it is impossible to make one
individual better off without making someone else worse off (Brathen,
2000:9).

<J

Allocative efficiency. According to Browning and Zupan (1989:521) both
production efficiency and the efficiency condition must be met in order to
satisfy the allocation efficiency. This means that the rate at which goods
are produced or the Marginal Rate of Transformation (MRT) must be equal
to t.he rate at which consumers are willing to substitute one good with the
other. There must be at least one particular allocation where:

MRTxy

= MRS- xy .

This is the allocation that meets both exchange and production efficiency
conditions simultaneously

4.6.3.2

Consumer Surplus

Consumer surplus is a monetary measure of the maximum gain that an individual
can obtain from a product at a given market price.

It can be defined as the

difference between the max'imum amount that an individual would be willing to
pay for a good and Ihe actual amount paid (Nas. 1996:67)
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Varian (1999) interprets the consumer surplus (CS) by means of an equation as
follows:

cs= vn -

pn;

v is the value that the consumer places on

Where:

the units of

consumption of the good
n is the number of units the c onsumer chooses to buy
p is the price of a good.

In other \!!lOrds, the consumer consumes n units of a good and is paYing pn
rands.

Then the amounl of money the consumer would need to induce him to

give up his entire consumption of this good le1 it be R amount of money. Then R

= vn

- pn

w~lich

is equivalent to consumer's surplus. Hence consumer surplus

measures how much a consumer would need to be paid to give up his entire
consumption of some good (Vanan, 1999:248).

Following Varian's approach, the change in consumer's surplus that results from
policy change can be interpreted as follows.

Assuming that a policy change

leads to a change in price. this wid llave an effect on consumer's surplus. This IS
shown in Figure 4.4 below, where the price of t-good increases from p'ta p"

After the price change, if the consumer is consuming t" of the good, and each of
the units of a good is now more expensive by p"- p', it means that (p"- p') t" more
money has to be spent to conSLFne the same amount of the good. The change in
the consumer surplus is the sum of Rand T. R shows the loss in surplus
because the consumer is now paying more for all the units he continues to
consume. t' - t" measures the value of the lost consumption of the t-good
entire welfare loss to the consumer is the sum ofR and T
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Figure 4.1:

I"'

Consumer surplus

Demand Curve

Ch;.Jllgc in
consumer
.illrp[US

pH
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Source. Varian (1999:250)

Jl

order to measure the impact of a price change in monetary terms, two things

should be investigated: compensating variation (CV) and equivalent variation
(EV) as used by Nas (1996:70-71) and Varran (1999:252).

80th CV and EV

measure an ind,ividual's willingness to pay for a change or willingness to accept a
change.

CV indicates the amount that an individual would be willing to payor accept for a
price change while maintaining the pre-price change total utility level.
words, it

IS

In other

the change in income necessary to restore the consumer to his

original indifference curve, since it

IS

the change in income that will just

compensate the consumer for the price change. It measures how much extra
money the government would have to give the consumer it if wanted to exactly
compensate the consumer for the price change (Nas, 1996:71).
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EV is the amount needed to compensate the individual who refrains from buying
the good at the lower price. or the maximum amount that the individual is willing
to pay to be exempted from the higher price and remain at the post-price change
real income level.

Varian (1999:253) defines EV as the amount of money that

the consumer would be wiUing to pay to aVOid a price change. In other words it is
the income change that is equivalent to the price change in terms of the change
in utility.

According to Varian (1999:254) the appropriate measure will depend on the
nature of the welfare change sought.

CV will be appropriate if the desired

measure of compensation IS more applicable at the post-prices (prices that will
exist after the welfare change)

Preference is generally given to EV as a

reasonable willingness to pay measure because a welfare change at pre-prices
makes it easier for policy makers to Judge the value of money at current prices
than at assumed prices.

4.6.3.3

Producer surplus

Varian (19'96:256) explains producer surplus as the difference between the
minimum amounl the producer will be willing to sell the t units for and the amount
he actually sells the units for. It is the difference between the actual price and the
amount that the supplier is willing to accept to provide the good.

Producer's

surplus is closely related to the idea of profit made by suppliers.
Project benefits therefore consist of both consumer and producer surplus. As
Dlnwiddy and Teal (1996:7) put forward. the change in welfare can be seen as a
net gain/loss to society and he expresses it as follows

6W == lICS + 6PS
Where:

f.,W =Change in welfare

= Change in consumer surplus
6PS = Change in producer surplUS

6CS

4.7

Methodology applied for economic impact assessment

The 2003 Vaal Research Group Household Survey administered by Siabbert
(2004) and survey data (2006) conducted among the Vaal households will be
used for determining the impact of TRS on households' expenditure patterns and
their poverty levels The combined data sets offer appropriate information needed
for the application of economic impact assessment

The data include the age

and gender of household members required to determine the individual poverty
line (z) for each indiVidual household; and the combined income of each
individual household (y). The number of tiaxi commuters in a household (t) will be
investigated through a questionnaire administration to selected households of the
Vaal.

An economic impact assessment model adapted from Siabbert (1997) will be
used to measure the change in households' income after the implementation of
the TRS.

A reduction in the cost of transport through government subsidies

would supplement the existing income of households. If this subsidy

IS

more than

the increased transport cost, the headcount index for the population could
decrease signifkantly. If the number of taxi commuters in a household is
described by t/. and cost ot transport can be reduced at an average cost of C the
poverty gap G, ot a single household can be reduced by:

G , - (l, C) or
Where.

Zi -

(Yi +

t, C)

G, =

the income shortfall of a specific household;

t,

=

the number of taxi commuters in a specific household;

C

=

the average cost of taxi transport after implementation of

THS;
Zi

=

the poverty line of a specific household; and

YI

=

the income of a specific household
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lfl.he poverty gap could be reduced after the implementation of TRS, this would
have an immediate effect on the extent of pover1y However. it should also
reduce the headcount index. The extent to which both the headcount index and
he poverty gap is reduced will indicate the success of the fiRS on the level of
poverty and the household expenditure on transport.

4.8

Summary and conclusion

In order to develop realistic policies far poverty alleviation in a given setting, it is
essential lo understand the nature of poverty in that specific setting. This requires
the identification of causes and explanations of poverty in a society. At the core
of how pover1y is

~!!1derstood

and defined are particular and specific socio

economic challenges that a society is confronted with at a given time in its
developme~' .

Different approaches are used to conceptualise, define and measure poverty.
The advent of definitions of poverty is premised on the supposition that poverty is
a multidimensional social phenomenon. Many countries use the World Bank's
definition of the poor using US$1 a day per capita threshold lines defining
extreme poverty The poor are idenhfied as people who earn less than US$1 per
day. The International Poverty Centre (IPC) views pover1y in terms of capability
deprivation.

According to the capability approach, an individual is defined as

poor if he or she lacks basic capabilities Those capabilities could relate to health,
education. shelter, clothing, nutrition and clean water.

Absolute and relative definitions are also commonly used approaches to the
meaning of poverty. Absolute poverty is described as a condition characterised
by severe deprivation of basic human needs while relative poverty defines the
segment of the population that is poor in relation to the set of income of the
general population.

---- --- ----
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The two most common monetary measures of poverty are Income and
expenditure According to the income poverty measure, people are defined to be
in poverty if the household's income falls below a certain threshold. whilst an
expenditure poverty measure ranks people according to their expenditure

A

cammon component in virtually all approaches to poverty analysis is the setting
of a poverty line. The main purpose of a poverty line

IS

to distinguish the poor

from the non-poor.

Although it is evident that large numbers of people are llvmg in poverty in South
Africa, the definition and measurement of poverty are still subjects of debates
among policy analysts.

It is still a major challenge to measure individuals or

households that can be regarded as poor.

However, there IS now much

discussion within the government about the need to establish a poverty line
against which progress towards the eradication of poverty can be measured.
Various recent studies on poverty in South Africa also exist which imply some
levels of Improvements In the lives of the poor since the political transItion in

1994. These include the studies by Bhorat et at (2006) and Van der Berg et al
(2005).

Currently, different departments and programmes use their own definitions of
poverty. For example, Statistics South Africa uses the most detailed of all
definitions currently used in the country.

The definition takes into account not

only localised poverty issues (i.e. poverty levels within each ward) but also the
various components of poverty.

The definition is based on a relative income

Ilndicator (less than 40% of mean household income) to classify Income
deprivation. It also adopts the South African Index of Multiple Deprivation
(SAIMD) to assess need

The SAIM'D is based on 5 deprivations, i.e. income

and material livelihood; employment health; education and living environment.

-,';1is study follows the absolute approach in measuring the extent and magnitude
of poverty of subsistence in the Vaal. The income dimension is employed as a

the expenditure patterns and poverty levelS of
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core measurement of poverty. This is because poverty is mostly related to
Income in an urban setting like the Vaal. The Household Subsistence Level
(HSL) is deterrlljned for the specific household and is used as a poverty line in
this study.

To measure the extent of poverty. two widely recognised approaches are used as
the basis for measurement of absolute poverty

a'~:ne

household level. These are

the headcount index and the poverty gap. The headcount index is defined as the
fraction of the population below the poverty line, whilst the poverty gap measures
the average shortfafl of the incomes of the poor from the poverty line

It is necessary to measure the net advantages of projects against society's net
utiiity gains as described in welfare economics.

A theory of welfare economics

served as the basis to analyse the potential lmpact of TRS on Vaal taxi
commuters.

The welfare concept of Pareto optimality is an efficiency norm for

the conditions necessary to achieve optimality in resource allocation. whilst
consumer surplus IS a monetary measure of the maximum gain that an individual
can obtain from a product at a given market price. Following Varian's approach, a
policy change that would lead to a change in price. would impact on consur:rler
welfare.

An economic 'Impact assessment model adapted from Siabbert (1997) will be
used to measure the change in households' income after the implementation of
the TRS.

A reduction

In

the cost of

transport~!~rough

government subsidies

would supplement the existing income of households. IT ;his subsidy is more than
the increased transporf cost. the headcount index for the population could
decrease significantly.

If the poverty gap could be reduced after the implementation of the TRS. this
would have an immediate effect on the extent of poverty.

However, to have a

significant effect, It should reduce the headcount index. The extent to which the

headcount Index is reduced will indicate the success of the TRS on the level of
poverty and the household expenditure on transpo

An overview of the Vaal and 'the analysIs of households' responses are given In
the next chapter
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CHAPTER 5

THE DEMOGRAPHIC ASPECTS OF THE VAAL AND PERCEPTIONS ON

TAXI TRANSPORT
5.1

Introduction

The purpose of this chapter is to give an overview of the Vaal in terms of Its
demographic profile, labour force. poverty levels, and income and expenditure
patterns of the households. Households' responses from the questionnaire
survey 2006, conducted among the Vaal households, are also analysed.

This

analysIs will serve as the background to the impact assessment of the Taxi
Recapitalisation Strategy discussed in Chapter 6

A sample of 260 households was interviewed by means of the questionnaire
interviews (see Appendix A) in August 2005 to February 2006 to determine the
perceptions of households towards the following:

0;

j

he nature of taxis in terms of frequency, comfort, reliability, convenience,

safety;
€

Travel times;

6

Proposed Taxi Recapitalisation Strategy and its impact on the households
standard of living; and

'Ill

5.2

Perceived differences between private cars and public transport.

Socio-economic profile of the Vaal

The geographical area of the Vaal occupies the southern part of the Gauteng
Province and the extreme northern portion of the Free State Province. Tne area
consists of Emfulenl, Mldvaal and' Metsimaholo municipalities (StatsSA, 2003)

the expenditure patterns and poverty levels of I iW

Figure 5.1 reflects the population of the Vaal municipalities

Emfuleni is the

largest populated municipality in the area with many townships compared to
Midvaal and Metsimaholo

Figure 5.1:

Population of the Vaal - 2001

Mldvaal

ErnfUi8ni

Melslmaholo

<un.jcipalities

Source: Calculations based on Census data 2001 (StatsSA 2003)

According to the Census Statistics (StatsSA. 2003), the population for the Vaal
(Emfuleni, Midvaal and Metsimaholo) was estimated to be 839 039

5.2.1

POlJu~ation

In

2001.

and the racial composition of the Vaal

The African population in the Vaal is estimated at 685 495 or 81.7%; the VVhite
population at 138 441 or 16.5% of the total population; the Indian population at 6
712 or 0.8%; and the Coloured population at 8 390 or 1.0% of the total population
of tile Vaal. Figure 5.2 reflects the racial composition of the population.
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Figlure 5.2:

Raci.a~

oB

composiHon of the Vaal popullation - 2001

1

uAfncan
" While

o Indian

o Coloured I
/

Source: Calculations based on Census data 2001 (StatsSA, 2003)

Table 5.1 presents the racial composition per municipality in the survey. Africans

form the majority of the residents in all three municipalities (84.0%, 59.0% and
81,1% respectively).

Table 5.1: Racial comp,osiHon of popujabon in the Vaal - 2001

Race

I Emfuleni

I

I

Total

Municipality %

lily %

4.0

81.1

817

.5

1.0

.4
White
Total

0.9

0.5

14.0

39.1

1000

100.0

0.21
8.31
_ _ 100~

~.8

1

16.5

100.0

Source. Calculations are based on Census data 2001 (Stats SA, 2003)

_.

~~----------------------
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5.2.2

TownshiDS surveyed in the study

The survey covered Emfuleni and Metsimaholo municipalities, with the emphasis
on the Former Black Townships (FBTs). The FBTs were chosen because
according to Siabbert (2004:25) the majority, about 90.0% of the unemployed
and 95.7% of the poor, resides III the FBTs.

The estimated number of the

population (2001' figures) residing in the different townships of the Emfulenl
municipality, was 500 553, compared to a population of 658 420 for Emfulem as
a whole or 78.5% of the total population of the Vaal. The Metsimaholo
municipality population was estimated at 115 966 or 13.8% of the total
population, while Midvaal comprised the rema inder 21.5%. (StatsSA, 2003).

Table 5.2 reflects the townships surveyed in the study in the Emfuleni and
Metsimaholo municipalities.

Table 5.2: Townships surveyed inlhe Emfuleni and Metsimaholo
municipalities - 2006

Emftlleni
oipatong
Bophelo
Evaton
Orange Farm
Sebokeng
Sharpeville
Tshepiso

10
Zamdela
Source' Dlamini-Mokhele (2006)
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5.2.3

.ncome and expenditure

As indicated in Chapter 1, the data for income and expenditure for the
households of the Vaal was extracted from previous research conducted by the
Vaal Research Group (VRG); work in this section is therefore based on both their
findings as well as the survey data of 2006,

In 2003, the monthly average

household income in the Vaal was determined at R3 481 (Slabbert, 2004:36) and
R3 811 In 2006 (Dlamini-Mokhele, 2006). The source of households' incomes
were indicated to be salary/wage (7'12%), pension (12.9%), grants (0.8%), family
(22%), inform,al earning (7.2%), subSidies (2.3%), Interest (2.5%), other (1.1 %)
(Slabbert, 200436).

Table 5.3 and Figure 5.3 reflect tile sources of household income and their
contribution

towards

the

average

Ilousehold's

income

as

indicated

percentages.

TabFe 5.3: Sources of househo'ids' income on average - 2006

--

Month Iy Average

Sources of
fncome - _.6.m~unt (Rand:;l_
Wag~salary

_.~----

--_."._.

2 713.92

71.2

491.70

129

Pension amount
Grant

% of Total
---Income
..
-

30.49

0.81

83.85

2.2

274.43

7.2

Subsidies

87.66

2.3
-

Interest

93.56

2.5

-

-----

Received from family
Informal activities
-

- ---

Other
p

36.03
Slabber! (2004:34) and Dlamini-M
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0.9
(2006)

by

igure 5-.3:

Sources of average household income

~

2006

85.0
75.0
65.0
55.0

35.0a:

45.0

250

1~ . g

12.9

C I~

2.2

7.2

2.3

25

09

--
-5.0
Salary/wage Pension Grants Family Informal SubSidies Imeres
earnings

Source: Adapted from Slabber! (2004: 29)
Salaries and wages contrjbute 71.2% to the average household income, informal
earnmgs 7.2%, pensions 12.9% and other grants, subsidies and gift from family.
contribute 8 9%.

The distribution of household expenditure on different items is shown in Table 5.4
and Figure 5.4. Of the average monthly income of R3 811, 37.1 % is spent on
groceries. R347 (91 %) is spent on transport per month and 7.9% on taxi fares in
particular (Dlamlni-Mokhele, 2006).
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Distribution of household expenditure - 2006

Table 5.4:

-

-

Items

--"

Average

- .

expenditure
(%)

-.

-

Groceries

--

Housing

.--.

.-

~,



- -

~

-

107
.,--

9.3

~'-

91
._.,-::-

79

TaxI

-

5 1

~nses

-nts

4.9

---

4.5

--"-- ..

.

SChool

2.8

- - ---,-2.5

--

Fl.lrnituk
Telephone/C ell phone

2.4
2.1

--

Water

----

Housing serv'Ices

1.9

-----

-

1.6

-~.

Rates. Taxes; and licenses

----It

_.

-

2.2

-

2.0

1.2

--- - .... --

04

.

3.7

--_.
-

Source Adap

I

3~

02
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Figure 5.4

istribulion of household expenditure - 2006,

Other
Clothing

L.:J 1.9%
191%

i

. 2 1%

Inl.€stment
Property tax
Lo.a115
Enl@"a~llment

1.9%

L.=l2 5%
_

Rates, Taxes and Licenses _

2 8%

2.2%

Housing serlilces

I O.4'~r.,

Water

103"/
fi ,%

Telephone/Cell phone

umilufe rl 1 2%
School
SaVIngs

I "13

7;'/..

I

Eleclnoly •

J9,3%
i 5ij;

Car repayments • • • • • 10,7%

Me-theal !:xpenses _
Taxi

2. 4'to

:::::J 2. 0%

Transport

4.5%

Income tax I ---, 3.8%
Housing

t .

84.9%

Grocenes

0.0%

y"
5.0%

10,0%

1500/c- 20.0%

25.0%

30.0%

35.0%

40.0~'r:

Source: Adapted fronl Siabbert (2004:32)
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5.2.4

Unemployment

One of the hardships among township residents of the Vaal is unemployment
which. according to Siabbert (2004:26), has increased from 35.0% in 1991 to
60.7% in 2003.

Overall unemployment in the Vaal amounted to 53.4% in 2003.

The overall decrease in employment opportunities between 1991 and 1996

In

the

In 2003 the unemployment rate of the poor in the Vaal was

Vaal was 54,000

72.4% compared to the unemployment rate of 53.6% for the total population in
the Vaal (Slabbert. 2004:25).

In 2006, the unemployment rate of the Vaal

households in the FBTs surveyed accounted for 39.8% (Dlamini-Mokhele, 2006).

5.2.5

Poverty

Making use of the methodology as explained in Section 4.5.1, the level of poverty
in the FBTs of the Vaal was determined. The headcount index is calculated by
the number of poor households divided by the total number of households.
According to the survey data. the headcount index was determined at 0.59 in
2006. Hlis means that 59% of households live below their poverty lines (Dlamini
Mokhele, 2006).

The poverty gap

IS

calculated by sUbtracting a poor household's income from its

own poverty line. The poverty gap Index is the poverty gap amount divided by the
household's poverty line. The poverty gap index was determined at 0.45 in 2006,
which reflects that households lack on average 45% of income to attain a level
equal to their poverty line. According to Siabbert (2004:70) the percentage of the
households below their poverty line in the townships was even higher, 63% in
2003 compared to 30% in 1991. This reflects that the levels of poverty have
decreased in the Vaal. The reason for this improvement in poverty can be
attributed to an upswmg in the economy, with a resulting increase

In

employment:

and the introduction of more learnerships by both the government and the
business sector.. which has slightly improved the liVing standards.

The

e expenditure patterns and poverly revels of 188

introduction of social grants and improvement in old age pensions has also
contributed to the stability of the standard of living among the Vaal township
dwellers

Although the levels of poverty have decreased in the Vaal. the severity of poverty
stili persists among the majority of the households. Using the Household
Subsistence Level (HSL) reflecting their respective poverty line (discussed

~n

Section 4.5), 45.4% of the households has an income that is less then 50% of
their HSL amount. mdicating severe poverty. Table 5.5 shows the percentages of
households in different rncome categories expressed as a percentage of the
HSL

Percentage of households in different income categories

Table 5.

expressed as % of their respective HSL - 2006, FaT

Category

Household 1:ercentage
Income
%

of

as

Households

the

HSL
r-- - 1

'-2
-

---0-10

-

11-20

_.

2 '1

-

3.3

1-

3

21-30

4

31-40

152

111-50

138

-.
S

104

.-

51-60

6
7
f----

8

61·70

.

9

10
Tm;;ll

-

-

-

15.2
10,7

71-80

11.6

81-90

127

91-100

44
100.0

Source: Dlaminl-Moxhele (2006)
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Categories 1 to 5 reflect households that are rn dire poverty, which was 45.4% i
2006. This implies that the nUrTJer of households in severe poverty still remain
Igh in the townships of the Vaal.

5.3

Analysis of household responses

This section looks closely at the responses of the households that were
interviewed by means of the questionnaire survey.

The survey was conducted

among 260 households from the Former Black Townships of the Vaal during the
period August 2005 to February 2006. The townships surveyed are indicated in
Table 5.2 The questionnaires were used in collecting data, administered by the
researcher as well as final year students of the North West University. The aim
was to determine the socio-economic status of the taxi commuters as well as
their perception towards the TaxI Recapitalisation Strategy.

5.3.1

Position of the respondent in the househoJd

Table 5.6 and Figure 5.5 present the position of the respondent to the
questionnaire.

The majority of the respondents were mothers or wives (34.9%)

since they were reachable durmg the day at their homes. Of the respondents.
30.9% consisted of fathers or husbands, sons (16.1 %), daughters (114%).
grandfathers (1.3%), grandmothers (4%). 'Other' refers to domestic workers and
relatives living in the household.
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Table 5.6:

Position of the respondent in the household
.

-

Fregu ency

,ositio

Percentage

46

30.9
.

52

34.9

So.

24
-

16.1

Daughter

-

17

11.4

2

1.3

ather/H usb and-

-

-

Mother/Wife

-+.1_ _

Grandfather

-

GrandmC!ther
Grandson
-  -._

I

-

6

-

_-.1

-

0

-

0

-0

Grandil'€lug hter

4

-

Othe.

I

2

TOTAL

(

149

0-

_.

1.3
--

-

.. _
100 [

1

Source: Dlamim-Mokhele (2006)
Figure 5.5:

Position of the respondent in the household
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Mode of tranSllort. used to worklschoolfuniversity

5.3.2

When responding to the question of the mode of transport used to work or
schools or university, 61.3% of the household members use taxis. Table 5.7 and
Figure 56 indicate that taxi is the mode of transport mostly used by commuters
of the Vaal. Of the commuters, 23.5% walk to their destination, since they work
close to their homes. While 6.4 % of commuters use their private transport and
2.5% use buses as mode of transport.

Others use more than one mode of

transport, e.g. bus and train (0.6%), taxi and train (1.9%), taxi and bus (2.9%).

ode of transSJort. used to work/school/university

Table 5.7:

I

ode I Freq uency Percentage
Private
ca r

20

6.4
-

193

Ta -XI

r

Bu s

-'

61 3

8

-2.5

Traun
Bu s +
raun

3

1.0
-

2

0.6

a XI
Tralin

6

1.9

+

!

Ta

Bu

--

9

i__

74

23.5

315

100.0

~-

Walk

TOTAL

2.9
-

1-.

Source: Dlaminlj-Mokhele (2006)

The strider segment. according to the urban passenger segments data as given
in Table 2.1, coincides with that of the 2006 survey data. It accounts for 23.5%
and 240% respectively This means that the percentage of the striders is almost
the same for the past ten years. For the stubborn urban segment (those who use
private cars), the survey data depicts 6.4% whereas the 1996 data as reflected in
Strategy on the expenditure patterns and poverty levels of 192

Table 21. shows 19.0% This difference could be attributed to the fact that Table
21 covers the total population (FBTs and non-FBTs) while the survey only
covers the poorer FBTs, Richer people can afford to own their own vehicles and
the convenience it provides
prevailed

The other reason could be the violence that

In the taxi industry during the late 1990's as well as early 2000

Figure 5.6:

Mode of transport used to work/school/university
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5.3.3

Employment status

Among the households IntervIewed as shown in Table 5.8 and Figure 5.7,38.0%
is not economically active, 29.2% is formally employed in towns nearby. These
towns include Vereeniging, Sasolburg and Vanderbijlpark.

The unemployed

Impact of the Tax! Recapitalisatlon Strategy on the expenditure patterns and povedv levels of II).J
taxi-mode commuters in the Vaal

amount to 24.7% and 8.1 % is informally employed.

Some of the informally

employed have informal businesses such as tuckshops.

Using the standard equation of calculating the unemployment rate:
rIIllJIber

(d

nnemfJloyeJ

ECOIwmicu/ll' al.'I h'e /JOplr!U{ ion (E.J I')

/0(1,

\"--

fir

/

In 2006, lhe unemployment rate of the Vaal households surveyed accounted ror
39.8% (Dlamini-Mokhele, 2006), which is a great improvement compared to 2003
where it was 60.7% (Slabbert, 2004:13) This decline in unemployment rate might
be attributed to the large economic growth over the last years, which allowed the
absorption of the labour force in the labour market.

This decline in the

unemployment rate also led to a decrease in poverty, as discussed in Section
5.2.5.

Table 5.8:

Employment status

tatus
---1-1Frequency I Percentage
ormally
123 I
29.2
. Em~5l
Informally
Employ_~
34 I
81

I
J--- 104

24.7

160

38.0

TAL
I
421
Source: Dlamini-Mokhele (2006)

100.0

nemJ!loyed
at Economically
Active
--

T9
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Figure 5.7:

Employment status
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5.3.4

Perceptions of respondents

A number of questions were raised with regards to perceptions of respondents
when travelling by taxi

I>

Safety

!"

Comfortabllity

0

Reliability

.,
Ii>

"

These include:

Efficiency
Convenience
Time spent waiting

G

Frequency of service

;;;

Convenience of the taxi route

e

Affordabi1ity

terns and poverty 18vels of

195

When responding to some of these questions, the respondents were allowed

';J

choose more than one option.

5.3.4.1

Safety

Safety of the passengers is one of the key piliars of the Taxi Recapitalisation
Strategy as described in the New Taxi VehIcle Requirements (see Section 3.32)
The question that was asked to the households relates to their feeling when
travelling by taxi. Of the respondents, 59% indicated that they feel unsafe and
41 % safe when travelling by taxi. This is indicated in Table 5.9 and Figure 5.8.
Although some taxi commuters travelling by minibus taxis feel safe, the majority
fee,l unsafe. The latter is due to speed, lack of safety belts, and violence that
dominates the taxl industry. They even refer to the old taxis as "death-traps". The
former might be that some of the vehicles especially those with bigger capacities
of 18 to 28 (midi buses) currently available in the market meet SOt"e of the key
legislated requirements, such as Type II braking system, to ensure safer vehicles
on t:he road and better protection for the passengers.

Table 5.9:

Safety
Frequency

Percentage

Unsafe

173

59.0

Safe

120

OTAL

__

293 _ .

~

100.0

I

Source: Dlammi-Mokhele (2006)
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Figure 5.8:

Safety
you feel when travelling by taxi?
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5.3.4.2

Comfortabililty

The Department of Transport's objective through the T,RS is a direct response to
the expressed needs of public transport commuters, and those who use taxis in
partlcular.lle question was then asked to find out if the commuters feel
comfortable when travelling by taxI- The responses to this question are presented
in Table 5.10 and Figure 5.9. It is Indicated that 61.6% of the respondents feel
uncomfortable because it is unsafe to travel by taxi and 35.4% feel comfortable.

Comfortabi Iity

T.able 5.1

I

. Frequency

Comfortable
Uncomfortable
Other

TOTAL

.



-

Percentage

89--

-

-

35.4.

.  154

61.6

"j
f-

250

...

2.8

100.0

Source: DlaminlmMokhele (2006)
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Figure 5.9:

Comfortability

al when travelling by taxi?

Source: Dlamlnl-Mokhele (2006)

5.3.4.3

I,iabillity

Reliabihty in this case refers to road worthiness and lack of accidents. When
responding to the question if taxis are reliable or not. 66.1 % of the respondents
perceive taxis to be unreliable and 33.9% to be reliable. Unreliability affirms to
the view lhat the minibus taxI fleet are not road worthy and account for thousands
of road accidents a year. Table 5.11 and Figure 5.10 represent the responses to
his question

Table 5.11:

Reliability
Frequency

.

Reliable

87['

I

l-

Percentage
33.9

.

Unreliable

-

_.

170

661
100.0
TOTAL
257
Source: Dlammi-Mokhele (2006)

Figure 5.10:

Reliability
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5.3.4.4

Efficiency

The question was asking if the minibus taxis are viewed as effIcient or not. In
terms of efficiency, 63% of the respondents feel that the taxi is Inefficient, while
37% perceive taxis to be effiCient. Table 5.12 and Figure 5.11 indicate the
results.

Impac1 of the Taxi Rec.apltalisalion Strate-gy on LhG expenditure patterns and poverty tevels of 199
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Table 5.12: Efficiency

Efficient
InefficientJ

78

37.0

331

630

Figure 5.11 : Efficiency
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5.3.4.

Convenience

To find out if the minibus taxi provide convenient service to the passenger, ~he
question was asked if the taxi is convenient or not. Convenience refers to
reaching the taxi rank or pick-up point and arriving on time to the desired
destination Of the respondents wtlO answered this question, 52.70/0 sees the
taxis to be convenient, whereas 47.3% views them as Inconvenient. Convenience
stems from the fad that local taxis can pick them up closer to their homes without
rnpact of the Taxi Recapitahsalion Strategy on the expenditure patterns and poverty levels of 200
taxi-mode commuters In the Vaal

even going to the taxi rank. Commuters therefore get to their various destinations
on

time.

Inconvenience

is

associated

wHh

overloading

experienced

by

commuters when travelling by minibus taxi, for instance, finding four commuters
forced to occupy a seat meant for three passengers. The responses are shown in
Table 5.13 and Figure 5.12.

Table 5.13: Convenience
---- 

-

-----

Frequel!S;Y

Percentage

Convenient

88

527

Inconvenient

79

47.3

16,7

100.0

TOTAL

Source: Dlaminf-Mokhele (2006)

Figure 5.12: Conven ience
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5.3.4.6

Time-saving

According to the TRS, taxIs will travel according to their scheduled times to avoid
over speeding and quarrel over pick-up turns among the operators. A questIOn
was then asked to find out if the current use of ITIlnlbus taxis is time-saving or
time-wasting for the commuters.

Of the respondents who answered this

question, 23.1 % feel's that the taxIs are time-saving ill terms of speed making
commuters to arrive on time in lheir destinations. Others (76.9%) perceive them
to be time-wasting since minibus taxis depart when they are fully loaded. They do
not have fixed departure and arrival schedules. In such a situation, taxIs re1ly on
the availability of passengers. Hlis is reflected in Table 5.14 and Figure 5.13.

Table 5.14: Time-savin
Frequenc

2.L

T9~Al J'
l

231

~~lI' ~-1;;]
uO

76.9

Source: Dlamini-Mokhele (2006)
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5.3.4.7

Frequency of service

To investigate whether the taxi commuters are satisfied with the frequency of
service provided by minibus taxis. the question relating to their level of
satisfaction or dissatisfaction of the commuters was asked.

Table 5.15 and

Figure 5.14 portray the responses to the question. 6.1 % of ttle commuters
responded to very satisfied, 55.1 % satisfied whilst 38.8% shows dissatisfaction
with the frequency of service.

Table 5.15: Frequency of servic,e

ery
satisfied
-

~

-:t

Satisfied
DIssatisfied
-

134
-------_.

TOTAL
Source: Dla

55.
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100.0
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Figure 5.14: Frequency of servIce
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5.3.4.8

Convenience of the taxi routes

Violence over taxi routes among the taxi owners is one of the reasons that led
the government to intervene in the taxi industry by formalising the minibus taxi
industry. The question was asked to find out the level of perceived convenience
of the taxi routes to the commuters.

They seem to be convenient since the

majority 58.3% find the taxi routes convenient. 8.2% very convenient whilst only
33.5% disagree, as shown in Table 5.16 and Figure 5.15

Table 5.16: Convenience of the taxi routes
Fre
Very
convenient

28

8.2

Convenient _ _2QQ..1
Nol
convenient

58.31
33.5

Figure 5.15: Convenience of the taxi routes
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5.3.4.9

Afford abili ty

Taking into consideration that the average household income in the Vaal was R3
481 per month in 2003 and 7. 'I olD (R244) of this income was spent on transport
per month, the question was asked whether a taxi commuter can afford the
existing fare. Of the respondents, 81.3% view minibus taxi fares as unaffordable
but they have to use rTllnibus taxIs as they work far from their homes Only 3.1 %
perceive it to be affordable (Table 5.17 and Figure 5.16).

Tahle 5.17: AffolidabHily
1

Frequenc
Not
afford.5lbl,e

_I

265

1

81.3

Affordable~,
Other

51

3.

I

15.6

326 J
100.0
I-Mokhele (2006)
figure 5.16: Affordability
y do you

Not affordable

trave~
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Source: Dlamini-Mokhele (2006)
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5.3.5

Additional inca

for the taxi tares

esponding to the question whether the employers pay extra money for
transport fares, it was clear that the majority of the respondents were not
receiving it (99%).

T'his high number indicates that a possible increase in taxI

fares will have to be paid by the taxi commuters. Only about 1.0% of the
respondents were receiving a transport fare from their employers

This is

indicated in Table 5.18 and Figure 5.17.

Table 5.18: Additional income for the ta,xi fares

Yes

' ,

No

-

_TOTAL

uen71" -- --"'-9-/
- 145
__
141!

.n._

I

Sou rce: Dlamini-Mokt1ele

Figure 5.17: Additional income for the taxi fares
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5.3.6

Commuters' ,experience when travelling by taxi

Dirty taxis and rudeness of the drivers were the main factors that were mentioned as
Table 5.19 and figure 5.18 show that

causing discomfort among the commuters.

37.9% of the respondents indicate the rudeness of taxI drivers and 42.3% mentioned
the dirtiness of the taxis.

The taxi commuters were seldom cheated of their change by taxi drivers (only 8.8%
indicated that). A total of 9.3% of the respondents neither experienced rudeness nor
dirtiness, and 1.7% mentioned bad driving by taxi drivers and lack of cleanliness by
the drivers and conductors. This shows that the majority of the commuters are
dissatisfied about the conduct of taxi drivers and conditions of the minIbus taxis. This
also indrcates a need to improve the conditions of the taxis and attItudes of the taxi
drivers

In

order to ensure good service in the industry.

able 5.19: Commuters l experience when travemng by taxi

---
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Fig:ure 5.18: Commute,rs' exp,erience when travelling by taxi
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5.3.7

Commuters' involvement in taxI collisio

The respondents were askeCi

If

they had previously been involved In a taxi

collision. The majority (85.9°/<-:; did not experience a collision whilst 14.1 %
indicated that they did experience collision while

travellin~

oy taxi. Of these

cormnuters, 48% blame the cause of collisions on the taxi driver, while 30.0%
blame it on the drivers of the other vehicles, This is indicated in Table 5.20 an"
Figure 5.19. Even jf those who experienced collision forrr. only 14,1% of the taxi
commuters, this percentage is very high. The fact that 48% blame the collision on
the taxi drivers, Indicates a need for transformation of the taxi Industry

able 5.20: Commuters' involvement in taxi collision
F~equency

Yes

No

OTAl

49

~
347

~~'~I

~OO_

Source Dlaminr-Mokl1ele (2006)
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5.3.8

The caus,e of vi,ojence in the minibus taxi industry

Table 5.21 and Figure 5.20 indicate the responses to the question of the cause
of violence

In

the mdustry. It is perceived that the taxi drivers and associations

are the main contributors to violence in the taxi Industry Of the respondents
Interviewed, 42.3% blame it on taxi drivers while 37.4% blame it on taxI
associations. Of the interviewees, 11.7% pOlm to the criminals in the industry
while only 6.8% put the blame on the criminals outside the mdustry.

This

means that the taxi violence emanates within tile taxI industry itself rather than
outside the industry. This suggests a need for the intervenHon from the
stakeholders outside the industry to improve the status quo of the taxi industry.

expendtlLlre patterns and poverty levels of 209

Tabre 5,.21: Causes of violence in the minibus taxi industry
I

Associations
Drivers
Criminals in the
indus.. J
Criminals outsIde
l]dustrv
Other

P_~centag~

I Frequency
243
I

TOTAL
--Source: Dlamini-Mokhere
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76

.7
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12

6.8 I
1.8

,650

100

(2006)

Figure 5.20: Causes of violence in the minibus
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5.3.9

Knowledge about the TRS

Concerning lhe newly proposed Taxi Recapitalisation Strategy, the majority of
commuters (75.8%) were aware of the new bigger taxis. According to them, the
source of information was largely from the radio (58.1 %), newspaper (18.5%).
television (13.6) and friends (8.7%) This is indicated in Table 5,22 and 5.23, and
Figure 5.21 and 5.22.

Impact of tile TaxI RecapJtalisatlo
taxi-mode cor"mulers If'I !he Vaal

overty levels of ~
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Know~edge

Table 5.22:

about the TRS

IYes IFrequency
i Percentage I
260

d= 83l

No

TOTA~

343

1Q.O.

Source Dlamini-Mokhe!e (2006)

Frgure 5.21: Knowledge about the TRS
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Table 5.23: Source of knowledge about the TR
--

-

--

Pe_rcentag~

Frequency
Radio

-

Newspaper
Government
offices
-.
Community
-leaders
,

~. TOTAL

-

1.66

-

18.5

0

0

3

1.1

~

-

58,1

53

25

Friends

----

TV

-

39

-

f

286

Source: Dlamini-Mokhele (2006)

8.7
13_6
100.0
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5.3.10

Com muters I feelings about the TRS

The commuters are mostly in favour of the Taxi Recapitalisation Strategy erRS)
since 63.9% indicated in theiJ responses that they feel good about the TRS,
whilst 34.3% are not sure. Table 5.24 and Figure 5.23 indicate that only 1.8% is
not in favour of the programrTle citing the possible rise in taxi fares as their main
point of dissa tisfaction.

Table 5.24: c,ommuters' feeWings about the TR
.

-

Good
Bad
Not
sure

-

Frequency__ Percentage
209
63.9
1.8
6.

34.3
112
32.7
100.0
_._
- -
Source Dlamini-Mokhele (2006)

TOTAL
-

poverty levels of.2 ! ._

Figure 5.23:
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5.3.11

Anticipated advantages from the TR

The respondents were asked to express anticipa1ed advantages of the TRS.
The anticipated advantages highlighted by the respondents include safety
(27.2%), comfort (25.9%), convenience ("15.3°/o) and reliability (10.2%), as
indicated in Table 5.25 and Figure 5.24. These responses towards the TRS
indicate that commuters anticipate improved service conditions

follow~ng

the

implementalJOn 01 the TRS.

he expenditure patterns and poverty levels of:? ! J

Table 5.25: Anticipated advantages from the TRS
Frequency Percentage
205
27.2
195
2~.9

-

Safety
Comfort
--ConVenience
Time saver
-Low cosl
Reliability
_EfficIency
None
Other

-

115

153

30
35
7755 .
37

~

4.0
--47

-

10.2
7.3
4.9
0.5

<-- 

~--

4
753

TOTAL

100.0-

Source: Dlamini-Mokhele (2006)

Figure 5.24: Anticipated advantages from the T!RS
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Prepared ness to pay extra for perceived benefits

5.3.12

Even

~f

there are new taxis on the road and with the scrapping allowance of R50 000

for old taxis, the price of the New Taxi Veh,icles is still high. These high vehicle prices
ight be passed on to the taxi commuters by increasing taxi fares. The respondents
were then asked whether they would be prepared to pay extra or increased taxi fare for
the perceived benefits. The majority of the respondents (49.6%), as indicated in Table
5.26 and FiQure 5.25, are not sure whether they are willing to pay extra for the
perceived benefits and 33% is not prepared to pay extra taxi fare.

Only 17.4% is

prepared to pay more on taxi fares.

Table 5.26:

I-

L

Jes-

I

Preparedness to pay extra for percei'ved benefits

Freguency

I

PercentaEe]

174

No

33.0

Not sure
TOTAL J
333
Source: DlamJni-Mokhele (2006)
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.2.13 Money savinglloss from the Taxi Recapitalisation Strategy

The respondents were asked whether they perceive that the TRS would save
them money or not

Of the respondents interviewed, 49.4% are not sure

whether the TRS would save them money or not and 20.8% does not see any
change in terms of money savings. 18.4% mdicates that the TRS will save th,em
more money, whilst 11.4% will save them less. Table 5.27 and Figure 5.26
indicate the responses of the respondents.

Table 5.27 Money savmngi/loss from the TRS
~r~quen.9' I-Perc;entage

-

- Same
Save
less
Save
more
Don't
know

69

2.0.8-

38

11.4

61

18.4

164
494TOTAL
332
-100.0
--
Source: Dlammi-Mokhele (2006)
- -

-

Figure 5.26: Money savin9'/loss from the TR.S
ontnlol1. will the laxl recapltalis3tion save you money or
are you going to pay more?
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5.3.14

Commuters' reacti'on on taxi fares increase by 20%

The question asked was to find out whether commuters would continue to use
minibus taxis or change to other modes of transport, such as bus or train, if taxi
fares increase.

As reflected in Table 528 and Figure 5.27, most respondents

(738%) Indicate their willingness to continue usin9 the taxi mode even if the fare
would rise by 20%.

Of the respondents, 17% points that they will resort to using

a bus if the taxi fare increases and 3% will use a train instead. Other (6.2%) who
are nearby to their places of work prefer to use bicycles or walk.

Table 5.28: Commuters' reaction from fares Increase by 20%

~ Continue- to use
a taxI
Use
a bus
Use a train
Other

,

Frequency

Percentage

248

--

73.8
17.0
3,0
6.2
-_.
1~

57
~

10

21
TOTAL
- 336
Source: Dlamini-Mokhele (2006)

IFigure 5.27: Commuters' reaction from fares increase by 20%
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5.3.15 Impact of fares increase by 20% on commuters' standard of Jiiving

To find out how the commuters' perceived the impact of a 20% fares increase
on their standard of living, the question was asked whether their standard of
living would remain the same or they would reduce spending on other items
like food and education. The majority of the respondents (51.5%) would reduce
their spending on food, while 13.5% would have less money for education. Of
the respondents, 27.3% perceive no change in the standard of living.

Other

(7.7%) anticipate the possible reduction in other things, for example, visiting
friends staying in other areas. Table 5.29 and Figure 5.28 indicate the
responses to this question.

Table 5.29: Impact of fares increase of 20% on commuters' standard of
iVing

t

Frequency_

No chang.e
Reduce spending
on food
Less money for
education

103

27.3

194

51.5

51

13.5

-'-'~

Other

Perc~ntage

29

TOTAL
377
Source: Dlamini-M1okhele (2006)
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Figlure 5.28: Impact of the fares increase on commuters' standard of living
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5.3.5

General perceptions about private cars versus pub'ic
transport

All households Interviewed consider private cars as the most comfortable and
convenient method of travel.

Although the majority of households in the Vaal

cannot afford to buy a private car, they are aware of the range of services that it
provides. Those advantages mentioned include the following:

•

Privacy in travelling, personal control of heating, well-upholstered and
assured seats, and protection from unbecoming weather;

•

Ideal for shopping, family outings and other opportunities for leisure,

III

Acts like a mobile liVing room;

~

Serves as a status and prestige symbol; and
Time to travel is determrned by the owner or driver and is available on a
24 hour basis.

Some of the disadvantages mentioned by both users and nOll-users include high

-
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transport costs in terms of petrol, maintenance and others; traffic congestion, and
the lack of parking space in lowns and cities

While the majority of the households consider private cars the most convenient,
public transport also offers some advantages. Those that were mentioned include
absence of driving strain by the passenger, lack of parking worries and reduced
spending on transport costs.

In the case of a train, no congestions are

experienced.

The following. disadvantages in the use of public transport are also experienced
and mentioned by the respondents:

It operates only during certain hours and certain days;
•

Trips are restricted by the routes on which the public transport travels;

..

Time available for trips;

{..

Less flexibility as journey times have to be planned to meet bus or train
schedules;

r.;

Infrequent services outside rush hours, absence of night or late night
servIces in most areas and normal services reduced during holiday
periods;

•

Unreliability and inconvenience of public transport results to frustrations
experienced when transferring from one mode to another;

•

Uncertain lengths of waiting time (taxis in particular); and

Of

Risk of violence and accidents.

The qualities that the private cars possess are much more seamless compared to
those which the public lransport offers. Hence, people prefer private transport to
public transport.

According to the study conducted by Unilever Institute

(2005:14) in South African urban areas, 71% of black middle class had access to
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a car in 2005 compared to 29% in 1994.

The vast difference between the levels of mobility provided by private cars and
public transport respectively has major implications for transport policy.

To

provide equity to all the citizens, in as far as passenger transport is concerned,
the government's transport policy

IS

to make both the private car users and the

public transport users on paL It is also the prerogative of the government to make
public transport more attractive so as to discourage the use of private cars (DoT,
2006b).

5.5

Summary and conclusion

This chapter presented an overview of the Vaal in terms of its socio-economic
profile, labour force, poverty levels, and income and expenditure patterns of the
households.

1', sample of 260 households was interviewed by means of

questionnaire interviews during the period August 2005 to February 2006 to
determine their levels of income; expenditure patterns; experience towards taxis
in terms of reliability, safety, affordability and perceptions about the Taxi
Recapitalisation Strategy.

The monthly average household income was determined at R3 811 in 2006. Of
this amount, 37.1 % was spent on groceries, 9.1 % on transport per month 7.1 %
was spent only on taxi fares per month on average.

One of the hardships among township residents of the Vaal is unemployment.
The unemployment rate of the Vaal households surveyed was 39.8% in 2006. In
2003 the unemployment rate was 60.7%. This shows that unemployment has
decreased. This might be due to entrepreneurial activities that people are
engaged in and the economic growth in the country that allowed some levels of
absorption of people in the labour market.

Impact of the TaxJ RecapitalrsallOfl Strategy
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the expenditure patterns and poverty levels of::'2!

The level of poverty in the FBTs of the Vaal was determined. The headcount
index was determined at 0.59 in 2006. This means that 59% of households live
below their poverty lmes. The poverty gap index was determined at 0.45, which
reflects that households lack on average 45% of income to attain a level equal to
their poverty line.
2003, the percentage of the households below their poverty line in the
townships was even higher, 63%. This shows some decrease

In

the level of

poverty compared to earlier years. The reason for this improvement in poverty
levels can be attributed to the introduction of more learnerships by both the
government and the business sector, which has slightly improved the living
standards.

The introduction of social grants and improvement in old age

pensions has also contributed to the stability ot the standard of living among the
Vaal township dwellers.

Although the levels of poverty have decreased in the townships of the Vaal, the
severity of poverty remains high in some households. Using the Household
Subsistence level (HSL) reflecting the household's respective poverty line,
45.4% of the households have an incor,-:e tllat is less then 50% of their HSL
amount, indicating severe

povert~/.

With regard to transport, the majority (61.3%) of the respondents use minibus
taxis as their mode of transport as compared to private cars. This is because
private cars are not affordable to the majority of the township dwellers.

Responses pertaining to taxi characteristics as perceived by the commuters
relate to safety, comfortability, reliability, efficiency and afford ability. The majority
of 'the respondents regard taxis to be unsafe (59%), uncomfortable (61.6%),
unreliiable (66.1), inefficient (63%), time-wasting (76.9%), fares not affordable
(81.3%).

Although

55.1 (%

of the

respondents

were

satisfied

with

other

characteristics such as time-saving in terms of time spent travellingl, the majority
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expressed rudeness by the taxi drivers (37.9%) and dirty vehicles (42.3%) when
travelling by taxi. The main contributors to violence indicated were largely due to
conflict among drivers (42.3%) and associations (37.4).

If the Improvements and sustain ability in the public transport system in South
Africa is to be achieved, the current conditions in the taxi industry should be
improved. The above percentages show that the current conditions experienced
by the taxi commuters are worrYing and something should be done to improve
the current conditions in the taxi industry.

Besides all the negative characteristics of taxis described by the taxi commuters,
such as dirty vehicles, rudeness by driver, violence and accidents, taxis are still
preferred by the majority of the commuters (613%) to other modes of transport,

With regard to the Taxi Recapitalisation Strategy (TRS), the majority of the
respondents (75.8%) indicated that they were aware of the TRS. Their main
sources of knowledge were radio (58.1 %) and newspapers (185%).

Of the

respondents, 63.9% of the respondents largely reported to be in favour of the
TRS since passenger safety is highlighted as a priority in the strategy. They also
perceive safety, comfort and convenience to be the main advantages associated
with the TRS.

Regardless of the positive characteristics associated with the TRS, 33% of the
respondents are not prepared to pay 20% extra taxi fares if they were to increase
following the implementation of the TRS,

Of the respondents, 208% perceive

that because of their limited monthly income, they would be forced to reduce their
spending, especially on food, education and leisure

Of the respondents, 22.3%

believe that their standard of living wiU stay the same after the implementation of
the TRS, since some of them walk to their places of work.
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This chapter has therefore determined made it clear that a more focused
approach to formalise and assist the taxi Industry should be in the best Interests
of commuters since the majority of the taxi commuters are poor and rely on
minibus taxis to arrive at their places of work. The next chapter will then focus on
the impact assessment of the Taxi RecapitaUsation Strategy on poverty levels
and expenditure patterns of the taxi-mode commuters of the Vaal
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CHAPTER 6

IMPACT ASSES

NT OF THE TAXI

RECAPITALlSAT~ON

ST'RATEGY

~ntroductio

6.1

One of the main functions of the taxi industry is to serve the community by
providing affordable transport and stimulate economic activities among its users.
As discussed in Chapter 3, taxi-mode transport is the most frequently used
means of transport by the township dwellers of the Vaal.

As such the

transformation of the industry would have measurable effects on the living
standards of the commuters, especially the poor Poverty levels as well as
expenditure patterns of the taxi commuters would most probably change after the
implementation of the Taxi Recapitalisation Strategy (TRS)

The primary focus of this chapter therefore is to assess the impact of the TRS on
the households of the Vaal by responding to the following questions as raised in
Chapter 1:

g

How will the implementation of the TRS affect the cost of transport and
therefore the levels of poverty and expenditure patterns in the
townships of the Vaal?

II

When implemented, will consumers spend at current or at even
increased levels of their disposable incomes on taxi fares?

s

Will the TRS achieve the macro-economic goal of poverty alleviation by
not contrib1uting

to people's poverty chain,

but rather enhance

economic activity?
..

How should the government intervene to maintain or improve the
status quo of the taxi commuters?
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The chapter is divided Into three parts.

Part 1 of this chapter hig:hligh:ts critical findings of the National Household Travel
Survey of 2003 which serves as the basis for the analysis of the current findings.

Part 2 of this chapter focuses on the potential economic effects of fare changes
on household expenditure, taking into account the socio-economic status of the
comrnuters before and after the TRS.

Part 3 analyses the extent at which government's intervention is needed towards
taxi fare costs (subsidising fares), and the strategy required to ensure that the
customer-based goals are met in the Vaal.

6.2

Nation,al Household Travel Survey

The National

Household Travel

Survey (NHTS) was

South Africa's first

representative nationwide household travel survey (StatsSA, 2003). Statistics
South Africa executed the survey on behalf of the Department of Transport in
May/June 2003. The NHTS was based on a representative sample that covered
approXimately 50 000 household.

The tabling of the findings to stakeholders

such as government departments, researchers and academic institutions to
identify the kind of planning and appropriate interventions needed, aimed to
ensure a more effective and efficient public transport system for the country. It
also provides strategic insight into the travel patterns and transport problems of
the people of South Africa.

The NHTS survey points to the widespread crisis in service delivery in Hie
transport sector.

It hIghlights, amongst other things, that commuters are

dissatisfied aboLit the public transport costs which comprise a large proportion of
household income, long travel times, and uneven access to public transport
(StatsSA, 2003:12).

The high public transport costs are also true for the Vaal
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taxi~mode

commuters since file average household monthly income was determined at R3
81'l in 2006. Of this amount R347 (9.1 %) is spent on transport per month. Of this
amount 87% (R301.72) is spent on taxi fares per month (Dlamini-Mokhele, 2006).

It is also spelt out that public transport and walking are the lifetime forms of
mobility for over 80% of households. In the six metropolitan areas, 2.3 million
workers (49.0% of workers) use public transport compared to the 1.85 million
workers (39.5%) who use a car. Another 415 000 workers (11.5%) walk in metro
cities. Therefore in the 6 metro cities, 60.5% of workers use public transport or
walk compared to 39.5% who use a car to work (StatsSA, 2003:13).

The results of the 2006 survey data concur with this explanation, in that Vaal
households using public transport accounted for 76.5%. For those who prefer to
walk (striders) constituted about 24% in both 2006 survey data and the Ministry
of Transport (2002) data as :'eflected in Chapter 2, Table 2.1.

A total of over 8 million people live in households with access to at least one car
About 26% of households in South Africa have access to a motor car. This is
because in households where income exceeds R6 000 per month, 82% have
access to one or more cars (StatsSA, 2003:15).

Table 2.1 also indicates that

19% of the urban passenger segments use only cars (stubborn). Only 6.4% of
households who use private cars in the townships surveyed in the Vaal. This
smaller percentage is largely due to the fact that the level of poverty is higher and
people cannot afford (813%) to own their own cars. Gauteng and the Western
Cape have the highest car ownership levels. However, at 108 cars per 1000 of
the population for the country as a whole. car ownership in South Africa remains
at its infancy (South Africa Yearbook, 2005/06:612).

The StatsSA (2003: 15) further argues that currently nearly 50% of all South
African households use public transport to access police stations and municipal
offices.

Of the households that use public transport, 40% of households use
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pUblic transport to access medical services and post offices, 55% to access
welfare offices and 64% use pUblic transport to access non-food shops

An

additional 31 % walk to police stations, 28% walk to municipal offices, 41 % walk
to medical services, 38% to post offices, 25% walk to welfare offices and 15% to
non-food shops.

With regards to the Vaal, 61.3% of the respondents to the survey use minibus
taxis as their mode of transport as compared to private cars According to the
Ministry of Transport (2002:47) urban passenger segments, these could fall
under survival (captive to cheapest public transport), sensitive (captive to pUblic
transport, but selects best option) and selective segments (can afford car but
willing to use public transport) (see Table 2.1) Only 6.4% of the Vaal households
use private cars to work (stubborn). This is because private cars are not
affordable to the majority of the township dwellers (stranded).

A significant

percentage (23.5%) of the members of household prefer to walk to work (strider)
due to unaffordable transport costs (Section 5.3.4.9).

When analysing public transport satisfaction levels, the StatsSA (2003: 17)
findings pointed out that long commuting distances result in increased burdens
on poorer households in terms of travel times and costs.

Of the respondents,

46% of train users, 35% of bus users and 25% of taxi users are dissatisfied with
travel times.

30% of SA households (over 3.5 mUllion households) spent more

than 10% of their monthly income on public transport. In the Vaal FBTs, 9.1 % of
monthly income was spent on transport (Dlaminj-Mokhele, 2006).

Although the Vaal commuters use minibus taxis, only 23.1 % of the respondents
felt that the taxis were time-saving in terms of speed affording commuters to
arrive on time to their destinations Others (769%) perceived them to be time
wasting since minibus taxis only depart when they are fully loaded as they do not
have fixed departure and arrival schedules In such a situation, taxis rely on the
availability of passengers (Dlamim-Mokhele, 2006)
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Key StatsSA (2003: 5) findings in relation to public transport usage and
satisfaction levels in South Africa include:

e

The number of workers who use public transport amoUllt to 3.85 million
and 3.15 million workers use private cars,

~

Of the workers who use public transport, 64% use a taxi, 21°1.1 use a bus
and 15% use a train;

o

Of the taxi users, 67% are dissatisfied with safety (including 78% of
metropolitan taxi users). 64% are unhappy with facilities at ranks and 60%
are unhappy with the roadworthiness of taxis;

he percentage of train users that is unhappy about the level of crowding
amounts to 71 (I/o of the total train users

Of the total train users, 63% are

unhappy about security on trains and 60% are unhappy about the distance
between home and the station;

Q

Of the total bus users, 74% are unhappy with the facilities at stops (e.g.
shelters)

This rises to 82% of rural bus users. 54% are unhappy with the

level of crowding

on

buses and 51 % are unhappy with off-peak

frequencies,

EO

A large percentage on all modes is unhappy with frequencies in both the
peak and off peak times.

For trains, 40% are unhappy with peak

frequency and 52% with off peak.

For bus it is 41 % unhappy with peak

frequency and 51 % with off peak and for taxi it is 36% unhappy with peak
frequency and 44% unhappy with off ,:leak frequency;
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OJ

Of S.A households, 76% do not feel they have access to a train station,
38% perceive no access to a bus stop and 8% cannot access a taxi stop',
and

f)

There is an urgent need to address the quality of public transport facilities
at stops and stations - 53% of rail users, 74% of bus users and 64% of taxI
users are dissatisfied in this regard (StatsS.A, 20032)

Although the NHTS covered the entire country, it is also essential to relate it to
some key findings of the current survey for the Vaal households.

The key

findings of the 2006 questionnaire survey conducted among the Vaal FBT
households are highlighted below:

i:

Taxi is the mostly used mode of transport by commuters of the Vaal, as it
is used by 61.3% of the households.

23.5% of the commuters walk to

their destination, since they work closer to their homes. While 6.4 % of
commuters use their private transport and 2.5% use bus as mode of
transport;

On general perceptions about private cars versus public transport, all
households interviewed consider private cars as the most comfortable and
convenient method of travel;

f)

Responses

pertaining

to

taxi

commuters relate to safety,

characteristics
comfortabillty,

affordability. The detailed analysis is

g~ven

as

perceived

reliability.

by

the

efficiency and

in Section 5.3.4.

Besides all the negative characteristics taxis described by the taxi commuters,
such as dirty vehicles, rudeness by driver, violence and accidents, taxis are still
the mostly used mode of transport (61.3) as compared to other modes.

The

detailed analysis is given in Section 5.3.6.
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The StatsSA (2003) has given an in depth analysis of the needs of the public
transport commuters.

It corresponds with the recent survey conducted by the

researcher at the Vaal. The

in~ormation

contained in both surveys make it clear

that South Africa is in dire need of an integrated, efficient public transport system
that considers the needs of the public transport commuters. It is therefore
essential that the government and transport authorities give consideration to the
needs of the commuters, especially the poor who use minibus taxis as their mode
of transport.

Section 6.3 discusses the potential economic effects of the Taxi Recapitalisation
Strategy on the expenditure and poverty levels of the households of the Vaal.

6.3

General impact of the Taxi RecapUa'lisation 'Strategy on the

Vaal minibus taxi commuters

Since the Vaal is the study area, and most of the lower income households live in
the townships, focus is put on taxi commuters living in the Former Black
Townships (F 8Ts) of the Vaal, which were surveyed in August 2005 to February
2006.

The FBTs were chosen because, according to Siabbert (2004:25), it is

where the majority or about 90% of the unemployed and 95.7% of the poor
resides.

The 2003 VRG research findings and 2006 survey data show that poverty and
employment are high in the Vaal, especially in the townships. The data provided

in these surveys wil'l be useful in assessing the economic impact of the TRS on
poverty levels and expenditure patterns in the townships of the Vaal.
Hypothetical taxi fare changes will be used to investigate possible changes in the
standard of hving of the Vaal households after the implementation of the TRS.
The TRS puts safety of the passengers and reliability of the minibus taxis as its
priorities. According to the Ministry of Transport (2002:52) unsafe vehicle
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conditions are exacerbated by a minimum maintenance philosophy to preserve
margins. Safety

IS

also compromised by a lack of enforcement of roadworthiness

and safety standards. It is further stated in the report that members of the South
African Police Service (SAPS) do not inspect motor vehicles as frequently as
they should and alleged that members of the SAPS frequently take bribes from
both taxi drivers and taxi owners.
Safety is also the major concern for the taxi comrnuters of the Vaal. As discussed
in Section 5.3.4.1, the majority of the respondents to the 2006 survey indicated
that they feel unsafe (59%) when travelling by minibus taxis. This is largely due to
speeding. lack of safety belts, and violence that dominates the taxi industry.

-"he Department of Transport commented that there is a trade off between public
safety and black empowerment. If the Department of Transport were to enforce
standards in the taxi industry, it could be anticipated that a significant proportion
of taxis would be out of business (Ministry of Transport, 2002:52).

The TRS also aims to ensure that user-needs are catered for. These include a
reliable, convenient, comfortable, efficient and time-saving public transport
system. On the question of reliability of minibus taxis, Section 5.3.4.3shows that
66.1 % of the respondents perceive taxis to be reliable and 33.9% to be
unreliable. Unreliability is based on the view that the minibus taxi fleet is not road
worthy and accounts for thousands of road accidents a year (Ministry of
Transport, 2002:51).

In terms of efficiency, the 2006 survey data indicates that 63% of the
respondents feel that the minibus taxis are inefficient whilst 37% perceives taxis
to be efficient. On the issue of convenience, 52.7% of the respondents see the
taxis to be convenient. whereas 47.3% views them as inconvenient. Convenience
stems from the fact that local taxis can pick them up closer to their homes without
even going to the taxi rank. Commuters therefore get to their various destinations

--------------
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on

time

Inconvenience

is

associated

with

overloading

experienced

by

commuters when travelling by minibus taxi

Looking at comfortability and time saving or wasting and frequency of service of
he minibus taxis, the 2006 survey data indicates that 61.6% of the respondents
feel uncomfortable and 35.6% feel comfortable when travelling by taxi. 6 1% of
the commuters responded to be very satisfied, 55.1 % satisfied whtlst 38.8%
shows dissatisfaction with the frequency of service.

23.1 % feels that the taxis

are time-saving in terms of speed making commuters to arrive on time in their
destinations. Others (76.9%) perceive them to be time-wasting since minibus
taxis depart when they are fully loaded. They do not have fixed departure and
arrival schedules. In such a situation, taxis rely on the availability of passengers.

To ensure that the minibus taxi industry is better capacitated, customer care is
regarded as important by the TRS to control unfair practices by the taxi
operators.

The analysis given in Section 5.3.6 on the commuters' experience

when travelling by taxi confirms that training of minibus taxi operators on
customer care would be very important to ensure the successful implementation
of the TRS.

To analyse the impact of the possible increase of taxi fares following the
implementation of the TRS, it is necessary to refer to Section 3.3.1 where the
objectives of the TRS and the customer-based goals are discussed. Taking these
objectives and the goals into consideration and if the TRS is to be successfully
implemented, then the overall impact would mostly be a much safer, reliable,
convenient, efficient and time-saving public transport

In the next section, affordability will be explored.
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6.3.1

Impact of the TRS on taxi f.ares

In measuring lhe impact of price changes on poverty in Brazil, Son and Kakwani
(2006:13) found that price changes have occurred in a way that favours the non
poor proportionally more than the poor. For instance In British Columbia, an
increase of the customer base in the taxi industry was satisfied with the fare
structure of metered rates, i.e. increased fares (Taxi Study Panel, 1999:31).

According to the Taxi Study Panel (1999:32), the Vancouver Taxi Association
asked that fares be adjusted every two years in order to keep up with increases
in overhead costs. The B.C Taxi Association suggested that fares be tied to the
cost of living index and the needs of the industry.

They further suggested that

fare increases be introduced on a regional basis according to the needs of the
industry.

They specifically wanted any costs that were a result of new

government regulation to be covered by a corresponding fare increase. The taxi
Industry applied to the Motor Carrier Commission (MCC) for a fare rate increase
of 19% in 1997,

The MCC denied the increase and instead granted a rate

increase of 1.7% due to the fact that the supply of taxis did not change since
1991 and the demand for taxis by the commuters increased substantially since
that time.

As a result, the taxi industry in ':'le Vancouver region enjoyed positive conditions
for sustained profitability

It was recommended that in order to encourage

innovation, the regulations should be modified to permit a range of fare
structures,

~nstead

of flat rates, such as, rates for shared rides, individual fares,

and chartered fares. This would increase the taxi industry's flexibility and
competitiveness and lower costs for consumers. An automatic review of taxi fares
every two years was recommended for the taxi industry, only if and when the
industry was prepared to be financially accountable and present appropriate
financIal data {Taxi Study Panel, 1999:41).
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South Africa, New Taxi Vehicles (NTVs) are already operating in some
provinces, such as Gauteng, the Western Cape and KwaZulu Natal. They still
charge the same fare as other taxis for the fear of losing commuters if they
increase the taxi fare. However, operators are likely to increase the taxi fares for
the NTVs in order to recover their costs of buying these taxi vehicles.

Analysing the impact of taxi fare changes following the TRS requires comparison
of original fares that the Vaal commuters currently pay and the estimation of new
fares following the TRS. As such, currenI and percentage changes in taxi fares
for different locations are used in the analysis. Some of the data used on current
fares was given by the Vaal households during interviews.

Changes in expenditure patterns and poverty levels are analysed using 4
different possible cases showing percentage changes in fare prices after the
rmplementation of the TRS. The impact assessment model is then applied to the
data. These likely cases about taxi fares are:

Case 1: Fare remains the same
Case 2: Far8

i~creases

by 10%

Case 3: Fare increases by 15%
Case 4: Fare increases by 20%

Case1: If there is no change (0%) in taxi fares after the TRS, commuters Will
continue paying the same amount of taxi fares they are currently paying prior to
the TRS. Table 6.1 shows current taxi fares from the respective townships to the
cities where most of the households of the Vaal work, shop and do their other
businesses. These cities include Vereeniging, Vanderbijlpark and Sasolburg. For
instance, a one-way trip from Evaton to either Vereeniging or Vanderbijlpark
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costs R8.00 (R 16.002 ); and it costs R12.00 (R24.00) to travel to Sasolburg by taxi
from Evaton.

3Monthly fares per trip are also reflected, for example it costs

R160.00 (R320.00) per month.

Table 6.1 ~

rip taxi fares (2006)

per I Fares

ares

per

Vanderbijlpark

month

month

(one-way trip)

(one~way

(two-way

trip)

trip)

7.50

150.00

300.00

8.00

160.00

320.00

Bophelong

6.50

30.00

260.00

Boi,tume·lo

7.50

150.00

300.00

Tshepiso

6.50

130.00

260.00

'Bofpaton

6.50

130.00

260.00

Muvhango

6.50

130.00

260.00

Sebokeng

valon

Sharpville

6.

12.00

Zamdela

f Average

50

~

7.50

130.00 I
L_-:-::

1

240.00
150.00

I

260.00
-

---_.....

480,00

I

300.00

I

Source: Dlamini-Mokhele (2006)

If Case 1 applies, commuters will remain at their current poverty levels and
maintain the same expenditure patterns after the TRS as there is no change in
taxi fares

2

Amounts in brackets Indicate a two-way tnp as individuals travei lrom home to work and back

home after work

3

Fares per month are calculated, with the assumption that the normal working days equal 20

days per month

--------.
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Case 2: If taxi fares increase by 10%, taxi commuters are likely to adjust their
current spending on other goods or services, although the change might be
small!

Table 6.2 is set out to indicate the change in taxi fares after the TRS. If

taxi fares increase by 10%, taking Evaton as an example, taxi commuters would
require an additional 80c to travel from Evaton to Vereeniging or Vanderbijlpark.
The price change would then increase from R8.00 (R16.00) (original price) to
R8.80 (R17.60) (new price). The taxi fare per month would rise from R160.00
(R320.00) to R 176 (R352.00). An increase in taxi fare per month would amount
to R16.00 (R32 00). A trip to Sasolburg (Zamdela), for instance, currently costs
R240.00 (R480.00) per month (original price), and would increase to R264.00
(R528.00) (new price) if taxi fares increase by 10%. The average taxi fare per
month would amount to R330.00 after the implementation of the TRS, a rise from
R300.00.

Table 6.2:

Township

-

An increase in the taxi fares by 10% (2006)

I Vereeniging'

10%

j

Vanderbij'lpark

N...
pnce

Amourlt

-

Original

New

price per

price

changes

changes

month

per

per

per

(one

month

month

month

way-trip)

(One

(one-way

I

Amount

I

(Original price)

I

(two
r

way

trip)
Sebokeng

vaton

~-_.-- -

Bophelong
Boitumelo

--Ts~)episo

-

I

7~

165 00

,~oo~~.oo

160 -00

176 00

1600

32.00

710

130.00

142.00

75

8.25

150.00

-16500

65

7.10

130.00

142.00

12.00

24.00

825

800

7=- _
80

880

6.50

65

7.50
6.50

J

150.00-1
•. 1

I
._-~

--_._-

~

Zamdela
.Average
--

I

·1I

650

.65

7.10

130.00

1.:12 00

12.00

2400

6.50

.65

1'10

142.00

12.00

2400

6.50

L .. 65

7 '0

130.00
r-- 

14200

12.00

1 ?O

1J 20

- , 5Cq

0.75

8.25

130.00

24000
-1-5000T

Source: Dlamini-Mokhele (2006)
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264 00

1200

24.00

2400

4BOO

16540r

1500-J

3'0.001

Case 3: !f the taxi fares increase by 15%, expenditure changes would have to be
made.

This case is illustrated In Table 6.3 which reflects fare increases per

month. Travelling from Evaton, for example would cost R1.20 (R2.40) more for
taxi commuters to reach Vereeniging or Vanderbijlpark. The new price would
then be R9.20 (R 18.40), and increase from R8.00 (R16.00) (original price) to
R9.20 (R18.40) (new price). The total fare per mont:" would rise from R160.00
(R220.00) to R184.00 (R368.00). ,6,n increase in the taxi fare per month would
then amount to R24.00 (R48.00). Transport by taxi to Sasolburg (Zamdela) costs
R240.00 (R480.00) currently per month (original price), and would increase to
R276.00 (R552.00) (new price) if taxi fares increase by 15%.

The

average

taxi

fare

per

month

would

amount

to

R345.20

after the

implementation of the TRS, which is R45.20 rise from R300 00 before TRS. This
rise in the taxi fares would affect current expenditure of the household and
adjustment would

have to

be

made,

e.g.

reduced

spending

on

certain

commodities and services, e.g. on clothing and recreation

.
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n increase in the taxi fares per single trip by 15% (2006)

Table 6.3:

Vereeni~

Township

New price

Original

New

Amount

Amount

gingl

(one-way

price per

price per

Changes

Changes

Vanderbijl

trip)

month

moonth

(one-

(two-way

(one-way

(one

way trip)

trip)

trip

wa.y trip)

15%

palik

Sebokeng
Evaton
._-- .. _--Bopheiong

7.50


I-

BOO

-

--- 650

BOltumelo

7.50

Tsllepiso

6.50

-

~--

-~

BOlpatong

6.50

---

I

~

113

863

15000

1 20

920

16000

172,60

748

1 13

8.63

15000

17260

22.60

1 13

~-748

13000

14960

19.00

3800

7.48

13000

14960

19.00

3800

748'

13000

14960

19.00

38.00

1900

38.00

35 DO

70 00

113

~~~--

~--

19.00

6.50

113

748

13000

Zamdela

1200

160

1380

2"1000

27600

Average

750

Sharpvllie

- .

4800

00

98

I
14960 I

--

~4
~

1-:-13

.

4520

18400
--_.
- - r-149,60
130.00



6.50

Muvhango

22.60

1 13
863
------

150~ 172.60
-

22.60

I

3800
----45.20

L

Source: Dlamlnl-Mokhele (2006)

Case 4 If the taxi fare increases by 20%, commuters would have to make

spending adjustments to be able to maintain their status quo.

This case is

illustrated in Table 6.4 showing fare increases per trip as well as cost per month.
Travelling from Evaton, for example would cost R160 (R320) more for a taxi
commuter to reach Vereeniging or Vanderbijlpark. The price change would then
increase from R8.00 (R16.00) (original price) to R9.60 (R1920) (new price). The
total taxi fare per month would rise from R160.00 (R32000) to R192.00
(R384.00). An increase

In

taxi fare per month would amount to R32.00 (R64.00).

Travelling by minibus taxi to Sasolburg for instance costs R240.00 (R480.00) per
month (original price), and would increase to R288.00 (R576.00) (new price) if
taxi fares increase by 20%

The

average taxi

fare

per month would

amount to

R360.00

after the

implementation of the TRS, which is a rise from R300.00 for a two-way trip before
the TRS. 'It would require the taxi commuters to spend an additional amount of
Impact of the Tax! Recapltalisation Strategy on the expend,
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45.20

j

R60.00 on taxi fares per month. This fare increase might even more affect
poverty levels of the commuters and current expenditure patterns. Unless
government provides some form of sUbsidy, commuters will not be able to
maintain their status quo. Instead, poverty might increase among the commuters
of the Vaal.

Table 6.4:

An increase in taxlj fares by 20% (2006)
Vereen'igingl
20 %
"1
k'
V an d er b IJ par
Increase

New
P .
nce

(Of"iginal Price)

(one-

per day

way

I

Original
.
prr.ce

Amoliiht

New
P .
nee

Amount

Changes
(.
one way
p e r . trip)

per

Changes
(tw
,0

way trip)

I month

Month

rip~

750

1.50

l-.:00

150.00

~800_L 3000

E\<aton---J

8 00

1 60

9 60

160 00

192.00

Bophelong

6 50

1.30

i .80

130,00

156.00

BOlrumelo

750

1.50

!lOO

150.00

18000

TsheplSo

6.50

1.30

780

13000

15600

1 30

780

13000

'15600

Sebokeng

I

650

Boipatong

-I

f

I

6.50

1.30

1 80

130 ~O . 15(>:.00

Sharpvllie

6.50

1.30

780

130 00

12 00

2iQ

14 40

750

1.50

9.00

Average

I

-.

montll

.. __

I

156.00'"1

2600

- - -l-

26. ~

260_0

L

240 00 T 2SS.00+-· ~ 0-0
150-0°118600

fare per

-

-l

-

Muvhaogo

Zamdela

32 00

30.00

-

52 00

52.00

96 00

I

600

L

Source: Dlamini-Mokhele (2006)

.~.2

Impact of the TRS on expenditure patterns

Affordability of pUblic transport is also viewed by the Department of Transport to
be important for the successful implementation of the TRS (White Paper on
,ational Transport Policy (1996:7). The income and expenditure patterns of the
Vaal households as discussed In Section 5.3.4.9, shows that 81.3% of the
respondents view minibus taxi fares as unaffordable but they have to use minibus
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taxis as they work far from their homes. Only 3.1 % perceive it to be affordable
and about 1.0% of the respondents received transport fare from their employers.

The following analysis assumes fare increases of 10%, 15% and 20%
respectively as discLlssed above. Case 1 assumes no changes in taxi fares, so
there would be no changes to the level of poverty and expenditure patterns In
this case, on average 9. 'I % of disposable income is spent on transport.

If case 2 (10% taxi fares increase) is applied, the total average taxi fares per
month would be R331.91 per household. This is an average increase of R30.19
per month. The total transport cost would then be R37699 per month, 9.9% of
average disposable income.
Applying case 3 (15% taxi fares increase) would give the total average taxi fares
of R346.91 per month per household, which is an average increase of R45.30
per month. In this case the total transport cost per month would be R392.10
which amounts to 10.3% of average disposable income.

Case 4 (20% taxi fares increase) would give the total of R362.06 monthly
average taxi fare per household, which is an average increase of R60.30 per
month. This would amount to a total transport cost of R407 10 per montn per
household which is 10.6% of average disposable Income.

All three cases (fares increase by 10%, 15%, and 20%) show that the average
monthly transport costs would increase up to 9.9%, 10.3% and 106% of total
disposable income respectively, following the implementation of the TRS. Cases
3 and 4 show that expenditure on transport exceed the government's

goa~

to

ensure that public transport is affordable, with commuters spending less than
10% of disposable income on transport.

These are significant increases in

transport costs considering the income levels of the Vaal households. A need to
subsidise public transport in general and taxi fares in particular is necessary to
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achieve the objectives of the National Department of Transport through the
successful Implementation of the TRS.

Due to socio-economic challenges facing the Vaal taxi commuters, they would
lave to reduce spending on certain items to be able to afford the increased
transport costs. The details are given in Section 5.3.14. The other option
indicated would be to get money from other income sources, including grants and
informal earnings.

If T !~S is to be implemented successfully. it should ensure that at least the taxi
commuters expend not more that 10% of their disposable income, as this is one
of the customer-based goals as formulated by the National Department of
Transport (DoT, 1998b)

6.3.3

~mpalct

of the TRS on poverty fevets

The affordability levels can well be seen through the extent of poverty. Poverty
prevails in the Vaal. As explained in Section 5.2.5, the level of poverty In the
FBTs of the Vaal was determrned The headcount index was determined at 0.59
in 2006, meaning that 59% of households live below their poverty lines. The
poverty gap index was determined at 045, which reflects that households lack on
average 45% of income to attain a level equal to their poverty line.
In 2003. the percentage of the households below their poverty line in the
townships was even higher, 63%. This shows some decrease in the level of
poverty compared to earlier years. The reason for this improvement in poverty
levels can be attributed to the economic growth resulting in increase in
employment, as well the introduction of more learnerships by both the
government and business sector, which has slightly improved
standards.

the living

Also, the introduction of social grants and improvement in old age
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pensions has contributed to the stability of the standard of living among the Vaal
township dwellers.

Although the levels of poverty have decreased in the townships of the Vaal, the
severity of poverty remains high in some households. Using the Household
Subsistence Level (HSL) reflecting the household's respective poverty line,
45.4% of the households has an income that is less then 50% of their HSL
amount, indicating severe poverty.

The average number of people using taxis per household in the Vaal equals 2.7
for about 20 days a month (Dlamini-Mokhele, 2006). The household size consists
of 3.5 persons per household (Slabbert 2004: 13). Using case 2, an i!ncrease of
taxi fares by 10%, monthly taxi fare expenditure per household would i,ncrease by
R30.19) (see Section 6.32) If case 3 is applied, an increase in taxi fare of 15%
would result in be R 45.80 more expenditure on transport. Case 4 would give a
R60.30 increase in expenditure on transport.

According to the consumer surplus

approach as described in Chapter 4, this Increase in transport cost can be
regarded as a welfare loss to the consumer surplus.

The impact of increases in taxi fare would directly have a negative effect on the
average standard of living of the Vaal households, given that households lack on
average 45% of the income to attain a level equal to their poverty line.

6.4

Public transport subs,idies

By mid-2005, there were 34 interim bus contracts in South Africa that accounted
for 67% of the total subsidy allocation of R2, 228 billion.
subsidy budget amounts to R2, 465 billion.

;;~

2007/08, the bus

Expenditure on commuter rail

subsidies and capital investment in commuter rail remain the single largest
expenditure item. There was R2, 5 billion in subsidies a year for rail commuters
(South African Yearbook, 2005/06:607).
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Expenditure on bus subsidies was the second largest expenditure item until
2005/06. In 2005/06, bus subsidies amounted to R2, 172 billion

In 2006/07, the

introduction of new allocations for the Gautrain Rail Link exceeded the allocation
for bus subsidies. The new allocation that was introduced for the Gautrain Rapid
Rai: Link reduces from the initial allocation of R3, 241 billion in 2006/07 to R2, 5
billion in 2009/10.

In 2007/08, expenditure on bus subsidies was overtaken by

expenditure on roads, due to additional allocations for roads in the 2006 and
2007 budgets (DoT, 2006a23).

Allocations for the Public Transport Infrastructure Fund were introduced in
2005/06 with an initial budget of R241 7 m.illion rn that year. These allocations
1

,

rose to R700 million in 2006/07 Over the medi'um term from 2007/08 to 2009/10,
amounts of R1, 78 billion, R3, 48 bHli'on, and R2.975 billion are allocated. Initial
expenditure from these allocations will focus on preparations for the 2010 Soccer
World Cup (DoT, 2006a:24).

Expenditure allocated for the TRS was R241, 710 million in 2005/06 and
projected at R279, 587 in 2006/07.

Medium-term expenditure is projected at

R328, 460; R361, 473; and R387, 654 (DoT, 2006a: 18). R1, 5 billion is allocated
for the Law Enforcement Strategy; and R5, 2

bil~ion

over 7 years for scrapping

allowance (DoT, 2006a, 20). h is however not clear how much is allocated for the
taxi subsidies.

Taking into consideration the government's intention of ,keeping spending on
transport to 10% of disposable income or less, there is therefore a need for the
government to speed up the subsidisation of the taxis in general and taxi fares

i,

particular. If the current average household spending of 9.1 % of disposable
income could be maintained, it would assist the taxi commuters to maintain their
current expenditure patterns.

If government would use the 10% transport

spending, it would mean 09% less income for spending on other items.
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In the case of even higher government subsidies, reduction in the cost of
transport through government subsidies may supplement the existing :r"!come of
households to such an extent that the headcount index for the population
decreases significantly. The methodology applied for measuring the impact
assessment is explained in Chapter 4. Section 4.7

Applying the model to the households living below their poverty lines, as shown in
Table 5.5, increased government subsidy would supplement the existing income
of these households. If a transport subsidy of 20% over and above the subsidy
needed to keep taxi fares the same is offered, the poverty gap would decrease
from 0.45 to 0.31, reflecting that households lacking income to attain a level
equal to their poverty line is reduced by 31 %.

Taking into consideration that 59% of households live below their poverty lines in
the Vaal, as shown by the headcount index 0.59 in 2006, the headcount index
would be reduced from 0.59 to 0.48. This would fndicate the success of the TRS
on the level of poverty and the household expenditure on transport.

A brief overview of the different kinds of subsidies is explained in the next
section.

6.4.1

The rational:e for the subsidies in the Vaal

The concept of subsidies is complex and no single definition of transport
subsidies exist. Several government support measures could be considered as
subsidies, induding policies such as tax exemptions and rebates (tax incentives).
preferential market access, accelerated depreciation allowances and selective
exemptions from government standards. This section defines a subsidy as a
result of a government action that confers an advantage on consumers (taxi
commuters) or producers (taxi owners) in order to supplement their income or
lower their costs (DoT. 2006d)
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Different forms of subsidies exist in the industry

Rothengatter (2001 :11-13)

mentions the following subsidies: capital subsidy, blanket sUbsidy, user-targeted
subsidy, and competitive operations. He describes these subsidies in connection
with the taxi industry as follows:

he capital subsidy is commonly known as the scrapping allowance. He points
out that capital subsidy in the taxi industry is largely based on the following
factors:

•

To ensure that there will be an adequate return on equity to the taxi
operator and an affordable level of repayment per vehicle per month;

•

Since VAT will be charged on the price of the new taxi vehicle (NTV) and
is non-refundable, the incentive will assist towards reducing the debt
exposure of the taxi operator, which contributes towards an affordable
transaction with manageable debt; and

,;

As the residual value of the NTV at the end of its life cycle will effectively
act as the incentive for the second cycle of recapitalisation, taxi operators
will be required to accumulate the residual value through forced savings
during the course of the initial cycle.

The incentive therefore takes this

into account ,in respect of reducing the monthly repayments by the taxi
operators on the financed portion of the price of the NTV (Rothengatter
(2001:12).

The blanket subsidy option is intended to serve all taxi operators and assist the
taxi industry to obtain discounts on bulk purchase items. A subsidised price may
apply to fuel and spare parts purchases. This is envisaged to reduce operating
costs to the industry.
commuter

~n

These benefits may also be passed on to the taxi

the form of reduced prices (Rothengatter, 2001: 13).
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A report prepared by Green and Pretorius (1992:6) points out that blanket
subsidies and user targeted subsidies will present administrative and systems
concerns, which need to be carefully, evaluated wilh the context of taxi industry
market conditions.

The user-targeted subsidy is primarily used to make public transport affordable
for idenhfied target passenger groups including commuters in accordance with
the social responsibility objectives of government. Rothengatter (2001: 13) further
argues with regard to user-targeted subsidies that the targeting of subsidies to
users is to assist those people that government believes should directly benefit
from these subsidies.

Targeting therefore informs decisions made about the

overall size of the target market, and the required subsidy to service this target
market within the allocations of a prescribed budget. The user-targeted subsidies
have a tendency to reduce passenger fares and thus maximiZing their welfare.

he competitive o,perations subsidy is based on the number of passengers
carried between agreed origin and destinations based on the requirements of the
local integrated transport plans (Rothengatter, 2001: 13).
bus operations.

Regard~ng

It is most common

iii

the rationale for this subsidy, Green and Pretori'us

(1992: 4) state that taxi operators should compete for the provision of subsidized
taxi public transport services, through competitive tendering processes, wh'ich wi!
result in an improved quality of taxi public transport service delivery within a
formalised taxi industry environment.

The report further suggests that taxis could

be gradually introduced to

competitive tendering if tenders could be repackaged into small operations.
Currently, there are efforts to achieve this through sub-contracting and the quota
set aside principle within the competitive tendering system for larger bus
contracts.

However,

if the entire taxi

fleet is to

be

considered and

accommodated, this may not be adequate (Green & Pretorius (1992:7).
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Rothengatter (2001 :13) argues that competitive operations subsidies should
provide a reasonable benchmark for future successful implementation in the taxi
industry envirorfY1ent.

P~oposed ta~~!

6.4.2

subsidy options

The DoT is still in the process of finding the best subsidy options to be
implemented for the taxi industry.

The implementation alternatives for future

subsidy implementation to facilitate recapitalisation within the taxi industry are
proposed by the DoT (2004a) to ensure sustainable taxi operations

They are as

follows:

G

Introduce

the

capital subsidy

and

thereafter introduce

competitive

subsidies;

Introduce the capital subsidy and thereafter introduce blanket subsidies to
reduce operating costs;

o

Introduce the capital subsidy followed by the introduction of blanket
subsidies to all taxi operators to reduce operating costs and thereafter
introduce competitive operations subsidies ,in the medium to long-term to
ensure cost recovery and service quality;

it

Introduce the capital subsidy followed by the introduction of blanket
subsidies to all taxi operators to reduce operating costs and thereafter
introduce user-targeted subsidies in the medium to longer term to ensure
optimal allocation of subsidies to target user groups; and

•

Introduce the capital subsidy and thereafter introduce user-targeted
subsidies to ensure optimal allocation of subsidies to target user groups
(DoT, 2004a:3).
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The above alternatives point to the introduction of a capital subsidy followed by
other types of subsidies. This suggests that the recapitalisation of the taxi fleet
which is supported by a capital subsidy is critical to ensure the provision of safe
and efficient taxi-mode transport.

6.5

Summary a.nd conclusion

The primary focus of this chapter was to assess the impact of the Taxi
Recapitalisation

Strategy

(TRS)

to

the

households

of

the

Vaal.

The

transformation of the taxi industry through the TRS would have measurable
effects on the living standards of the commuters, especially the poor !iving in the
Former Black Townships (FBTs). Poverty levels as well as expenditure patterns
of the taxi commuters would change after the implementation of the TRS.

The findings of this study shows some similarities with the findings of the existing
surveys, the National Household Travel Survey (NHTS) and the Accident Fund
Commission Survey in terms of public transport costs, access to public transport
and car ownership The NHTS is South Africa's first representative nationwide
household travel survey conducted by Statistics South Africa on behalf of the
Department of Transport in May/June 2003. The NHTS gave an in depth analysis
of the needs of the public transport commuters. The Movi,ng South Africa Survey
in 1996 as described in Chapter 2. It was conducted by the Department of
Transport to find the different segments of urban and rural passenger transport
users. Its findings also concurred to the recent survey (2006) conducted by the
researcher at the Vaal with regards to the percentage of striders, which
accounted for 26%.

Some of the critical findings of the NHTS showed that commuters were
dissatisfied about the public transport costs which comprised a large proportion
of household income, long travel times, and uneven access to public transport.
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Public transport and walking were the lifetime forms of mobility for over 80% of
households. The Vaal households using public transport accounted for 76.5%.
Long commuting distances resulted in increased burdens on poorer households
in terms of travel times and costs. Accordi'ng to the NHTS survey, 30% of SA
households spend more than 10% of their monthly income on public transport.
The high public transport costs were also true for the Vaal commuters since the
average household monthly income was determined at R3 811 in 2006. Of this
amount 9.1 % was spent on transport in general, and 7.1 % on taxi fares in
particular, per month.

The information contained in all surveys referred to show that South Africa is in
need of an integrated, efficient public transport system that considers the needs
of the pUblic transport commuters. It is therefore essential that the government
and transport authorities give consideration to the needs of the commuters,
especially the poor who use minibus taxis as their mode of transport.

The TRS puts safety of the passengers and reliability of the minibus taxis as its
priorities. Safety is also the major concern for the taxi commuters of the Vaal.
The majority of the respondents to the 2006 survey indicated that they feel
unsafe (59%) when travelling by minibus taxis. If the TRS will be executed
successfully, then the impact will be mainly a much safer, reliable, convenient,
efficient, affordable and time-saving pUblic transport.

To investigate potential economic effects of the TRS on expenditure patterns and
poverty levels of the households of the Vaal, current and percentage changes in
taxi fares after the implementation of the TRS for different locations were used.
The four cases assumed fare increases of 0%, 10%, 15% and 20% respectively.

Case 1 assumed no change in taxi fares. If Case 1 applies, commuters will
remain at their current poverty levels and maintain the same expenditure patterns
after the TRS since they will continue payingl the same amount of taxi fares they
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are currently paying prior to the TRS. In this case, on average 9.1 % of disposable
income is spent on transport.

Case 2: Fares increase by 10%. If taxi fares increase by 10%, taxi commuters
are likely to adjust their current spending on other goods or services, although
the change might be small. The total transport cost would be 9.9% of average
disposable income.

Case 3:

Fares increase by 15%.

If taxi fares increase by 15%, expenditure

changes would have to be made. The rise in taxi fares would affect current
expenditure of the househord and adjustment would have to be made, e.g.
reduced spending on certain commodi,ties and services, e.g. on dothing and
recreation. The total I' transport cost per month would be 10.3% of average
disposable income.

Case 4: Fare increases by 20%. If the taxI fares increase by 20%, commuters
would have to make spending adjustments to be able to maintain their status
quo. This fare increase might even more affect poverty levels of the commuters
and current expenditure patterns. Unless government provides some form of
SUbsidy, commuters will not be able to maintain their status quo. Instead, poverty
might increase among the commuters of the Vaal. This would resuU in 10.6% of
average disposable income being spent on transport pel month.

If case 3 or 4 applies in the Vaal after the implementation of the "fRS, the
government will be entitled to subsidise the transport costs to ensure that public
transport is affordable, with commuters spending less than about 10 percent of
their disposable income on transport.

In measuring the impact of price changes on poverty, international lliterature
suggests that price changes occur in a way that favour the non-poor
proportionally more than the poor in other countries. For instance in British
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Columbia, taxi association suggested that fares be tied to the cost of

~iving

index

and the needs of the industry in order to cater for the poor and profitability of the
business. It also suggested that fare increases be introduced on a regional basis
according to the needs of the indusii'y. -"rey specifica&ly wanted any costs that
were a result of new government regulation to be covered by a corresponding
fare increase. An automatic review of taxi fares every two years was
recommended for the taxi industry, only if and when the industry was prepared to
be financially accountable and present appropriate financial data.

In South Africa, New Taxi Vehicles (NTVs) are already operating in some
provinces, such as Gauteng, Western Cape and KwaZulu Natal.. They still charge
the same fare as other taxis for the fear of losing commuters if they increase the
taxi fare. However, operators are likely to increase the taxi fares for the NTVs in
order to recover their costs of buying these tax. vehicles and accumulate profits.

To measure the impact of TRS on expenditure patterns, affordabUity levels of the
households of the Vaal was considered. Affordability of pUbl,ic transport is also
viewed by the Department of Transport to be important for the success of the
TRS. All the three cases (fares increase by 10%, 15%, and 20%) show that the
average monthly transport costs would increase from 9.1 % up to 9.9%, 10.3%
and 10.6% of households' disposable income respectively, fOlllowing the
implementation of the TRS.

All four cases show that when implemented, the consumers willi spend at current
or at even increased level,s of their disposable income on taxi fares, dependcng
on the amount of subsidies offered by the government. Cases 3 and 4 indi'cate
that expenditure on transport exceeds the government's goal of ensuring that
public transport is affordable, with commuters spending 10% or :less of
disposable income on transport.

These are significant increases in transport

costs considering the income levels of the Vaal households. A need to subsidise
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public transport in general and taxi, fares in particular to achieve the objectives of
the National Department of Transport is realised in the study.

If the current average household spending of 9.1 % of disposable income courd
be maintained, it would assist the taxi commuters to maintain their current
expenditure patterns.

If government would use the 10% transport spending, it

would mean 0.9% less income for spending on other items.

Although the levels of poverty have decreased in the townships of the Vaal, the
severity of poverty remains in some households. Usina Household Subsistence
Level (HSL) reflecting the household's respective poverty line, 45.4% of tile
households has an income that is less then 50% of theilr HSL amount, indicating
severe poverty. The impact of increases in taxi fare would directly have a
negative effect on the average standard of Irving of the Vaal households.

In the case of even higher 'government subs,idies, reduction in the cost of
transport through government subsidies may supplement the existing income of
households to such an extent that the headcount index for the population
decreases significantly.

Applying the impact assessment model to households living below their poverty lines
in the Vaal, increased government subsidy would supplement the existing lincome
of these households. If a subsidy of 20% is offered, the poverty g.ap would
decrease from 0.45 to 0.31. This would reflect that households lacking wncome to
attain a level equal to their poverty lilne is reduced by 31 %.

Taking into consideration that 59% of households live below their poverty lines ~n
the Vaal, as shown by the headcount index 0.59 in 2006, the headcount index
would be reduced from 0.59 to 0.48. This would indicate the success of the TRS
on the level of poverty and the household expenditure on transport.
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To maintain or improve the status quo of the taxi commuters of the Vaal, the
government should intervene by offering user-targeted subsidies in the taxi
industry. This would supplement the existing income of the households and
alleviate poverty in the townships. Drfferent forms of subsidies exist in the
industry, capital subsidy (scrapping allowance), blanket subsidy, user-targeted
subsidy, and competitive operations.

The user-targeted subsidies have a

tendency to reduce passenger fares and thus maximising their welfare.

The DoT

~s

still in the process of finding the best subsidy options to be

implemented for the taxi industry.

The implementation alternatives for future

subsidy implementation to fadlitate recapitalisation with.in the taxi industry are
proposed to ensure sustainable taxi operations.

For the impact on poverty and expenditure, the only thing that matters is the final
fare price. If user-targeted subsidies could be offered leading to the taxi fare
reduction it could have an impact on expenditure patterns and poverty levels of
the Vaall households. This suggests that the recapitalisation of the taxi fleet whi
is supported by a taxi fare subsidy is critical to ensure the provision of safe,
affordable and efficient min1bus taxis.

It can therefore be reasonable to conclude that t'he amount of subsidies shoul1d
be no less than the increase in the taxi fares following the implementation of the
TRS. If taxi fares increase by 20% (Case 4 in the study), subsidy levels should
be either 20% to maintain the current poverty status or be above 20% to reduce
e poverty gap in order to increase the standard of livin9 of the households of
the Vaal.
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CHAPTER 7

ENDATIONS

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND REeo

7.1

Summary

The objective of this study was to assess the following regarding the Taxi
Recapitalisation Strategy (TRS):

The impact af the implementation of the TRS on expenditure patterns and
poverty levels of the taxi-mode commuters;

•

The

potential

economic

effects

of fare

changes

on

commuters'

expenditure on transport, taking into account the socia-economic status of
the commuters before and after the implementation of the TRS;

;;,

The awareness and perceptions of commuters towards the TiRS in terms
of customer-based goats as spelt out in the White Paper on National
Transport Policy; and

e;

The extent at which government's i,ntervention is needed towards taxi fare
costs (subsidising fares), and the sh'ateg;y required to ensure that the
customer-based goals are met in the Vaal.

The Vaal was adopted as the study area. The Vaal is located in the southern part
of the Gauteng province and the northern part of the Free State province. The
area consists of Emfulieni (Vereeniging and Vanderbijlpark),

Metsimaholo

(Sasolburg) and Midvaal (Meyerton and Randvaal ) municipalities. The study
focused on Former Black Townships (FBTs) of the Emfuleni and Me'tsimaho!o
municipalities.

The

FBTs surveyed were

Boipatong,

Bophelong,

Evaton,

Sebokeng, SharpeviHe, Tshepiso and Muvhango in the Emfuleni municipality and
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Zamdela in the Metsimaholo municipality. These FBTs were preferred because of
their :arge size and because they weill represent the Vaal households. FBTs were
also chosen, because it is where the majority, about 90% of the unemployed and
95.7% of the poor, resides.

When looking at South African transport policy, it has undergone major changes
in recent years. The policy of spatial separation on racial grounds played ,a major
role in the initial development of the taxi rndustry. Public transport was dominated
by the state-owned ra,ill sector and the subsidised bus industry.

Public

transportation demands arose in the late 1960's to handle the daily commuters to
work and the transport of migrant !I:abourers who needed to return to their
respective homelands periodically to visit their homes. The bus industry showed
consistent growth until 1982, when a considerable portion of the bus market was
lost to the minibus taxi industry

On aggregate the total vehicle po:pulatiorl in South Africa large. At the end of
2005, the country had a total' of 7 971 187 vehicles of which 256 205 were
minibus taxis The licensed na{iona.l: taxi fleet accounted for 219 000 ;r' 2007. The
average age of minibus taxis was 13 years. The numbers of registered vehicles
are increasing by about 6-7% annually.

The minibus taxi industry is a critical

pi~lar

of the South African pLblic

sector. It is currently the mode most available to the bulk ot

~he

transpc~':

publiC transport

customers. Despite the fact that they offer a massive service to the public, taxis
have never received government or provincial authority subsidies.

Insurance

companies and financial institutions also shun the industry, whi,ch they regard as
too risky.

Major challenges facing the road public transport in general and the minibus taxi
industry

in

particular

include

high

road

accidents;

ineffective

transport

management and law enforcement; traffic congestion; and conflict and viO'lence
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in the taxi industry. Many of the accidents on the South Africa's roads tnvolve
taxis and, because of the number of ::>assengers carri'ed i,n each taxi, large
numbers of people are

ine\l~tabl'Y

killed

0', . 'ljured

in these accidents. In addition,

taxi violence is scaling new heights. It caused 291 deaths in 1996,281 wn 1997
and 394 in 1998.

Transport related

problems

among the

low income groups

have been

exacerbated by rising transport cost and the growing need to travel longer
distances in search of employment due to their residential distance from the
centre.

Other key challenges mostly affecting the

...

lo~"

:ncome group include the following:

Problems of physical proximity to transport facilities.

This refers to the

distance from the nearest taxi stop, bus stop or rail station;
€>

Problems of city-wide access provided by the transport system. Tl1at IS
the lack of adequate routes between generators of traffic;
serv~ce

"

Problems with the frequency of

on pUblic transport;

Il

Problems of economic accessibility and affordability of public transport
services;

s

Problems of security and safety on public transport. This includes unsafe
vehicles, overloading, reckless driving, assault and pick pocketing.

The core of the problem is that the taxi industry developed spontaneously during
the 1980's and the old apartheid regime made no attempt to regulate it.

No

proper taxi ranks were established to contror routes, which led to open warfare
over more lucrative routes. The TRS is desig'ned to deal

W:~;--,

the deep routed

problems that have rendered the 'industry uncontrollable

Relevant literature on the basic theories of regulation laid a sounc oasis for the
reforms in the taxi industry in South Africa. International experience and country:
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case studies on taxi regulation and some policy changes that are currently
implemented in

SOL~th

Africa were innuenced not only by local needs and

requirements, but also by international policy developments. International
experience shows

tha~

-egulati:ons are necessary in order to ensure high quality

and improved safety in taxi services. lin addihon, market entry should be
regulated somehow, and the level of fares also needs to be controlled. However,
if current regulatory systems cause serious inconvenience to lhe consumers in
terms of low availability or bad quality or too high price, there may be needed
some policy revisions.

The government is now p,lacing emphas1is on a more coordinated approach
towards the p:ianning and provision of public transport within .he framework of an
integrated land use and transportation policy.

7.1.1 The Taxi Recapitalisat,ion Strategy

The provisions of the White Paper (2006), the Moving South Africa report (2008)
and the 'National, Land Transport Transition Act (2000) represent a major
departure from the previous way in which the administration, funding, operation
and financing of public passenger transport have been carried out. As such me
Department of Transport in conjunct,ion with law enforcement agencies, provincial
permit boards, taxi registrars and others, are working to ensure that pUbllic
passenger transport is provided
White Paper,

,n a manner consistent with the objectives of the

More attention is also placed on the new principle of operating

licenses, contracts and concessi,ons to ensure an efficient public transporl
system.

This indicates that the South Afrka.n government realised that a good,
sustainable and integrated transport system is a requirement for meeting national
priorities and competing in the modern global economy. The principal transport
objective of the government 'is to ensure that the transport system is integrated,
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safe, reliable and affordable. It follows from this that the priorities in providing and
using the efficient public transport system should be consistent with those that
are set for the country as a whole.
The public transport system in general and a taxi industry in particular, have been
in crisis, albeit for differing reasons. Whilst other modes of serv,ice have been
experiencing rapid decline in passenger support, the taxi industry has grown.
However its growth has been characterized by major challenges, including routes
congestion, accidents and violence within the industry
The National Department of Transport formed a National Taxi Task Team (NTTT)
in 1995, whose aim was to investigate all problems and issues in the industry and
formulate sol,utions to ensure the sustainabilfty and competitiveness of the
industry The NTTT concluded that the sell-regulation of the taxi industry that iit
had largely relied on had failed.

The NTTT recommended formalisation and

regulation of the taxi industry.

The government through the National Department of Transport (NDoT) identified
the vital need of formalising and regullat,ing the industry through the National Land
Transport Transitjon Act,

Ac~

No 22 of 2000. This was in response to the fact that

the industry is central to the economic growth, upliftment and development of the
historically disadvantaged people of the country.

Following the release of the final recommendations of the !NITT, a Green Paper
was issued in March 1996, which culminated in the White Paper of 1996 after the
incorporation of comments and feedback. As a Iegal campaign to get rid of old,
unroadworthy minibus taxis and to replace them

w1~h

technology driven vehicles

that will take into consideration the critical safety, the government initiated the
Taxi Recapitalisation Strategy (TRS) in 1999. It entails the provision by the
government of a scrapping allowance of R50 000 to taxi operators as an
ncentive to surrender their current vehicles. The TRS is not only about the
replacement of ord vehicles with new and safe vehicles, but represents
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government with the opportunity to transform, empower and regulate the
industry. The key pillars of the TRS are the scrapping of old

~axj

vehicles, the

introduction of new and safe vehicles, effective regulations, empowerment of the
taxi industry and law enforcement.

The strategy also sought to ensure the sustainability of the industry as a
business, as well as to ensure its formalisation and effective regulation. Various
departments and role players, such as Regul'atory Authorities, Financiers, South
African Reserve Bank; Insurers; Taxi Owners' Association; Taxi Operators; New
Vehicle Manufacturers and Travellers were allocated different tasks to ensure the
successful irnDlementation of the TRS and to encourage inter-modal transport
system in the country.

According to the NDoT, impol'ementation of the TRS will take place In a phased
manner over a seven (7) year programme, which started from the beginning of
the 2005/2006 financial year, at an estimated cost of R7,7 billion. Budgetary
allocations and spending over the Medium Term Expenditure Framework (MTIEF)
are geared towards faciliitating access to, and affordabmty of public transport to
e

commuting

public;

planning,

developing

and

maintai,ning

transport

infrastructure to improve mobillity and quality of life. It also aimed to contribute to
economic development and promoting sector and enterprise reforms in order to
create a safe, reliable, and competitive transport system.

In February 2005, the TRS was allocated R885 million over the next three years.
A total of 7 271 old taxi vehicles have been scrapped and an amount m
R363, 550

m~lion

paid out as a scrapping allowance as at August 2007. More

than 98 000 applications for conversion were processed.
each province were

ide~~;+'ed

Scrapping sites for

for the ma>,: centres. The sites in KwaZulu-Natal,

Free State, Northern Cape, Eastern Cape, Western Cape, Limpopo and
Mpumalanga are fully operational. Applications are being accepted at the sites,
payments to the concerned operators are being made and the scrapping of
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vehicles is taking p.lace. It ,i,s expected that more than 80 000 of the oldest taxi
vehicles will be scrapped ovef the three year period (2007 - 2009).

After the implementation of the TRS, it lis envisag,ed that rival taxi associations
would see no reason to use violence as a tool to gain a larger market share. It is
also expected that taxi operators would then be able to set prices so as to
recover their full costs. If that is the case, taxi operators would be forced to raise
taxi fares to be able to mai,ntailn thetr fleets as required by the new safety
regulation. As a result of fares increase, some taxi commuters wfll no longer be
able to afford to get to work by taxi transport and therefore might resort into
cheap and poorly maintained private transport, whi'le others might be compelled
to walk long distances to their destinations.

Up to now a largely supply-driven public transport system prevailed, which is not
in accordance with the real needs of the commuters. A target has been set for
80% of DubUc transport in the country to be comp'iant with set safety
requirements by 2009. According to the Department of Transport, the Public
Transport Strategy wil'l be 'mplemented before the end of 2007/08, whj'ch aims a
improving the quality of transport operators and broadening accessibility of
affordable and safe pub'lic transpo

It is essential to realise that a customer-driven mindset at the strategic and
operational level is a prerequisite for an effective pLJblic transport system. This

will ensure that service provision is structured in accordance with the real needs
of the communities served.

These measures are aimed to impact directly on

commercial risks of operators, financiers and insurers, and therefore on stability
in the industry.
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7.1.2 Measuring poverty and impact assessment

In order to develop realistic policies for poverty alleviation in a given setting, it is
essential to understand the nature of poverty in that specific setting. This requires
the identification of cau ses and expla nations of poverty in a society. At the core
of how poverty is understood and defined are particular and specific socio
economic challenges that a society is confronted with at a given t,me in Us
development.

Different approaches are used to conceptualise, define and :neasure poverty.
The advent of definitions of poverty is premised or the suppositior, :nat poverty is
a multi.dimensional social phenomenon. Many countries use the World Bank's
definition of the poor using US$ 1 a day per capita threshold lines defining
extreme poverty The poor are identified as people who earn less than US$ 1 per
day. The International Poverty Centre (IPC) views poverty lin terms of capabilrty
deprivation.

According to the capability approach, an individual is defined as

poor II he or she lacks basic capabilities. Those capabilities could relate to health,
educati.on, shelter, clothing, nutrition and clean water.

Absolute and relative deftnitions are al:so commonly used approaches to the
meaning of poverty. Absolute poverty is described as a condition characterise"
by severe deprivation of basic human needs while relative poverty defines the
segment of the population that is poor in relation to the set of income of lhe
general population.

The two most common monetary measures of poverty are income and
expenditure. According to the income poverty measure, people are defined to be
in poverty if the household's income falls below a certain threshold, whilst an
expenditure poverty measure ranks people according to their expenditure.

A

common component in virtually all approaches to poverty analysis is the setting
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of a poverty line

The main purpose of a poverty line is to distinguish the poor

from the non-poor.

Although it is evident that large numbers of people are living in poverty in South
Africa, the definition and measurement of poverty are stili subjects of debates
among policy analysts.

It is still a major challenge to measure individuals or

households that can be regarded as poor

However, there is now much

discussion within the government about the need to estabtish a poverty ITne
against which progress towards the eradication of poverty can be measured.
Various recent studies c:-: poverty in South Africa also exist which limply some
levels of improvements in the lives of the poor since the political transition in
1994. -;-1ese include the studies by Bhorat et al. (2006) and Van der Berg et al.
(2005).

Currently, different departments and programmes use their own definitions of
poverty. For example, Statistics Souttl Africa uses the most detailed of all
definitions currently usee: :r; the country.

The

defin~tion

takes into account 110t

only localised poverty issues (i.e poverty ~evel's within eac:h ward) but also the
various components of poverty.

The dehnition is based on al relative income

indicator (less than 40% of mean household income) to classify income
deprivation. cit al'so adopts Ule South African Index of Multiple Deprivatio.n
(SAIMD) to assess needs. The SA'IMD is based on 5 deprivations, i.e. income
and material livelihood; employment; health; education and living environment.

This study follows the absolute approach in measuring the extent and magnitude
of poverty of subsistence in the Vaal. Income dimension is employed as a core
measurement of poverty. This is because poverty is mostly related to income in
an urban setting like the Vaal. Household Subsistence Level (HSL) is determined
for the specific household and is used as a poverty I,ine lin this study.
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To measure the extent of poverty, two widely recognised approaches are used as
the basis for measurement of absolute poverty at the household level. Tnese are
the headcount index and the poverty gap. The headcount index is defined as the
fraction of the population below the poverty line, whilst the poverty gap measures
the average shortfaU of the incomes of the poor from the poverty line.

It

IS

necessary to measure the net advantages of projects against society's net

utility gains as described in welfare economics.

A theory of welfare economics

served as the basis to analyse the potential impact of the TRS on Vaal taxi
commuters. The welfare concept of Pareto optimality is an efficiency norm fOJ
the conditions necessary to achieve optimality in resource allocation, Whilst
consumer surplus is a monetary measure of the maximum gain that an individual
can obtai.n from a product at a given market price FolloWiing Varian's approach, a
policy chang,e that would lead to a change in price, would impact on consumer
welfare.

An economic impact assessment model adapted from Slabbert (1997) will be
used to measure the change in hDuseholds' income after the implementation of
the TRS.

A reduction in the cost of transport through government subsidies

would supplement the existing income of households. If this subsidy is more than
the increased transport cost, the headcoulilt index for the population could
decrease significantly.

If the poverty gap could be reduced after the imp~,eme"tation of TRS, this would
have an immediate effect on the extent of poverty.
signi1f~cant

However, to have a

effect, it should reduce the headcount index. The extent to which the

headcount index is reduced will indicate the success of the TRS on the level of
poverty and the household expenditure on transport.
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1.1.3

The demograph.c aspects of the Vaa~ and perceptions on taxi
transport

To measure the impact of the TRS on the expenditure patterns and poverty
levels of the taxi-mode commuters of the Vaal, a sample of 260 households was
interviewed by means of questionnaire interviews in August 2005 to February
2006 to determine their levels of lincome; expenditure patterns; experience
towards the nature of taxis lin terms of reliability, safety, affordability and
perceptions about the Taxi Recapitalisation Strategy.

The monthly average household income was determined at R3 811

,n 2006. Of

this amount, 37.1 % is spent on groceries, 9.11% on transpo,rt per month. 7.1 % is
spent only on taxi fares per month on average.

One of the hardships among township residents of the Vaal is t.fnemployment.
The unemp,loyment rate of the Vaa. households surveyed accounted for 39.8%.
In 2003 the unemployment rate of the poor was 72.4%. This shows

~hat

unemployment has decreased. This might be due to entrepreneurial activities
that people are engaged in and to some extent the economic growth in the
country that allowed some levels of absorption of people in the labour market.
In 2003, the percentage of the households below their poverty line in the
townships was even higher, 63%. -r :lis shows some decrease in the leve' of
poverty compared to earlier years. The reason for this improvement in povelrty
levels can be attributed to economic growth, resulting in an increase in jobs, as
well as the introduction of more learnerships by both the government and
business sector, which has slightly improved the living standards. In addition, the
introduction of social grants and improvement in old age pensions has
contributed to the stabil'ity of the standard of living among the Vaal township
dwellers.
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Although the levels of poverty have decreased fn the townships of the Vaal, the
severity of poverty remains high in some households. Using the Household
Subsistence Level (HSL) reflecting the household's respective poverty Iwne,
45.4% of the households has an income that is less then 50% of their HSL
amount, indicating severe poverty.

With regards to transport, the majority (61.3%) of the respondents use minibus
taxis as their mode of transport as compared to private cars. This is because
private cars are not affordable to the majority of the township dwellers.

Responses pertaining to taxi characteristics as perceived by the commuters
relate to safety, comfortability, reliabHLfy, efficiency and affordability. The majority
of the respondents regard taxis to be unsafe (59%), uncomfortable (61.6%),
unreliable (66.1), inefficient (63%), time-wasting (76.9%), fares not affordable
(81.3%).

Although

55.1%

of the respondents were satisfied

with

other

characteristics such as time-saving in terms of time spenJ travelling, the majority
expressed rudeness by the taxi drivers (37.9%) and dirty vehicles (42.3%) when
travelling by taxi. The main contributors to violence indicated were largely due to
connict among drivers (42.3%) and associations (37.4%).

If the improvements and sustainabillity in the public transport system in South
Africa is to be achieved, the current condibons in the taxi industry should be
improved. The above percentages show that the current conditions experienced
by the taxi' commuters are worrying, and something should be done to improve
the current conditions in the taxi industry.

Besides all the negative characteristics of taxis described by 'the commuters,
such as dirty vehicles, rudeness by driver, violence and accidents, taxis are still
preferred by the majority of the commuters (61.3%) to other modes of transport

With regards to the Taxi Recapitalisation Strategy (TRS), the majority of the
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respondents (75.8%) ,indicated that they were aware of the TRS. Their main
sources of knowledge were large~y radio (58.1 %) and newspapers (18.5%). Of
the respondents, 63.9% reported to be in favour of the TRS since passenger
safety is hig,hHghted as a priority in ltle strategy.

They also perceive safety,

comfort and convenience to be the main advantages associated with the TRS.

Regardless of the positive characteristics associated w,ith the TRS, 33% of the
respondents were not prepared to pay 20% extra taxi fares if they were to
increase following theimplementatton of the TRS.

Of the respondents, 20.8%

perceive that because of their I~mited monthly income, they would be forced to
reduce their spending, especially on food, education and leisure. 22.3% believe
tha~ ~heir

standard of living wiU stay the same after the implementatiofil of the

TRS, since some of them walk to their places of work.

A more focused approach to formalise and assist the taxi industry should be in
((e best interests of commuters since the majority of the taxi commuters are poor
and rely on minibus taxis to arrive at their places of work. The transformation of
the taxi industry through the TRS

COLJfd

have measurable effects on the living

standards of the commuters, especially the poor living in the Former Black
Townships (FBTs) Poverty levels as well as expenditure patterns of the

tax·

commuters could change after the implementation of the TRS.

7.1.4

Survey results

The findings of this study showed similarities with that of the existing surveys, the
National Household Travel Survey (NHTS) and Moving South Africa Survey in
terms of public transport costs, access to pUblrc transport and car ownership. The
NHTS is the South ATr:ica's first representative nationwide household travel
survey conducted by Statistics South Africa on behalf of the Department of
'ransport in May/June 2003. The NHTS gave in depth analysis of the needs of
the public transport commuters. The Accident Fund Commission Survey in 1996
._.. _ - - - - - - - -
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was conducted by the Department of Transport to find the different segments of
urban and rural passenger transport users.

Its findings also concurred to the

recent survey (2006) conducted by the researcher at the Vaal wi,th regards to the
percentage of striders, which accounted for 26.0%.

Some of the critical findings of the NHTS showed that commuters were
dissatisfied about the pubJk transport costs which comprised a large proportion
of household income, long travel times, and uneven access to public transport.
?ublic transport and waik'ing were the lifetime forms of mobility for over 80% of
households. The Vaal: households using public transport accounted for 76.5%.
Long commuting distances resulted in increased burdens on poorer households
in terms of travel times and costs

30% of SA households spend more than 10%

of their monthfy income on public transport. The hi,gh public transport costs were
also true for the Vaal commuters since the average household monthly income
was determined at R3 811 in 2006. Of this amount 9.1 % was spent on transport
in general, and 7.1% on taxi fares ,in particular, per month.

The information contained in all surveys referred to made it clear that Souto
Africa is in need of an integ rated, efficient pub'lic transport system that cOnsiders
the needs of the public transport commuters. It is therefore essential that the
government and transport authorities give consideration to the needs of the
commuters, especially the poor who use minibus taxis as their mode of transport.

The TRS puts safety of the passengers and reliability of the minibus taxis as its
priorities. Safety is also the major concern for the taxi commuters of the Vaal.
The majority of the respondents to the 2006 survey indicated that they feel
unsafe (59%) when travelling by minibus taxis. If the TRS will be executed
successfully, then the impact will mostly be a much safer, reliable, convenient,
efficient, affordable and time-saving public transDort.
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7.1.5

Impact assessment of the TiR

To investigate potential economic effects of the TRS on expenditure patterns and
poverty levels of the households of the Vaal, current and percentage changes in
taxi fares after the implementation of the TRS for different locations were used.
The four cases assumed fare increases of 0%, 10%, 15% and 20% respecHvely.

Case 1 assumes no change in taxi fares. If Case 1 applies, commuters remain at
their current poverty levels and maintain the same expenditure patterns after the
TRS, since they will conhnue paying the same amount of taxi fares mey are
currently paying prior to the TRS. In this case, on average 9.1 % of disposable
income is spent on transport.

Case 2 assumes that fare increases by 10%. If taxi fares increase by 10%, the
taxi commuters are likely to adjust their current spending on other goods or
services, although the change might be small.

The total transport cost would

increase to 9.9% of average disposable income.

In Case 3 the fare increases by 15%, causing expenditure changes .. The rise in
taxi fares would affect current expenditure of the household and adjustment
would have to be made, e.g. reduced spending on certain commodities and
services., clothing and recreation. The total transport cost per month

wou~d

be

10.3% of average disposable income.

Case 4 assumes a fare increases by more lhan 20% If the taxi fares increase by
20%. commuters would have to make spending adjustments to be able to
maintain their status quo. This fare increase will affect poverty levels of the
commuters more and current expenditure patterns more. Unless government
provides some form of subsidy, commuters wi'll not be able to maintain their
status quo. Instead, poverty might increase among the commuters of the Vaal.
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This would result to 10.6% of average disposable income spent on transport per
month.

If case 3 or 4 applies in the Vaal after the implementation of the TRS, the
government wfll have to subsidise the transport costs to ensure that public
transport is affordable, with commuters spending less than 10% of their
disposable income on transport.

In measuring' the impact of price changes on poverty. internahonal literature
suggests that price changes occur in

a way that favour the non-poor

proportionally more than the poor in other countries. For instance

an

BrHish

Columbia, a taxi association suggested that fares be tied to the cost of living
Index and the needs of the industry in orde'r to cater for the poor and profitability
of the business. It also suggested that fare increases be introduced o'na

regiona~

basis according to the needs of the industry. They specifically wanted any costs
that were a result of new government reg:ulation to be covered by a
corresponding fare increase. An automatic review of taxi fares every two years
was recommended for the taxj industry, only if and when the industry was
prepared to be financially accountable and present approplliate financial data.

In South Africa, New Taxi Vehicles (NTVs) are already operating in some
provinces, such as Gauteng. Western Cape and iKwaZulu Natal. They still charge
the same fare as other taxis for the fear of losing commuters if they increase the
taxi fare. However, operators are I,ikely to increase the taxi fares for the NTVs in
order to recover their costs of buy'ing these taxi vehicles and accumulate profits.

To measure the impact of the TRS on expenditure patterns, affordability levels of
the households of the Vaal was considered. Affordability of public transport i
also viewed by the Department of Transport to be important for the success of
the TRS. The cases where fares increase (by 10%, 15%, and 20%) show that
the average monthly transport costs would increase from 9.1 % to 9.9%, 10.3%
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and

10.6% of household's disposable income respectively,

following the

implementation of the TRS

Cases 3 and 4 indicate that expenditure on transport exceeds the government's
goal of ensuring that public transpci-t ;s affordable, whereby a commuter has to
spend less than 10% of disposable income on transport. These are significant
increases in transport costs considering the income levels of the Vaal
households. A need to subsidise public transport in general and taxi fares in
particular to achieve the objectives of the National Department of Transport is
investigated in the study.

In the case of even higher

gove~~~ent

subsidies, reduction in the cost of

transport through government subsidies may supplement the existing income of
households to such an extent that the headcQUflt index for the population
decreases significantly.

Applymg the impact assessment nwdel to households Jiving below their poverty lines
in lne Vaal on increased government subsidy would supplement the existing
income of these households. If a subsidy of 20% of the transport cost is offered,
the poverty gap would decrease ..

To maintain or improve the status quo of the taxi commuters of the Vaal, the
government should intervene by offering user-targeted subsidies in the lax'
industry. This would supplement the existing income of the households and
alleviate poverty i1n the townships. Different forms of subsidies exist in the
industry including, the capital subsidy (scrapping allowance), blanket subsidy,
user-targeted subsidy, and

cO'1"~oetitive

operations. T:le user-targeted subsidies

have a tendency to reduce passenger fares and thus maximising their welfare.
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The DoT is still in the process of finding the best subsidy options to be
implemented for the taxi industry.

The implementation alternatives for future

subsidy implementation to facilitate recapitalisation within the taxi industry are
proposed to ensure sustainable taxi operations.

For the

~mpact

on poverty and expenditure, the only thing that matters is the finall

fare price. If user-targeted subsidies could be offered leading to the taxi fare
reduction it could have an impact on expenditure patterns and poverty levels of
the Vaal households. This suggests that the recapitalisation of the taxi fleet which
is supported by a taxi fare subsidy is critical to ensure the provision of safe,
affordable and efficient minibus taxis.

It is therefore reasonable to conclude that the amount of subsidies should be no
less than the increase in the taxi fares following the implementation of the fRS.
If taxi fares increase by 20% (Case 4 in the study). subsidy levels should be
either 20% to maintain the current poverty status or be above 20% to reduce the
poverty gap in order to increase the standard of living of the households of the
Vaal.

7.2

Conclusions

Taking into consideration the study hypothesis, notwithstandin9 the positive
expectations from the TRS, and taking into account proposed measures to
address the challenges faced by stakeholders in the taxi industry,

~he

expected

positive influence on overaU poverty levels of commuters will not be achieved
without subsidisation. Furt'hermore, due to government's lack of information on
commuters' needs and the cost implications involved. Vaal commuters wi:lI still
spend at

curren~

or even j,ncreased levels of their disposable incomes on taxi

fares. Government subsidies to various segments of the commuting: publlic will
be required ff the positive changes envisaged are to be attained. The following
conclusion is reached:
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Cil

Regulation of the taxi industry through the implementation of the TRS
would lead to the increase in taxi fares, which would require the taxi-mode
commuters of the Vaal to change their expenditure patterns. This would
also worsen their poverty levels;

To maintain or improve the status quo of the taxi commuters of the Vaal, the
government should intervene by offering user-targeted subsidies in the taxi
industry. This would supplement the existing income of the households and if the
subsidies are high enough alleviate poverty in the townships;

6

Without such an action from the government, the TRS would not achieve
its required objectives in general and in particular that of affordable public
transport system.

(I

When viewed as a whole, the South African urban transport system, and
the minibus tax1 industry in particular, is performing relabve'y poorly
against the needs of key groups of customers as well as against overall
national objectives.

The Vaal taxi commuters, in particular are badly

served in terms of cost, safety, travel times, efficiency, convenience and
reliability. Current land use patterns leave commuters and othell residents
distant from key services and spending more of their disposable income
on transport fares per month; and

fIJ

Such inefficiencies require coordination of government and all role-players
and stakeholders in the transport sector to ensure integrated, affordable
and safe public transport that meet the needs of the public transport users.
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7.3

Recommendations

rhe TRS should be seen as a process whose outcome willi have far reaching
effects on the c.urrent and future state of the minibus taxi industry if implemented
successful,ly. The TRS should be regarded as the current stabilisation inUiative
for the minibus taxi industry. As such, urgent and systematic implementation is
required in order to accelerate the TRS. Efforts by the transport authorities lack
co-ordination and momentum. This has delayed the implementatio'll of the TRS
process

Additional safeguards may be required to ensure that the authorities

show the necessary commitment to achieve the objectives of the TRS.

If the commuter-targeted goal of commuters spending less than ten percent of
their disposable income on transport per month is to be reached, the government
should subsidise taxi fares.

Any specific taxi subsidy should be subjected to

clear, quantified and time-bound targets. Its effectiveness In reaching the stated
policy goals should also be subject to proper monitoring and evaluation methods.
This would assist in investigating if the subsidy would achieve set targets. The
attributes of various subsidies and their effeds need to be understood and clearly
explained to all stakeholders and role-players in the transport industry.

It is therefore recommended that the government ens LJre that the TRS meets its
goals. Taxi commuters should receive attenhon from the government tn order to
bridge the gap between the poor marginalised individuals and the rich, or
between the stranded (no affordable public transport available) and stubborn
(uses car only).

Government subsidies to various segments (strider, stranded,

survival, and sensitive) of the commuting public, especially tn the townships, will
be required if the posit:·-ie changes of TRS are to be attained.

Finally, it is necessary to highlight some of the limitations of the study as well as
areas that need further research. The limitations include:
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Resources, such as time and finances limited the extent and scope of the
study;

Access to

infc~~,ation

from relevant stakeholders on the TRS and

collecting data thrc ...:;:;;, questionnaire survey was also a challenge. Some
members of the surveyed households were very reluctant to provide
accurate information on their income levels and spending patterns. Some
wanted to know their gain in return for their responses to questionnaires;
and

Reaching households during the day was also pmblematic. since some
were at work and elderly people were mostly found at homes who were
unable to supply accurate information.

In terms of areas for further research, the following still need to be investigated in
order to fully understand and promote the public transport sector:

Effective allocation of subsidies to various public transport users in order
to achieve an integrated public transport system;

Analysis and ,nvestigation of the optimal pUblic transport fares that would
benefit the commuters; and

A comprehensive economic feasibility study of the ,impact of TRS on the
South African economy.
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Appendix A
ER QUESTIONNAIRE
005 - IFEBRUARY 2006

N.B.: The information in this questionnaire will be treated in strict confidence
Please note that the Head of the Household should preferably answer thi:s
questionnaire
Township:

Section/Zone:

Street:

House Number:

-

Date:

, Questionnaire No:

,Interviewer:

respect of all members of the household (Refer to Code List)
5,
2 3 4
6
1
1. What is the position of the respondent in
the household? (Father/Husband = 1;
MotherlWife = 2; Son =3; Daughter = 4;
Grandfather = 5; Grandmother := 6; Grandson
= 7; Granddaughter 8; Other 9)
Complete

In

=

7

=

r----

2. Modes oftransport YOIlJ use to get to
workfschool/university? (Private Car·::; 1;
Taxi = 2; Bus = 3: Train 4; Bus + Train = 5;
Taxi + Train = 6; Taxi + Bus = 7
Walk 8)
3. How far from home is your work 1 school 1
university etc in km
4. Of those travelling by taxi, what are the,jr
ages (years)
5. Employment status (Employed = 1; informal
:= 2; unemployed = 3; not
__ economic~lly active 4)
6. How much is the total monthly jncome of
your hOUisehold? (Take home pay)
7. How many times per week do yo,u use a
taxi?
8 How tong do you wait for the taxi? (in
minutes)
9. How do you feel when traveling by taxi?
You may choose more than one
option: (Safe =1 ;Unsafe = 2; Comfortable = 3;
Uncomfortable::: 4; Other::: 5 please specify)

=

=

=
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,..-.....--

1
10. How do you perceive the taxi service?
You may choose more than one
option:
(Reliable = 1; Unrel:iabl,e = 2 Efficient = 3;
Inefficient =4; Convenient:: 5;
Inconvenient = 6; Time-saving = 7;Time
wasting = 8)
11. How salis'tied are you with the frequency
of selrvice? (Very Satisfied = 1;
Satisfied = 2; Dissatisfied = 3)
12. Ho,w convenient are the taxi routes for
you; do they go to the places you
wish to go to? Very convenient = 1;
Convenient = 2; Not convenient = 3
13. Why do you travel by taxi? You may
choose more than one option: (Fast = 1;
Slow = 2; Affordable = 3: Not affordable = 4;
Other = 5 please specify)'
14. How much does each member spend on
laxli transport per month?
15 .•f employed, do you get extra money from
their employer? Yes = 1; No = 2
mf yes, how much per month (exact
amount)
16. Which of the following have you
experienced from the taxi? You may
choose more than one option:(Rudeness
by driver = 1; Cheated of change:;;: 2;
Dirty vehicle = 3; None:::: 4; Other = 5
(p~ease specify)
17. Have you ever been involved in a
collision while traveling as a taxi
passenger? (Yes = 1;
2)
18. If yes, who was at fault? (The
taxi driver =
1; The driver of the other vehicle
= 2; Other = 3 (please give details)
19. In your experience, what are your feelings
about the foUowing pe'rtaining to
taxi drivers/owners?:
19.1 Taxi drivers are considerate towards its
passengers (Yes = 1: No = 2)
19.2 Taxi drivers speed because they want to
make more trips (Yes = 1; No = 2)
19.3 Taxi drivers speed because other

2

4

3

,5

6

-7

I

l
..

1-

_.

;

,

No : :

-
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1 12
passengers ask them to ('Yes::;: 1.: No == 2)
19.4 Taxi drivers overload because they want to
get more fares (Yes::;: 1; No = 2)
19.5 Taxi owners are only interested in making]
money for themselves (Yes::;: 1;
No = 2)
19.6 Taxi drivers do not care for tlheir
_passengers as people (Yes::;: 1; No::: 2}
20. Who do you think is causing violence in
the minibus-taxi industry? You
may choose more than one option:
Taxi associations fighting with each other::;: 1
Dri'vers fighting with each other::;: 2
Crimi,nals/tsotsis within the industry ::;: 3
Criminals /tsotsis outside the industry ;;: 4
Other::;: 5
21. Do you have any know~edge about the
proposed new taxis? (Taxi
Recapitalisation Strategy? Yes::;: 1; No = 2)
22. If yes, how did you I,earn about it? (Racho
::;: 1; Newspaper::;: 2; government
offlices = 3; community leaders::;: 4; friends ::;:
5; ot~~i...= 6Je!ease speci,fyj
23. How do you feel about the proposed Taxi
Recap? Good = 1; Bad::;: 2;
Not sure::;: 3
24. What advantages do you anticipate from
the proposed Taxi Recap? You
may choose more than one option:
(Safety =: 1; Comfort ::;: 2; Convenience ::;:
3; Time saver::;: 4; Low Cost::;: 5; Reliability
::;: 6; Efficiency::;: 7; None::;: 8
Other::: 9 (pl,ease speciify)
25. Win you be prepared to pay extra taxi fare
to get all the perceived benefils?
(Yes :: 1; No = 2; Not sure::;: 3)
26. If yes, how much extra mo,ney will you be
prepared to pay per month?
27. In your opinion, will the taxi recap save
y'ou money or are you going to pay
more? (Same::;: 1; Save less::;: 2; Save more
::;: 3; Don't know::;: 4)
28. What will you do when the fares increase
by 20%7
(Continue to use a taxi = 1; Use a bus::;: 2;

3

4

7

6

5
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Use a train = 3; Other = 4 (please
specify)
29. How will the increase of taxi fare by 20%
affect your householdfstandard of living?
(No change = 1; Reduce spending on food = 2;
I less money for education = 3; Other =4 (please
specify)

CODe LIST
AXil COMMUTER QUESTIONNAIRE

1. Composition of members: enter the appropriate number in the

bOX:

FatherfHusband =1 MotherlWife = 2
Son =3
Daughter = 4
Grandfather::: 5
Grandmother::: 6
Grandson::: 7
Granddaughter = 8
Other = 9

2. Modes of Transport: enter the appropri,ate number in the bOX:
Private Car::: 1
Taxi::: 2
Bus = 3
Train =4
Bus + Train::: 5
Taxi + Train = 6
Taxi + Bus -;;;: 7
Walk::: 8
3. Distance: Enter in kitometres
4. Age of each member in years: enter actual age:
e.g. 18, 35, 60 years
5. iEmDloyment Status
Formally employed: works for 3 days or mom per week for income/food/
accommodation. ::: 1
Informal Activities: involved in informal activities for 3 days or more per week for
income:;:- 2
unemployed: can work, want to work, cannot find work::: 3
Impact of the Taxi Recapitalisation Strategy on the expenditure pattenns and poverty levels of
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not economically active: cannot or don't want to work - children, old people,
disabled, students, housewives. = 4
6. Monthly income: enter ta.ke home pay per household

7. Frequency: enter exact number (count per

one~way trip)'

8. Waiting period (in minutes)
9. Feelings (May choose more than one option)
Safe =1
Unsafe = 2
Comfortable = 3
Uncomfortable = 4
Other = 5 (details)

10. Perception of taxi service (May choose more than one option)
Reliable = 1
Unreliable 2
Efficient = 3
Inefficient =4
Convenient == 5
Inconvenient = 6
Time-saving = 7
Time- wasting = 8
Other = 9 (details)

=

11. Feelings about frequ.ency of service (May choose mor,e than one option)
Very Satisfied = 1
Satisfied =2
Dissatisfied;:;; 3

12. Convenience about taxi routes
Very convenient =1
Convenient = 2
Not convenient = 3

13. Why travel by taxi (May choos'e more than one option)
Fast = 1
Stow = 2
Affordable

=3
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Not affordable::: 4
Other::: 5 (details)

14. Expenditure on taxi per month: enter exact amount per hous,ehold

15. Transport fa're from employer
Yes::: 1;
No::: 2
Amount from employer per month: enter exact amount

16. Taxi Experience: enter the appropriate number in the box:
Rudeness by driver::: 1 Cheated of change::: 2
Dirty vehicle::: 3
None::: 4
Other::: 5 (details)
1'7. Collision
Yes::: 1

No::: 2

18. Who was at fault enter the appropriate number in the box:
The taxi driver::: 1
The driver of the other vehicle::: 2
Other ::: 3 (details)

19. Experience about taxi

dlliversJowners~

you may enter more than one

statement
hoose Yes = 1 or No;; 2 for each statement
19,1 Taxi
1,9,2 Taxi
19,3 Taxi
19.4 Taxi
19,5 Taxi
19,6 Taxi

drivers are considerate towards rls passengers
drivers speed because they want to make more trips
drivers speed becau se other passeng'ers ask them to
drivers overload because they want to get more fares
owners are only interested in making money for themselves
dr~vers do not care for their passengers as people

20, Cause of viofence: enter the appropriate number in the box:
TaXI associations fighting with each other::: 1
Drivers fighting with each other =2
Criminals/tsotsis within the industry::: 3
Criminals /tsotsis outside the industry ::: 4
Other::: 5 (details)
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21. Knowledge about the TRS
Yes

= 1: No = 2

22. If yes, how did you 'learn about It enter the appropriate number in the
box:

Radio = 1
Newspaper = 2
Government offices
Other = 6 (details)

= 3 Community leaders = 4 Friends = 5

23. Feelings about TRS
Good = 1
Bad = 2
Not sure = 3

24. Anticipation about TRS (Can choose more than one option)
Safety = 1
Comfort = 2
Convenience = 3
Time saver = 4
Low Cost 5
Reliability = 6
Efficiency = 7
None = 8
Other = 9 (details)

=

25. Preparedness for extra taxi fare payment
Yes = 1
No 2
Not sure

=

=3

26. If yes, how much extra payment: enter exact amount
27. In vour opinion. TRS save you money or are you going to pay more?
Same = 1
Save less 2
Save more = 3
Don't know = 4

=
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28. Fare increase:
Continue to use a taxi = 1
Use a bus = 2
Use a train;;;;; 3
Other = 4 (please specify)

29. 20% fare increase and standard of living
No change = 1
Reduce spending on food
Less money for education
Other = 4 (please specify)

=2
=3
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